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Studies on the Radioactive Dust due to Nuclear Detonation
in Bikini on March 1 1954.

An unusually large amount of strong radioactive ash was produced
by the thermonuclear test conducted on March 1954 at the Bikini
Atoll in the South Pacific by the United 5tates Atomic I�aergy

Commission*
A Japanese fishing boat celled No*5 ukuryu Haru which was

engaged In fishing about 8 - 90 miles east of Bikini early in

the morning of March was showered by this ah# The boat, con-
taminated by the ash came back to Japan in the middle of Iarch

with the crew apparently injured by the strong radiation emitted
from the ashe The contaminated fish brought back by this boat

had been sent to various-parts of Japan including Osaka and some
of them had been distributed In the market before radiation

monitoring,
Under such circumstances, to meet the urFent needs of public

health, the studies on the radioactivity of Bikini ash and the
radioactive contamination of environment ave been startedl from

the health physics standpoint, with the initiative of the author
under close cooperation with the public health officers of local
governments in Osaka district since the middle of Marc4 1954, when
phe author was the head of the Department of Biopysics, Osaka City

University, School of Medicine*

The estimation of the probable dose of radiation the rew
might have received during their voyage and the accurate estimation

of beta-ray energies and the detection of alpha-ray activity as
well as the identification of various radioactive nuelides included

in the Bikini ash were considered to be urgently needed items of
information in estimating the possible hazard due to the internal
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as well as the external irradiation from the health physics point

of view*

le Radioactive Dust

On the morning of arch 169 1954s the author was rquested
by the public ealth authorities of Osaka to go to the Osaka City

Central Market to examine some of the tuna fish wich had been
brought back by the No,5 Pukuryu Maru and sent down to Osaka*

On rough examination of the fish at the market it was found

that most of them were emitting about 2tOOO cpm on the average

as measured a few centimeters distant from the wet skin with a

Geiger-Muller eo,,mter with 19 W=2 mica window and ffective

a�ea about m2e The natural count of this beta-ray counter was

about 20 opm. For the purpose of comparison some other fish which

had been cauSht near the coast of Japan were also examined# but

no significant difference from the natural count could be dtected*
On areful examination in the laboratory on March 16, some

of the most contaminated fish were found to be emitting over 10,00.0
opm per CM2 of the skin, which may be estimated to correspond
roughly to about - micro curie per a2v The average contami-
nation was probably about one tenth of this value, Dried shark
fine were also found to be strongly ontaminated* Although the
fish caught later were found to be contaminated mainly in the

internal ogene, those fish brought back by the No,5 ukuryu kaxu
were found to be more contaminated on the kin*

The absorption curve of the radiation emitted from the surface

of the contaminated tuna fish obtained at Osaka City Central karket

on March 16 is shovin in iS.I# and the decay curve of &wss activit7
in Fig.2.

(Fig.1)

(FigsO
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Fig. 1. The absorption curve of the radiation emitted from the surface of tuna h

on March 26, 1954. (Measurement was made at 2 cm from the 3.5mg/cm,-'

aluminum foil window of a Lauritsen-type electrometer manufactured by

Scientific Research Institute, Ltd, Tokyo, Japan.)
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Fig 2 The decay curve of radioactivity
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Because of the uexpectedly strong radioactivity detected on

the contaminated fish in Oaka, it was felt to be very important

to go down to the fishing port, Yaizu, immediately to examine the

radioactivity of the No*5 ukuryu Marut the boat) on which the

contaminated fish had been brought back to Japan. On the morning

of March 1 the author arrived at Yaizu and collected some radio-

active dust from the upper deck of the steering room of the boat

with his staff members of the Department of Biophysics, Osaka City

University. The lower deck seemed to be thoroughly washed, and

yet strong radiation was being emitted, The radioactive contami-

nation of some of the samples brought back from the boat is shown

in Table .

(Table )

On that morning of arch 17, the readings of a portable,

ionization chamber 4iaieated that te radiation dose rate then

being eived on the boat was about - 120 m/h, Extrapolating

back (t-1*4) from these figures, the possible dose of external

radiation which some of the crew might have been receiving during

the Initial 2 hours period can be estimated roughly at about 200

300 r, and that during the 13 days voyage (M��,rch 1 - 14) at about

-300 - 500 * Since this does not tke into account the radioactive

ash which was washed, away by te crew during the voyage,, the initial

dose must have been considerably greater.

From later examination it was found that tiny white or greyish

white particles of diameter about 0.1 mm or less were emitting

strong radiation, On microscopic examination even smaller parti-

cles, the size of few microns, were also found. Occasionally$

similar particles of a larger size with less radioactivity were

observed, but on careful examination these seemed to be the pulver-

ized white paint of the boat which may have become contaminated

later bv the radioactive dust* The absorption curve and the decay

curves of gross ativity of the radioactive dust (Bikini ash) re

shown in igs,3 and respectively,
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Table 1. Radioactive contamination in cpm of some f the samples collected from
the No. Fukuryu Maru n the morning of March 17, 1954. Measurement
was ade durin t period March 18-20, 1954, at about 3cm from the
mica window (1.9mg/cm-) of the beta-ray counter whose natural count is
about 20 cpm.

Itein Weight in grants Cpm above natural

Rope 0.2 7047

Cigarette box o 6 173

Scraped piece of the washed wooden bard 0 4 1828
of te lower deck

Wood dust 0.3 37307

Tip of te brush 0.3 44312

Cotton glove 0. 5 14222

Chop stick 0 2 287

Cabbage 0. 205

Tobacco 0.2 710

Radish 1 2 314

Scraped pit-cc of tile washed woden part 0.3 23-18
at the )ead f the boat

Iron dust rust) 1 7 11577

Washed rain coat (shoulder part) 0.7 508

11 1. (chest part) 0. 5 123

Button of the coat 1. 0 1275

Cigarette butts 0.5 R�

Soap 1.2 325

Canvas 0. 1349

Sniall rope (inside) 0.7 459-

Small rope n tile deck) 0. 5 15167

Dad cockroaches from itchen) (. 5 2788

Rag tile cbH, 0.2 16-2

%%Iat�r io te cabin o. :W7

Hair 0 2 (Ran]

L'ovej, of flit, anned food 8g IS 135

li'm cabl'. 12 g 66.540



(Fig-3)
(Fig.4)

Some of the most radioactive particles, with a size of 0. -

0.3 mm, were estimated to have radioactivity of about 042 - 153

me/g on arch 21. Extrapolating back, it was estimated that one

gram of this-dust might have had radioactivity equivalent to about

0. - 1,5 curies at the time it fell on the boat ( - 11:30 a.m.

March 1). The radioactivity per unit volume was occasionally

found to be more than ten times stronger with the particles of

smaller sizes (a few to a few tens of microns). One gram of

fission products at about three hours after nuclear fission may

be estimated to have an activity of abolit three million curies,

assuming the following relation for the gross beta activity,

12 X/0 Ci
A =

where t is the time after nuclear fission expressed in unit of

hour.

Therefore we may assume that a dilution by a factor of about

three million might have occurred at the time of detonation.

On preliminary radiochemical analysis conducted on March 18,

about 50 - 6056of the apparent beta-ray activity was found to be

deposited in the fraction of rare-earth elements mixture with

lanthanum as a carrier, although the main constituent of the ash

itself seemed to be a calcium compound. This result as consistent

with the results obtained by a mre detailed radi.ochemical analysis

conducted later as well as with those obtained by others�1)45)'(19)(LO)

2. Radioactive Contamination of the Fishermen

While in Yaizu on March 17, the author had the opportunity

of examining some of the crew of the No.5 ukuryu Maru through

the courtesy of Dr. Ooi of yoritsu Yaizu HOBPital. Examination
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Fig. 3 The absorption curve of the radioactive dust (Bikini ash) collected

from the No. Fukuryu Maru. (Lauritsentype electrometer with 35

Mg/CM2 Al window).
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Fig 4 The decay curve of Bikini ash (greyish white) in
logarithmic plot. (Lauritpen-type electrometer with
3.5Mg/CM2 Al window)
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of the patients in the hospital learly revealed that radiation

Wam being emitted from the hair, face, nockand nils* Radio-

activity above the naturally occurring level was distinctly

detcatett in the bloodi urines and feces during those days as

shown in Table 2 The fishermen's lavatory was also found to

(Table 2)

be slightly radioactiveo According to statements by some of the

crewt the witish dust fell so heavily that they could hardly

keep their eyes and moutha open.

The condition on the boat, the No,,5 ukuryu Uaru, at the

time it was being showered by the rdioactive ash on March .

19,4, was ex-)erimentarily reproduced by Dr*giyoshi of ok�m

University Hospital(6) by using pulverized coral reef,, This

experiment was ,carried out in the presence of the crew as witnesses

to the, actual amount of ah which had fallen on the boat. This

amount was then etimated to be approximately 383 8o52 mg/=2.

Judging from. this igure, the amount of radioactivity per quar -

meter on the boat can be estimated to have been oughly about

3, - 85 caries-assuming one gram of ash had about one curie of

radioactivity a time it fe2l on the boat,

'When the radioactive dust i scattered uniformly on a plans

urface wich may be considered large enough a compared witb the

:son free path of the gami a-=V photon,, the gau=-ray flux (IT)

received at a height h" above the �rraund may be given approxi-

mately by the following expression,

where is the total energy of gamma-ray emitted per unit Are&

per unit time (Mev/cm2 _sec)%-A the linear absorption oefficient
(16OXIO-4 CM-1).



Table. 2

Date collected
Patient Sample Activity* from the patient

K blood 10-4-10-51IC/CC March 17

A feces 2X 1-2-10-3/le/gM March 15-17

T urine 10-1-10-41IC/CC March 15-17

0 urine IO--,)-IO-rItc1cc March 17

S urine 10-5-10-Gpclcc March 7

hair 0. -111c/gm March 16

Because of the considerable differences detected in the different aliquots of the sample,
only the range of activity as estimated with the substandard source of S011-1'91 is

given. Most probably this is partly due to the fact that some of the radioactive
nuclides were lost by the absorption or deposition on the metallic part of tile syringes
or on the walls of the container while the samples were transfered from one container
to another for transportation. Some samples had been diluted for various clinical
tests before we received them at the hospital and the degree of dilution was not clear.
T-4i-- not specifically identified.
Who-se hir



When the radioactive contamination is c/m2' may be

expressed by

$ 3,7 WE�y MQV/CX -S-e C. (3)

where ET is the mean energy of gamma-rays 0 Mev).

The mass absorption coefficient of the gamma-ray with the

energy 0.0 - 2 Mev may be considered approximately constant

to about ten percent. For the gamm -ray with this range of

energy, the incident beam of gamma-ray which corresponds to 

rad may be given by

OPhoio7z

Therefore the dose rate d(rad/hr) at a eight of about one

meter above the ground may be expressed by the following e

equations.

3,r(XIO �ij
6� = Z)(,-,3xlo? Y, h, (5)

With the above equation the do5e rate corresponding to a

radioactive contamination of I c/m2 may be estimated. about 825

rad/hr. Assuming the gamma activity to be rouFhly about one

half of the beta activity the dose rate corresponding to the

beta activity of 35 - 5 cm2 may be estimated to be roughly

about 15 - 350 rad/hr. Since the area of the deck of the small

boat is smaller compared ith the mean free pth of the gamm -ray

photon, the actual dose rate the fishermen might have received

on te boat at the time of deposition of the radioactive dust

would be smaller than the above value.

Although it seems that most of the dust would have been

washed away from the deck of the boat some time after it deposited,

the external dose received by the fishermen before ty washed
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the dust away from the boat may be estimated about the oder of

10 - = rad,, Therefore adding to this the dose due to residual

activity on the boat the total external dose te fishermen might

have received during two weeks voyage may be stimated roughly

about 400 - SW rad, Judging from these figures it seems pobable

that more tan 50% iould have died without proper medical care

directly or indirectly due to radiation.

In connection with tis it should be noted that the cabin,

where r* Aikichi Kuboyama the chief wireless operater of the

boat who died at 656 pam*, Sept. 23, 1954 was living, was

located at the highest part of te boat., hn te author examined

the boat, the roof of the upper deck above his cabin seemed to

be the only place in the boat where the dust did not seem to have

been.cleaned toroughly, Therefore it seems very pbable that

he would have been one of the crew ho recieved the highest ex-

ternal gamms-ray dose during the voyaC-,e although the degree of

his skin injury due to the direct contact of te rdioactive ust

appeared to be smaller than some of other fisherxen*

In view of these findings, there is good reason to believe

that the crew had inhaled or ingested at least some of the

radioactive dust during the voyage in addition to receiving

exte=al radiation.

39 Alpha-ray Detection

Because of the harmful effects of lpha-rays% it was very

important, eecially from the medical or health-physics point

of view, to determine whether or aot any alpha-emitters may

have been included in the Bikini ash. Therefore, a measurement

of alpha-rays was attempted, usinK windowless ionization chamber

of conventional type, with liner amplifier and pulse height

selector which had previously been calibrated by Po-a*

_14-



Towards the end of March 1954, a fraction hich was thought

to contain the transuranium elements was separated from the
strongly radioactive original sample of Bikini ash of about 5
epm. -beta activity, according to.the peroxydisu2fatefluoride
MethodPO From this fra(ztion alpha-ray activity of about 105

counts per 0 minutes was detected above natural, which seemed

to be at least partly due to the possible existence of long lived
?u239, owever, there eemed to be a decaying omponent due to

some other uclides also, The dimensions of the ionization chamber
used for this alpha-ray detection Pre shown in Fi9*5 in units of cm.

(Fig )

From thir transuranium fraction, beta-ray activity about one

hundred times stronger than alpha activity was detected when the
fraction was separated towards the end of March 154. However,
the exact onfirmation of nuclides could not be done because of
the difficulties in sarating transuranium elements from each

other quickly.
It was necessary to estimate the beta-ray energy ore

accurately from the health physics point of view, and the bta-

ray analysis was conducted in cooperation with Prof. Azuma. and

his staff of the Faculty of Engineeringo Osaka Prefectural
University.

4. Seta-ray Analysis

4.1 xerinertal Procedure
The cntinuous beta-ray spectrmm and tho interzal conversion

lines from te radioactive elements were measured uing a double-

coil megnetic-le= beta-ray spectrometer. First, te beta-ray
spectrum of the original sample prior to chemical analysis was
studied on March 19, The radioactive ash was put on a mica sheet

of about 3 e/=2 and covered with Upon filia of about 30 +g/em2

-15-
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to prevent its dispersion. The observed beta-ray spectrum is

shown in Fig.6. However, there were so many groups of beta-ray

and.ga=a-ray tat they could not be analyzed reliably without

chemical separation. The ash w then analysed by the usual

method of rediochemical anal7sis�l)(19)(20) A strong beta-ray

activity was found in the eO2-fraction (about 40 - 0% of -

activity of rare-earth elements mixture). The beta-ray analysis

of tis fraction was ttempted* The chemically separated "eO2-

fraction in powder form was put on a mica sheet and covered wth

a thin Zapon film from the same source as for the beta-ray anelys55.

(Fig.ro)
The beta-ray spectrometer used in the work was the ordinary

double-coil magnetic-leiv type* The spectro-chamber was equippeccl

with an aluminium. baffle system like those of Van Atta et al(7)

to reduce the scattered electrons, The beneficial effect of tis

baffle system on the measured spectrum was investigated with te

internal conversion line of the 665-kev gamma-ray from 'Is

The baffle system of the spectro-chamber is shown in Fig.7 In

units of cm.

(Fig.7)

In operating the spectrometer, a resolution of about

percent w used to increase the transmission* The detector

consisted of an ordinary G-M counter of the end-window type,

whose mica slect was 29 ms/4 thickness.

The measured beta-ray spectrum was analyzed usiniz the Feniji

plot tat is, the plot of (N/f(zw)'J/2 against the total enerFy,

where N is the number of counts per minute of beta-ray per unit

momentum., and f(zw) is te Fermi distribution function of trans-

ition probability, and is the energy of emitted electrons in
2units of MG In this analysis a better-approximation for Nzw)

especially for large z, as given by Bethe and Bacher(9) was used,

-17-
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4*2 Results and Discussion
The absorption curve of the CeO2-fraction prior to beta-ray

analysis is shown in Fig*8,, In Fig,,9 the aboorption curve of this
traction on April 19 is compared with that on May 1% from which
the apparent half-life of the higher energy part of beta-M and

that of the'lower energy may be estimated eparately*
In Fig.10 is shown the observed beta-ray spectrum ot the

CeO2-fractione The insert in Fig.10 shows the internal con-

version line of the 134-kov gamma-rays The allowed Fermi plot
of the higher energy part of the beta-ray is shown in ig,111
from which the end-point energy of 2497-Mev can obtained, Tis

beta-ray group was then subtracted, and the remaining beta-ray
grouped also analysed using the Fermi plot,, It can be seen

that th�� measured beta-ray group is a ompiex consistins of six

components with end points at 177-, 1�086-� ioO30-t 0,709-i
0.580-, and 0.438-Revo

(Fig.9)

(Fig.10)
(Fig.11)

The data obtained in the present work were compared with the
momentum spectra of pure e-isotopes which have been reported
hitherto* Porter, Cook., and others(10)-(12) have measured the

betn-ray groups of pure Ce'44 289 d) Pr'44 isotope with a lens-
coil spectrometer, and have observed the beta-ray roups of 2a,97-,
0.30-9 and 17-mev, and the gamma-ray groups of -134-,j 100-1 80*7-$
,54-, d 33-7-kevo For 6141, Yeadman, Engelkemsir, and
others(13)-(15) have reported the beta-ray groups of 98;.. ad

442-kevq and the gamma-ray roup of A-kevo For Cal43 Bsus
and others(10-0-0have measured the beta-ray groups of 19-,
and laO9-9 and 0*71-MOV9 and the gamma-ray groups of 720-1 60-j

356-t 289-9 160-s and 35-kov-

_20-
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Fig. 8. The absorption curve of the CeO2-fraction isolated from Bikini ash prior to
beta-ray analysis. Uuritsentype electrometer with 3.5Mg/CM2 Al window)
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In this eperiment el44-FzJA'4,was ascertained to exist

in the sample, from the beta-ray spectrum of the highest energy
and the internnl conversion line of the 134-kov gazz"raye The

half-life of CeJ43- is short compared to that of el'441, but the
existence of the former element in lower concentration ma be

inferred from the beta-rey roups of 560- and 38-kovo The
energies of the internal conversion lines of Ge-1`44 and eI43

differ from each other by only 10-kev,, and they have spectra of
similar shape. Thereforeq these two could not be detected sepa-

rately because of the low resolving power of the beta-ray
spectrometer used in the present work. and because of a small
existing amount of eI43; but the possible existence of eI43
may be inferred by the beta-ray group of 1377-, 1#0E6-, and

0.709-Mev. 
'Since'it is rather difficult to senarate te elements Ce

and Y completely by odinary methods of chemical saparatlon(l),
a small amount of Y may be contained in the sample on a con-
tamination level. Hovrovert the identification of the 1.537--mov
beta-ray group of Y91 was difficult in the C002-fractiOn-

.In conclusion, the beta-ray grouses corresponding to Cel44-

Pr1449 01, and el4l were identified from Fermi analysis of
the beta-rays emitted from the eO2-fraction which was chemically
separated from the ash collected on board the No.5 Pukuryu Uaru.
The other elements were also chemically separated, but Fermi

analysis was not undertaken because of theweaker radioactivities
.after separation into various fractions. The radiochemical analy-
sis wRa conducted in cooperation with Prof. amatera and his staff
of the Institute of Polytechnics, Osaka City niversity�19)(26)
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59 Radiochemical Awaysis

Since it was urgently required to identify possible radio-

active uelides from the health physics point of view, this
radiocheMiCal aalysis -wag conducted with special reference to
fission products.

5.1 Outline of the Method of Analysis

The sample was dissolved in dilute nitric acid, and the
isotopic or proper onisotopic carriers were added when the

solution was analysed according to the ordinary method of system-
atic qualitative analysis. The following findings have been
obtained rom the peliainir7 experiment conducted during the

initial 24-hour 'period after obtaining the sample.

(1) Part of the radioactivity of the "ash" was found In the
portibri which was precipitated by hydrogen sulfide from the
a�id solution.

(2) A great er part of the radioactivity of the "ash' was found

to collect in the portion which vas precipitated by ammonia
and ammonium sulfide in the pretence of ammonium chloride.
NeiArly all of this part of the radioactivity was also
precipitated by amonia alone. More than one-half of the

activity was precipitated by oxalic acid from weak acid
solution.
Part of the radioactivity was also found in the portion of

alkaline earth metals.
Such a distribution of radioactivity as in the above was similar
to that of fission products, -Therefore the analytical procedure
was modified to some extent for convenience's sake to detect the

possible radioactive nuclides. Thus the iodine was precipitated
as silver Iodide together with cations of group 1. And te
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portion which may be precipitated by hydrogen sulfide from acid
solution was separated into two groupol the one which my be

precipitated from strong acid (a* 2N) solution carrier 82S5)

and.the other which may be pecipitated from dilute acid (a* *3N)
solution'(earriet dB)* With this procedure a considerably good

separation of ruthenium and tellurium seems to have resulted

unexpectedly. The hydroxides which were precipitated by ammonia
in the presence of a=onium. chloride were teated with special
attention to the rare earth elements and zrconium*

When two different radioactive nuclides co-exist and one of

them has a shorter half-life, the half-lives were estimated from
analysis of the decay curve. (half-life of 1131 and 1132 in
1131+I132).

When the beta-ray energies of two coexisting nuelides
&iffer greatlyq the higher ener�:;y part may be estimated sepa-

rately with a poper absorber. The intensity of the lower energy
beta-ray may also be estimated as the dfference between the
Int<msity of the higher energy beta-ray and that of the total bta-
ray. By this method the half-life of eh of the nuelides may be

estimated separately for some-nuelides without waiting for the one
with shorter half-life to decay completely (half-life of ulO5
and ulC'6 in ulO3+RulO6+,RhlO(>t half-life of C0144 in eI41+C9144
+Pr 144 ).

Besides the beta-ray analysis with 'beta-ray spectrometer as
reported in previous section, the maximum energy of beta-rays of

individual nuclides was approximately estimated from te absorption
curvese

5.2 Analysis of Fission Products

(a) S89
Sr89 was separated fom barium and calcium by the 202,04

me'hod(5) he shorter half-life observed may b due to some
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contamination by such nuclides as Ba140. herefore, the estimated

percentage of Sr89, 1.6% as of March 26, may include some error
although correction was made for the probable amount of contami-

nation.

(b) S*Y90

A solution containing lanthantun as a carrier of 90was added
to a solution containing strontium free from other metals, wich

obtained from another portion of a large quantity of the

original sample. FrOl� this solution, hydroxides of rare-earth
metals were precipitated. These were then dissolved in dilute

acid and converted into oxalate by precipitating with oxalic acid.
The oxalate containing Y90 had an activity which may be

estimated to be about one hundredth of the total activity of the
strontium portion. This value for Y90 activity may be considered
to be an underestimate, since the oxalate was eparated from the

solution before its complete precipitation.

(c) z95+ub95m+,,;b95

Hydroxide precipitate by amnonia resulting from the ordinary

analytical procedure was dissolved in H1 (1 : 10) and the
phosphate of zirconium was precipitated with %RP04. The shape
of te decay curve which was flat at the end of March and began

to show a decreasing tendency from April to May with the apparent
half-life of about 0 days, may be explained by assuming that a
large part of niobium might have 'been precipitated with the
zirconium.

(d) ulO3+RulO6+RhlO6

Nuclides of ruthenium are considered to have been carried
with antimony sulfide upon its precipitation from a strong acid

solution, about 2N in HU and HN03. Thus, toward the end of
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April# P-rays from this atimony sulfide precipitate had a
rather simple absorption curve which my be interpreted by

assuming that the main components of P-rays onsist of the one

with high energy from RhlO69 daughter of u106, and another

with low'energy'from Bulok Moreover the half-life of each
nuclide measured seemed to support this Interpretation*

(a) 029,+T*129

.It was shown by the P-ray absorption curve which was measure

on April 24,, of the sulfide portion coprecipitated with cadmium

sulfide carrier from ON acid solution that the main component
of the A-rays was the one with'a maximum energy of 1.8 Mev.
The apparent half-We of radioactivity of this Portion,, ineludin6

some nuclides with shorter helf-lives.was about 20 days,, Though
identification of the nuelide with 1.8 Nev P-ray,-was not successful

on account of inadequate chemical treatment, this nuclide is likely

to anve been Te3-29 acompanied by its pent Tel29m*

M e132+J132+1131

Radioactive iodine as separated from cations other tan

group I by coprecipitation with silver chloride. The presence of
I132 and I131 was confirmed from the analysis of the decay curve

and the absorption curves at different timese T0132 was deduced
to be present fm genotic. relationship.

(g) a4O+Lal&O

Barium was separated from strontium by the 2CrO4 methodS22)

A single treatment according to this method could not result in
complete sparation* However,, the presence of BaW ould be
confirmed since weaker ativity of r9o. parent of 190, made
it easy to oonfirm the formation of al4O from a'40 through

chemical separation of L&140 from its parent*
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(h) el4l+Ce'44+Pr'44

Mixed ompounds of rare earth elements, which were obtained

from another large quantity of "ash'. were treated according to

the iodate methodt23) A dubly repeated treatment resulted in a

good separation of cerium from the other rare earth elements.

The presence of r144, daughter of e144 was confirmed on the

basis of -ray absorption curves of cerium portion. Since the

apparent half-life of the activity of low energy P-ray of this

portion, -ray of Pr144js of high energy, was found to be 6

days from the analysis of the absorption'curves of beta-rays at

different times between April 19 and May 20. From comparison of

this observed half-life and the known half-lives of Cel4l and

Ce144, the ratio 41 was deduced for the ratio Cel411Ce144

disintegration rate on April 19. The value :1 is calculated

as the ratio on March 26*

The beta-ray analysis of this fraction with the beta-ray
.144spectrometer was also made and te activity of Ge mras es-

timated to be approximtel 2 of the total activity of the

mixture of rare earth elements as of March 26.

5,3 Other Vin6ings and iscussions

Since it was known that the 'ash" consisted mainly of

calcium hydroxide, calcium. was examined for radioactivity,

In calcium, &ctivity less than 2% of Gr89 activity was found,

but the greater part of it was considered to be due to con-

lamination with r89. In this respect, we are not consistent

with K. Kimura et al(2) who found Ca45 in such a high activity

as about "D of 89 activity. This inconsistency my be due

to the large self-absorption of low energy P-ray of Ca45'with

a lar e amount of the arrier*

Later, in November 1954, a radioactive nuclide which ay

be considered to be Zn65 was detected from the intestine (ca.

47% activity) and the ovarium (ca. activity) of the tns
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fish caught in the 1stter half of 1954 in the Pacific.

The absorption curve of the radiation emmitted from this

nuclide as observed to agree well with that of n65 obtained

from Oak Ridge. oever this nuclide was not found in ap-

preciable amount in the "Bikini Ash" collected from the ukury-u

Maru.

From an aliquot of the original sample of Bikini Ash reserved

for about two years for the Durpose of detection of long life

fission products, strontium was separated from calcium with the

concentrated nitric acid method after the addition of carrier Sr.

Waitin,� for about 20 days for the growth of Y 190 after the sepa-

ration and Durification of Sr, Y-fraction was separated from Sr

,With the ion exchange method (Dowex 50) after the addition of

carrier Y. The existence of S9o +Y90 iJas confirmed by the de-

tection of Y90 beta-activity in this Y-fractionI26) C813?+Bal37M

was also con-firmed by the detection of photo-peak corresponding

to this nuclide with the gamma-ray scintillation spectrometer

in te cesium bl-smuth iodide precipitate(26) from the alkallne

metal fraction with carrier Cs. e ratio of activity of r go

to that of CsI39 was estimated to be about 11*7. The radio-

active free samples of Sr, Y, and Cs used as the carrier in this

analysis were kindly provided to the author from Prof. Dishi of

Kyoto University.

Judiging from the various conditions of the local radioactive

fallout on the boat 0 - 90 miles away from the Bikini Atoll and

assuming the surface radioactive contamination of 50 curie 8^2

to be a representative average figure for the elliptical areaof

about 200 km downwind distance with the maximum cross wind idth

of 60 km as deduced from the comparison with the mode of spreading

of volcano ash in the past, the total activity in this area may

be estimated to be roughly about the order of magnitude of 7x10

curies with higher degree of ontamination closer to'the test
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site and lower degroe away from the site. Assuming that roughly

about one half of the total fission products fell in the local

area and that the activity per one gram of fission products at

a few hours after fission is about three million curies, the

total amount of fissile material that underwent fission at the

time of nuclear detonation may be estimated at about .6x,05 6

or roughly about 500'kg.

Comparing the above estimation with the atomic ombs dropped

over Hiroshima and Nagasaki which are assumed to correspond to

20 Kilotons TNT equivalent detonations with the nuclear fission
of about kg of U235 in case of Hiros'' ma and of pu239

hi. in case

of' Ng-saki, the size of the thermonuclear test conducted in

Bikini on Merch 1, 1954 may be estimated to be about 10 megatons

TNT equivalent detonation.

However, since such a lar�,,e aount of nlear fission as

estimated from te igh degree of radioactive contamination of

No-5 Fukuryu h3aru seemed. to be almost impossible with the slow

neutron fission of U235 or Pu239 because of the limitatiox) due

to critical mass, the author was led to a conclusion (34) that

the nuclenr detonation in Bikini must be due to the fast neutron

fission of a large mount of nntural uranium or U238,

Later this assumption was upported by the detection of
(2)(5)(29)uranium 237, which was reported by K. Kimura, et at

to have existed in aout 20% of the total activity as of Zarch

26, 1554. Moreover, the ratio 11.7 of the activity of Sr 90 to

that of Cs'37 seems to be closer to that of the fast neutron

fission of uranium 238(1:1.9 - 2.0)than to that of the slow

neutron fission of uranium 235(ltl - 12).

In view of these findings in the light of the present

knowledge of nuclear physics and engineering it may be inferred

that the fast neutrons which caused the fast neutron fission of

a large quantity of natural uranium or U238 would have been

derived from some fusion reaction initially ignited by a slow

neutron fission of 235 or Pu 239, as pointed out by R. E.

Lapp(,31)(34) J. Rotblat(32) and Indian scientists!33)
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6. Ratimation of Internal Dose

In order to obtain a clue to estimating the possible internal
dose of radiation due to ingestion or inhalation of the'Bikini
Ash, we have conducted, from the health physics point of view,
a series of biological experiments by administering the extract

of the dust collected from No.5 ukuryu Mara to about 100 rats

during the period from late March to My, 1954.

As a result, radioactive iodine was observed to accumulate
rapidly in the thyroid glande Therefore, we obtained the im-
pression that the selective power of uptake of specific elements
by some of the organs of te animals might help as a subsidiary
measure of the rapid radiochemical identification of some of the

nuclides in case of emergency*
After atopsy, the radioactive decay of different organs

have been measured. However, since the extract of the dust
administered to the animal wa amixture of various radioactive

SA
nuclides, the radioactive decay did not seem to obey a simple
exponential type, therefore we have tried to approximate it by

a power function of the time t: after the nuclear detonation on
Rarch 1 with the negative exponent of t. The general expression
may be given by

A t-n (6)

where A is the activity in the organ excised from the experimental

animal at time t fter the nuclear fission, and A, and are con-
stants.

Aith most of the organs except the thyroid gland, the average

value of n or the exponent of t was observed to be roughly about

unity ranging from 0.8 to 13, with somewhat lower value with the

bone occasionally. However with the thyroid gland the value of
n was observed to be roughly about 2 or sometimes it was estimated
to be as high as 237. A part of the reason might be ascribed to
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the higher percentage of activity due to radioactive iodine 1131
in te, thyroid gland during tis period of observation, Some of

the examplas are shwon in Pi s1 - 13. Among the various complex9t
(FiselO
(Fig.13)

factors involved in tis type of analysis, we must pray� attention
to the fact tat various radioactive nuclides included in the
fission products undergo radioactive de"y and change into -differ-

ent nuclides with time as shown In Fig,14. Therefore, ometimes

(Fig.14)
there seems to be a possibility that the organ, in which major

part of activity may accumulate, might be expected to change
with time, and that depending o the times at which the fission

products.mixture was administered, somewhat different results
may be obtained in the retention ratio as well as nthe relative
distribution of the radioactivity in various organse

The estimation of the percentage of retention or uptake of
the activity by various organs was attempted, but it was observed
to be considerably different with the possible impurity included
in the dustv from ich the radioactivity was extracted, nd the
acidity of the extract at the time of the administaration to the

animal, and in some extreme cases it was observed to be differ-
ent by about one order of magnitude. However, as a general
tendency, a higher percentage of retention was observed with the
extract of lower pH. Some of the results of the experiments,
with which relatively higher percentage of retention was obtained,

are shown in igs-1 - 17.
(Fig.15)
(Fig.16)

From the analysis of these data* the effective biological
half life was estimated to be roughly about 1 - 5 days for
the liver and 0 - 00 days for the bone*
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In view of these findings* it seemed almost-impoeible to

estimate accurately the possible internal dose of radiation te

crew might have received during their voyage or et the time the

dust fell on the boat, There seemed to be too aAyunkaown

factors which might ifluence the results$ such as the acidity

or pH in the stomach, whether some of the radioactive nuelides

in the dust reacting with the acids in the stomach formed some

soluble chemical compounds, or whether some of the nuelides

formed some soluble complex with organic acids$ or whether ome

soluble ohelate complex of te radioactive nuelides, were formed

or not, etc. All of these factors seemed to affect more or less

the results of the dose estimation* but the most important of

all was the difficulty in estimating the exact amount of radio-

activity the crew possibly ingested or inhaled on the boat.

Although the exact amount was not known, according to the

statements of the fshermen, some of the crew seemed to have

ingested considerable radioactivity at the time of tasting the

strongly radioactive dust to see what it w vithout- knowing

that it was strongly radioactive.

Judging from these statements of fishermen and from the

degree of radioactive ontamination of food and drinking water

the author detectPd in te boat', a rough order of ma.-nitude

guess was made as to the amount of radioactivity some of te most

highly contaminated crew might have ingested and inhaled on the

boat and the upper limit wais estimated to be in the range from a

few curies to about a tenth of a curie.

In spite of these difficulties, when Mr. Kuboyama, chief

wireless operator of ;0*5 ukuryu garu, died at 6t,% p.m* Sept.

25, 1954, the author was requested by Dr. myoshi of Tokyo

University Hospital, who was then the chief doctor in harge of

the Bikini patients In Tokyo, and Dr. umatori, who wss then the
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chief doctor charge of r. uboyama at the National First

Hospital in Tokyo, to estimate the possible internal dose of

radiation.
The pathological findings according to the autopsy of

Mr. Kuboyana-c6nducted-by Dr. Ohashi, the chief pathologist

at the hospital may be introduced briefly in the followinge
The scars of radiation burns were observed on the neck,

left leg and both Insteps, The weight of the liver ws 860 gi,
about two thirds of the normal weight of 1200 g. On macro-
scopic examination it appeared to be in a stage towards subacute
liver cirrhosis. Because of the marked sign of jaundice due to
disturbances of liver function, it has been suspected that this
might be due to the serw nepatitis through blood transfusions,

but it seems to be extremely difficult to prove this definitive-
ly in this case. Even if we admit that it was the serum hepatitis,
the radiation did not seem to be excluded from the possible causes

leading him to death, because of the possibility of the latent
virus being activated by radiation, while the resistance of the
body against various infections being lowered�29)

Besides the liver, various pathological changes ave been

observed In the lungs, bone marrow, kidney, spleen, pancreas,
testis, etc. Some mycotie infection has been detected in the
lungs and gastrointestinal tract. This may be due to te repeated

application of various antibiotics. However without the appli-
cation of antibiotics or blood tansfug.lons-It seems to be very
probable that the patient might have died much earlier either by
sepsis or by hematopoietie injuries as was the case at the time
of Hiroshima and Nagasaki*

After autopsy, some of the organs ave been sent to Kimura's
Laboratory of Tokyo University and to Nishiwaki's Laboratory of
Osaka City Universityfor the analysis of radioactivity. Te
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grossactivity which m.V be ascribed to the fission products

mixture after elimination of potassium activity) was estimated
at-Nishiwakile Laboratory to be in the range of 10-6 _ 0-4

PC/gm at the time of his death# although the activity at differ-
ent part of the organ was considerably dfferent,, sometimes by

a factor of 2 with the highest difference in the lung.
From the radiochemical analysis conducted by K. Kimura, et

al. such nuclides as u106+Rhl06,j Te'292+Te'299 XV+Nb959
Cel"4+pr:L44 Sr89 S9o+Y90,, were reported to have been detected

in te, liver, kidney, lungsq muscle, and bone, Although the

detected nuclides were limited and the existing amount was small,
extrapolating-back to the time the dust entered the body the
original amount may be estimated to have been much larger, Taking
into account the radioactive decay and the possible rate of bio-
logical elimination, it did not seem to be probable at all that

the nuclides detected ter his death were the only ones that

had entered the body
Although various uncertainties involved in this type of

internal dosimetry seemed to be too large to permit &qy accurate
estimation assuming the activity at the time of death of Mr.
Kuboyam w 2,5xlO-12 cg for the bone and 5lO-15 /g for the
liver, an order of magnitude estimation of the initial amount of
activity In the liver and the bone was attempted by the author,
taking into consideration of the results of the iological ex-

periments, based uporr'the following equati6n.
0, 03

4e- T' -0 (7)

t
where A is the activity per unit mass of the organ (c/g) at time
t after the nuclear detonation, the assumed time at which the
maximum activity reached the orGan, T the average biological

half life, and Al a constant.
(Fig.18)
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The results of the estimation of the activities in the bons

and in the liver are shown in Fig.18, where the average biological

half life T in equation 7) is assumed to be 0100 daysfor the

bone and 10-15 days for the liver, The corresponding internal

dose of ra diation in unit of rad for the period from the time 

to the time t1 after nuclear detonation may be given by the

following uation,

at (8)

where At) is the activity per uit mass of the organ as expressed

in uit of /g'at the time t after the nuclear detonation and 

the effective energy of radiation, and and tj are expressed in

number of days after the nuclear detonation.

Assuming the equation 7) for At) in equation (8), the in-

ternal dose was estimated for the liver and the bone of Mr. Xuboyams.

The resultsof the estimation are given in Fgs.19 and 20, where
1 two values of 4 y and -1 day$ are assumed as the time at

which the ma3dmunRetivity might have reached the critical organ.

(Fig.19)

(Fig.20)

As can be Seen in these fiSures, with this method of esti-

mation the integral internal dose of radiation of the liver may

be estimated to be about *7xIO2 rads for -1 day and 7lxlO2
rads for L4--L day assumiIng T 04 rads

4 9 -15 days9 and about 4*?xl
?.rfor -1 day and X1.04radet for day, assuming T-10 days,

while that of the liver about 19 rads for 9=1 day and 22 rads

for G-L day as.sumin T100 days and about 40 rade for Gal day4 9
and 58 rad o 01- day, assuming T30 dayse

4
Although the highest value of the initial anximm ctivity

estimated for the liver with P-JL day seems to be somewhat over-4
estimate, judging from the degree of strong local radioactive
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fallout and the conditions on the boat, it seems probable that

the upper limit of the integral internal dose of radiation of

some of the most highly exposed crew might have been in the

range of the order of magnitude of 102 _ 104 ads for the liver*

However, since the individual dfferences in the function of

liver would be quite lrge depending on various physiological

and pathological conditions the individual differences in the

response of the liver to radiation may be expected to be con-

siderably large depending on the various conditions of the

individuals especially in the ease of the abnormal functions

of the liver.

In spite of the fact that a higher activity was detected n

the bone at the time of r* uboyama's death, the initial maximum

amount of radioactivity in the bone was estimated to be lower than

that in the liver# This is because longer balf-lives were assumed

for the bone at the back extrapolation with the above method of

estimation. However, fom the comparison of the initial maximum

amount of radioactivity in the bone with that in the liverl

taking into onsideration of the ratio of the initial retention

of gross activity in the bone to that in the liver estimated from

the biological experiment, the iitial maximum amount of radio-

activity etimated for the bone by the back extrapolation with

the above method seems to be an underestimates Although the

corresponding integral internal dose of radiation for the bone

is estimated in the range of about 2 - 60 rads as shown in the

figure, if the initial amount of radioactivity were higher, the

corresponding integral dose would be expected to be higher.

Especially, if we take into consideration of the possible nn-

(35)uniformity factor of as given by ICRP(1958:)v the integral

dose for the bone might be etimated much higher* Judging from

these considerations, it may not be too much to assume that the

Integral internal dose of radiation for the bone might have been

in the rgge of the order of magnitude of about 1 - 00 radso
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7. Later Findings on the Contamination of Fish in 1954

On 1�arch 19th, 1954, the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission

announced the enlargement of the 7arning area u tn a scml-

circle of radius about 450 mes extending north from te ori�Ki-
nal Bikini-Eniwetok arning area. owever, lviter the Bureau of
Marine Products of the Japanese Government set a eporting area
around Bikini which is more than double larger then the warning
area expanded b7 the 6AEC, and any fishing boats entering this
area were requested to report to five major fishing pours in
Japan for radiation monitoring.

The first contaminated fish which were brought back to Japan
by No.5 ukuryu Uaru in the middle of March were found to be
emitting much stronger radiation from the surface than from th-
inside, and the government set the tentative discarding level of
radioactive contaminated fish at 100 cpm as measured at 10 cr
from the wet surface with the beta-ray counter with 35 mg/cm
mica window plus 25 mv/cm2 plastic cover to protect the counter
window. The natural counts of this counter were about 30 OPm-

In the mean time the seiond themonuclear e"losion test
was conducted on March 27th, the third on. April 6th, the fourth
of April 26th, the fifth on ay 5th, in the South Pacific, and
another test appeared to have been conducted sometime between
May 8th'- May 14th as judged from the analysis of the artificial
radioactivity in the rain.

Although it was announced on UV 1th, by the U.S.AEC that
the series of H-bomb tests which were successfully conducted at
Bikini area were concluded for that ear,, the contamination of
fish and boats continued to be observed.

Therefore, in close cooperation with the public health
officers of the Osaka City and Osaka Prefectural Government,
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we hve been continuing the rdiation monitoring of the fish and

the oats coming to Osaka Port from the South Pacific area,

From the fish which have been caught outside the expanded

warning areal,'stronger radioactivity has been detected in the

internal organs than on the skin. As the �ime went on, the area

-In which the'contaminated fish were caught seemed to expand

gradually.

In September, some of the fish caught at about 10 - 20 miles

off te Pacific coast of Japan have been found to be ontaminated

(above 100 opm at 10 cm), while no significant increase of radio-

activity of ser-water near the coast of Japan has been detected

at that time. )--,ven in December highly contaminated fish (100 -

2000 pm) have been found occasionally among the fish caught in

the coastal aters*

However the Dercentage of uch highly, contaminated' fish seemed

to b ecreasing with time (0. - .01 per cent). Most of te

fish w3re found to have the rdioactive contamination of lesser

de,-�ree, ant rdioactivity of less than 100 CPM at 10 CM)*

WL1--h most of these low ontaminated fis te radioactive

contamination of the white part of meat was estimated to be 14

jLcl!�w or less. The amount of fish consumed at a meal may be

roughly about 10 - 00 gm.

The radioactive contamination of some of the fish contami-

noted to a mediuia extent eamined by random sampling by the author

and his associates at the epartment of Biophysics, Osaka City

University since May, may be estimated to be roughly about 10-1

10-2 14c/gm n the internal organs$ 10-2 - 10-3 )je/gm in the red

part of the meat, about 10-A vc/0 in the white part of the meat,
-4 and less than 10 j*c/Sm in the skin.

Towards the end of 1954, besides the ordinary fission products,

about 1 - 0 per cent of the aparent radioactivity detecte in

'the fish has been found to be due to radioactive zinc Z5. The
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reason why so much radioactive zinc accumulated In the fish Is

not certain, but the production of detectable amount of n6 by

the-neutron activation of some metallic part of the bomb itself

seems to be possible at the time of the nuclear detonation,

At the end of the year the Japanese Gove nent ordered the

local governments to discontinue the radioactive examination of

the fish partly because of the decreasing percentage of the

highly contaminated fish,, partly because of the larger maxi um

permissible amount of n65 given in te U.S.11stional Bureau of

Standards andbook 52(,-'56� and partly presumably because of the

complicated economic problems accruing to the radiation moni-

toring at different ports scattered all over Japan. The total

amount of fish discarded frozL arch through December, 1554 because

of the radioactive contamination (above 100 epm at 10 am) was

estimated to be slightly over one million poundso

(Fig.21)

According to the statistics in 19,52(30) the total amount of

fish caught Der year by the Japanese fishermen was about 9Gxld�'

pounds, and the total number of fishing boRts was 6.652.

Fi 8.21 shows the position of the boat operating in the Pacific

when either the fish caught or the boat Itself have been found

to be contaminated by the radioactive dust on returning to the

Japanese port during the period fom March through June 1954.
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'Fil.2t UJioactive C0"tth$i$%-9LtiOn Of 500J5; tXftd ish

,n The ac;flc i*t 1464 oa-vr)

B: Bikini, the small rectangle in solid line around Bikini Indicates

the original warning area on March lot, 1954 (N 10'151 - 12'45',

E 160'35 - 16'161).

Ps Position of No. 5 Pkuryu Maru at 40 a.m. March let, 1954, which

was Identified to be N 11053,, 1660581, about 0 - go mles east

of Bikini.

Each cross with circle Indicates the Position Of one boat operating

In t Pacific when either the fish caught by the boat or the boat

itself have been found to be contaminated by radioactive dust on

-returning to the Japanese port. (March through June, 1954).

W: The semicircular area of radius 450 mles extending towards North

from Bikini-Eniwetok Area Indicates the expanded warnings, area

during the period from March 1th to Ksy 22nd, 1954. The remaining

radioactive contamination of sea-water in this area detected by the

Japanese overnment Radiation Survey Boat In June may be etimated

to be about 5 x 10-2 10-2 ge/1. In August Rongerick and Rongelap

Areas were announced to be still hazardously contaminated. (Notice

to the Japanese Department of Hydrography from U.S.; Yociuri, August

28th, 1954).

Js Large square in dot and dash line indicates the Reporting Area

set by the Bureau of Marine Products of Japanese Government.

C 2 - 21", E 152* - 175'). Any fhing bats which entered this

area had been requested to report to five major fishing ports In

Japan for radist4on monitoring.

NIt Worth Equatorial Current.

ECt Equatorial Cunter Current.

RD(May)t Possible routs along which the radioactive dust in the air has

been carried to Jpan during the period of unusually hiehly

radioactive rainfall in the middle of May. (agaku, August 1954).

RD(3eot.)t Possible direction of air urrent during the period of unusually

highly rdioactive rinfall in the middle of septemoer. (Kagaku

Asohl, December 154).

46W a one fish indicates 10.030 fish per year ftueht by the JoDanese

fishing boats, in the area indicated. (Statistics from April 152

to April 1953i 3hizen u 1954).



summary

A study has been made, from the health physics standpoint,

of the radiqactivity emitted from the dust collected from ..5

Pukuryu Mara, which was showered by the strong radioactive ash

at about 0 - 90 miles east of Bikini on Varch 1 1954.

The probable dose of external gamma radiation the crew might

have received during their two weeks voyage may be estimated

roughly about 50 - 00 rad. However,, judging from the strong

radioactive contaminationof the boat$ it may be inferred that

the crew might have received a considerable-degree of internal

irradiation besides the external whole body gamma irradiation and

the local beta irradiation on the skin where the radioactive dust

directly contacted, The specific activity of the dust when it

fell on the boat a few hours after the nuclear detonation may be

estimated tobe roughly about one curie per gram.

From the radiochemical analysis and the beta-ray analysis*

the major part of the radioactivity included in-the dust was

found to be due to a mixture of various fission products, while

the main chemical component of the dust (Bikini ash) itself

consisted of a calcium compound.

The alpha-ray was also detected by the use of an ionization

chamber in that portion where transuranium elements, if present,

if=P=e=eXtt.I were collected.

The tuna fish and the shark fins which were brought back-

to Japan by Ho.5 ukuryu Maru i the middle of March, 19.54 were

most strongly contaminated on the skin, but the fish caught

later in the South Pacific were found to be contaminated more

strongly in the internal organs rather than on the skin. Te

area in the Pacific where the radioactive contaminated fish

were caught seemed to expand gradually with time# In the latter

half of 1954, besides the ordinary fission products, the rdio-
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active Zn65 which was ot found in appreciable amount in the

original Bikin a has been detected 4om the internal organs

of the contaminated fish. A possible poduction of Z_ 6-5 by the

neutron activation of some metallic part of the bomb devices at
the time o nuclear detonation may be inferred,,

Based upon the results of the biological experiments con-
ducted with the extract of Bikini ash using rats and the result

of the radioactive analysis of some of te organs of Mr. Ku1boyama,
the chief wireless operator of No*5 ukuryu Maru who died at about
206 days after the nuclear detonation on March 19514, an attempt

has been made to estimate the internal dose of radiation.

Although the accurate estimation seems to be extremely difficult,
judging from the degree of strong radioactive fallout and the

various conditions of the boat and the crew, the upper limit of
the integral internal dose for the liver might be estimated in
the ranjre of the order of magnitude of about 102_104 rads, while

that of the bone in the range of about 1 - 300.rads.
From the degree of strong radioactive contamination of the

boa'. and the results of the radioehemical analysis of the Bikini
ash, the size o the nue lear detonation conducted on March ,
1554 In Bikini was estimated to be roughly about the order of
magnitude of 10 megaton TNT equivalent fast neutron fission of
the natural uranium or uranium 238.
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Preliminary Pndings on the Radioactive Fallout due to

luclear Detonations

Since we have detected a onsiderable amount of artificial radio-

activity in the rain in spring 1954, it has become one of the most

important Items, from the health physics point of view, to continue

measurements of radioactivity in the rain and in the atmosphere. To watch

out the radioactive contamination of our environment due to repeated nuclear

weapons testings in other countries was also considered to be important

from the nuclear engineering point of view, in the sense that the permissi-

ble allowances of the radioactivity for the peaceful ues of atomic energy

might be lowered if the degree of radioactive contamination due to nuclear

testings should continue to nrease gradually and indefinitely.

If the permissible level were lowered, the cost for rdiation protection

may be expected to increase at the peaceful uses of tomic energy and should

the rdioactive contamination increase seriously in the future, it was

anticipated that we may have to face a very difficult situation in designing

the atomic energy facilities for peaceful purposes in our country.

From these points of views, we have been continuing measurements of

the radioactivity in the rain in Osaka Japan since the spring of 1954.

Some of the reliminary findings are introduced in this paper.

I Preliminary Fndings

Since a series of thermonuclear tests in the�Pacific area began in

March 1954, we have been recognizing an increase of radioactivity in the

dust Included In the rain.
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Early March (March 5), 1954 a fallout of strange dust with the rain

was observed over Atsumi Peninsula, central part of Japan mainland, facing

the Pacific Ocean. S phenomena were observed also in oshino district

of Nara Prefecture near Osaka (March 6 11). Later this dust was confirmed

to be radioactive.

Since it was confirmed In our laboratory that the radioactivity detected

In the rainwater which fell in Osaka on April 17 - 18 as mainly due to the

artificial radioactive nuclides (about 501% of beta-ray activity was found

to be due to rare-earth elements ixture) by the radiochemical analysis an

well as by the analysis of decay curves of gross activity (apparent half-life

was about one week), we have started a systematic checking of all rainfalls

In Osaka. In ig.1, the absorption curve of the radiation emitted from the

radioactive residuals which were obtained from the rainwater of April 17

was compared ith that of the radioactive dust hich fell over the Atsumi

Peninsula and the Yoshino district in the middle of March.

(Fig.1)

Since such naturally occurring radioactive substances an the disinte-

gration products of Radon (n) or Thoron (Tn) might be included In the rain,

we have carefully examined about this point. From the rapid measurement of

the atmospheric dust, the rapid decay, of RaB with the falf-life of about 27

min. and of FaC with the half-life of about 20 min, may be observed, but In

a few hours aC decays out to a negligible level. A few hours after
4'k

sampling of atmospheric dust the activity of ThB with the half-life of about
A

10.6 hre may be observed but it decays out to an almost egligible level in
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Fig. 1. The absorption curves of the radioactive dusts which fell in the middle (of March
over Atsumi eninsula Aichi Prefecture (A) and Yoshino district of Nara Prefecture kit)
near Osaka are compared with that of the residual of April 17th rain in Osaka (C).



I

a day or so and in a few days it is almost undetectable with our usual method

of roptine measurements of the radioactivity of the rin.

Although the atmospheric content of such naturally occurring disinte-

gration products of Rn or Tn may be expected to chanEe considerably at

different places, at different seasons of the year and at different times

of the day, the percentage of the. activity of ThB to that of R&B*Ra as

estimated by back-extrapolation may be estimated to be about a few percent

in the city of Osaka.

Since it taken a considerable time before measurement of radioactivity

after sampling in order to collect the dust by complate evaporation of

rainwater with our usual method of routine measurements, the possible degree

of complication due to natural radioactivity such as Rn or Tn was considered

to be almost negligible if we estimate the artificial radioactivity at the

time of sampling by the back-extrapolation from the decay measurements a

few days after sampling, especially hen the rtificial radioactivity due to

nuclear testings included in the rain in Japan which is usually at least a

few days to about a veek of are is trong.

The measurement of radioactivity of the rainwater was carried out with

the residuals, wich were obtained by complete evaporation of the rnwater

at least six to ton hours after sampling and as placed at a few centimeters

from the beta-ray counter ith 19 mg,/*m2 mica indow and effective area xcm2.

The natural count of thin type of counter in about 20 cpa and It is customary

to express the radioactivity with the number of counts per minute detected

above the natural background activity as estrapolated back to the time of

sampling based upon the decay measurements for a few days at least.
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In our past experiences, non-metalic container eemed boitter than metalic

container for collection of rinwater for the purpose of examining radioactivity,

so we ave been using glass containers. Later it as found that the polyvinyl

or polyethyltue.container or heet might be more sultableifor this purpose

than the glass wares.

The radioactivity In uits of crocuries was estimated from the comparison

go gowith the sub-standard source of Sr Y . However, Osaka bing a large

industrial centre, the smount of residual after complete evaporation of

rainwater containing moot and dust Is sometimes so high that the self ab-

sorption due, to thickness of sample at the time of radioactivity measurement

may not be negligible. The apparent total radioactivity as occasionally

found to be higher after the chemical sparation of the radloactlvi*e

substances from the non-radioactive residuals.

The radioactivity detected In the rain in the iddle of May 1954, van

unusually high in Osaka as vas in other districts fl)(2)(4) Frost the Initial

rainfall on May 16, 1954, the radioactivity of about 87,000 pm per litre wag

detected in Kyoto near Osaka by Prof. Shidei of Kyoto Univerelty(l)(2)(4)

which may be etimated to correspond to about 0. - .0 micro-curie per litre.

The radioactivity concentration of the rainwater was observed to be such

higher at the beginning of rainfall. The amount of radioactivity washed down

with the rain during this period of unusually highly radioactiv rinfall may

be estimated to correspond to roughly bout 0.1 - 03 Ricro-curio per sq. a

per day in Osaka.

In ig.2, the absorption curves of the radioactivity detected In the

rain on May 14 and on May 17 re shown.

(ng.2)
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The decay curves of gross aivity dtected In the rain of May 14 and

Kay 17 are compared in semilOgarithmic plots in Fig.3.

(Fig.3)

However, as can be seen in ig.3, the decay of the gross aptivity of

May 17 rain is faster than tt of May 14 rain in Osaka hich is due to the

explosion on May 5, so we may have to assume that the unusual increase of

radioactivity in HOLY 17 rain might be due to some other tests conducted

after Kay which has nt been ascertained from the barograph and microbarograph

records.

If it could be assumed that the decay curve of gross activity of

radioactive contamination of rainwater should be linear in 1ogarithmic plot

when the time of origin is taken as the time of nuclear explosion, the possible

date of explosion after May may be estimated to be about May 12 or sometime

between May and 14, 1954.

However, since the nuclear tests had been conducted repeatedly in the

South Pacific In the period from March to May 13, 1954, it may be possible

that in the rainfall during May the radioactive dust originated in different

tests were mixed up to some extent. Under such circumstances a more accurate

estimation of the probable date of explosion from the analysis of the decay

curve of gross activity In the rain may become rather difficult.

On April 19, 1955, an unusually thick whitish rain as observed to have

fallen over a considerably wide area (Osaka, Kobe, Nara districts and a part

of Kyoto Prefecture). Usually the residual obtained after complete evaporation

of rainvater.was black or dark brownish in snKm because of a great percentage

of soot.
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Although the aount of rainfall van only about 0.1 - 02 me In Osaka

an April 19, It vat so thick that each drop made a clear white spot on the

roof, vindov-pan**, and motor-cars. From the rainwater collected in the

glass container 2600 - 3500 opm per litre of radioactivity were detected,

while the apparent radioactivity detected from the rainwater collected in the

polyvinyl container was found to be only about ne-otenth of the abov fgure,

in spite of the fact that the polyvinyl vessel is considered to be btter

than the ass container a the rainwater collector for the radioactivity

measurement. Most of the thick hitish sstance in the rain including

radioactive substances seemed to have adhered to the polyvinyl membrane.

In case of the unusually thick rain we may have to pay special attention to

the method of collecting rainwater and of transferring it to other vessels

from the original collector. Otherwis tre may be a great danger of losing

a greater part of radioactive dust In th rin before the radioactivity measure-

ment with the rsidual Is done.

From the quantitative chemical analysis of April 19 rain, the whitish

residual was found to contain over 50% calcium. From the alysis of te

dust collected from a large funnel used for rainwater collection on April

19 at the Osaka Central Meteorological Station, it was found that the dust

contained about 3V alcium, 4Vp silica, and the rest was composed of soot

ond other dust. From further spectroscopic analysis of the dust 1y emission

spectrum conducted in cooperation ith Mr. Shimizu of Osaka CtV Technical

Research Istitute, the following elements were confirmed Ca (a large

quantity), 1, Fe, Al, Mg, Ns, a minute trace of Ni and D. The dust n the
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rainwater In the iddle of March had been found to contain only about - 6%

calcium, about 4 silica and over 50% soot and other dust.

From the preliminary radiochemical analysis of April 1th dust with ion

exchange method (Dowex 50) conducted in cooperation with Dr. Yamedera of the

department of inorganic chemistry, the radioactivity remaining after about

a week was confirmed to be due mainly to the various fission products

including rare-earth elements hich amounted to about 60 to 7, of the total

beta-ray activity. over, the calcium and silica included in the residual

did not seen to be radioactive to an appreciable extent.

Judging from these findings it seeme.probable that the minute pticles

of alcium and silica might have absorbed some of the radioactive dust In

the atmosphere because of their high surface activity, and were vash*d down

with the rain in addition to the radioactive dust directly collected by the

rain. However, from where such high content of calcium In April 19 rain came

is still unknown. On April 13, similar rainrall was reported to have been

observed in Hokkaido, the northernmost Island of Japan, and later in some

districts of the western part of Japan mainland including Osaka. The

possible corelation with the yellow sands from ontinental China van also

considered.

In the middle of September and early November, 1954, highly radioactive

rainfall was rported mostly in the northern part of the Japan mainland !3)

On Sept. 22, the radioactivity of 128,000 cps per liter with the apparent

shorter half-life was detected Irk Tamagata. Pefecture try Prof. Terasak of

(3)(6)Yamagata University, which was estimated to correspond to about 03

90 90microcurie per litre ith the substandard source of Sr T



In Osaka, although a slight increase of radioactivity in the rain was

observed a few days later, no such high increase of radioactivity in the

rain as reported in the northern part vAs observed during this period.

The occasional increase of radioactivity in the rain since ebruary

1955 may be considered to be due at least partly to the effects of the

repeated atomic tests conducted in Nevada atomic testing ground since early

1955.

Some of the other examples of the decay measurements of the radioactivity

of the dust samples collected in Osaka in spring of 1955 are given in Fig.4.

(Fig 4)

In order to check whether such a high degree of radioactive fallout

as observed in the rain and dust of Osaka, Japan In 1954 would be possible,

we have examined n order of magnitude estimation of the lobal fallout

assuming a fission-fusion-fission type of nuclear detonation.
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II Order of Magnitude Estimation

1. Fission-Fusion-Fission Bomb(q)(10)
The total energy mf about 200 Mev is assumed to be released

per one fission of urarLium-235, plutonium-2.39 or uranium-238

corresponding to a reduction of mass by about one tenth of a percent.

Of the total energy, the kinetic energy of the prompt neutron

emitted during fission is about 25% and the number of delayed

neutrons emitted during the period from a fraction of a second

to a few seconds after fission is about a few percent of the

prompt neutronts or less. The energy of prompt gamma rays is about

2.3%. The energy of gamma rays emitted from the fission products

.is about 29%, while that of beta rays about 34%. The energy of

neutrino which may not be available as heat energy may be estimated

to be about 5.5%. Therefore the energy released as the explosion

energy at the time of fission may be estimated to be about

80 - 90% of the total fission energy.

Based upon the above figure, the energy release by the fission

of 1000 Kg fissile material %hich corresponds to about 2.6x1027

fissions may be estimated to be 8.4xlO23 ergs or lO 16 g. cal.

Since I Xw.hr - 860 Kcal, this may correspond to about 243x1010Yw.hr,

or assuming the energy.release of TNT explosion is about Kcal,

the nuclear fission of 1000 Kg fiSBile material may be estimated

to correspond to about the explosion of 20 megaton TNT.

Since such a large amount of fission seems to be almost

impossible with the ordinary atomic bomb of Hiroshima or Nagasaki

type, the nuclear bomb of Bikini type is assumed to be 3F-bomb.or

fission-fusion-fission type. It is assumed that the thermonuclear

reaction or fusion reaction using lithium-6 deuteride was first

ignited by the slow neutron fission of U23-5 or p239 and ten a
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large adount of uranium 238 used as a temper might be fissioned

by the fast neutrons released by the fusion reaction according
to te following scheme.

239) 6 t 4 eV(fission of Pu --t-3Lc .7 t He

p2-+ 'T3 4- III + 1,7 a MY
X >c;, qweon of U

3 In I t 3 e.V
/4' .,He 

p2+ p, He' - t , 0MPV

At the first step of slow neutron fission, about 25 Ks of plutonium
.may be necessary, Usually a fractioa of this amount may be assumed
to fission initially, but even if we assume 25 Kg of plutonium
fissions because of the high neutron flux released by te second
step, the corresponding energy release may be estimated to be
equivalent to about 05 megatons of TNT. However, since ost of the
neutrons from'�he fission of plutonium may not have sufficient
ener- 238

to cause the fission of U , the main role of fusion
reaction using L D ay be to produce fast neutrons to cause the
fission of 278.iTo release the explosion energy equivalent
to 20 megatons of TNT, roughly about 1000 Kg of U238 may be necessary
from the above estimation. To produce sufficient fast neutrons for
this urpose, about 30 Kg of L 6D may be necessaryand.the
corresponding energy release from this reaction may be estimated
to be equivalent to roughly about the order of 3 megatons of TNT,
From these onsiderations rouj�,hly about 80.2c, of the eergy released
b_ the above type of bomb may be estimated to be derived from the
fast neutron fission of uranium-238.



Although it has been reported (lo) that most of the uclear

detonations of megaton size conducted by the United States

in the past ere about 50% fisiion and 50% fusion, if we a3sume

that the fission of 1000 Kg 238 orresponds to the nuclear

detonation equivalent to O megatons of TNT, the corresponding n�u.)�)er

of fissions would be about 2.6xlO27* Therefore, assumingthe rate of

neutron release of about 25 per fission, the number of eutrons

Senerated per 20 meSatnns wou7d be about 6.5xlO 27. Dividing tis

number by the Avo6adto number, we may estimate the corresponding

total mass of neutrons to be abjut 10*8%Kg.

2, Carbon-14

In case of the nuclear detonation in the air, most of the

neutrons released ould be expected to react with the nitrogen

nuclei i the ir, producing the radioactive carbon-14 with the

half-line of 5600 years.

71 14 on1--')I' G 14 + JP1+ 061 Mev

C14 14 + P 016 Mev (2)
6 ) 7"

Although the actual number of neutrons escaping into the air

may depend on the type of nuclear detonation, if we assume roughly

about 514 of the generated neutrons would escape into the air,

about 74 Kg of radioactive carbon-14 may be produced* If we assume

all of the neutrons estimated in the above would be used for tis

reaction about 46 Kg or 672*000 uries of radioactive carbon may

be produced per 20 megaton TNT equivalent nuclear detonations If

we assume all fusion reaction using only deuterium-tritium fusion

reaction, roughly about times more neutrons may be estimated

to generate for the same energy release as compared with the above

estimation, and therQfore about times more radioactive carbon-14

would be produced, if most of the neutrons should escape into the

air, However, if we assume all fusion reaction of a mixed type
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as shown-in equation (1), the upper limit for the induced activity

may be about ten times higher than the aove estimation,

The eunaouut of arbon-14 produced per year by the absorption

of cosmic ray neutrons in the atmospere is estimated to be about

7-10 Kg Per year. The natural carbon-14 content of the biosphere

is estimated to be about 128 1*4GX10712 times the total carbon

content* The amount of nturally existing carbon-14 in the total

earth reservoir is estimated to be bout 56 to 81 metric tons

with the distribution about 169 - 1.47% in the atmospheric carbon

dioxide, about 388 - 283% in the terrestrial living matter and

humus, bout 67 - 61% in the total organic matter of the oean,

about 8. - 87,Zo in the total inorganic matter of he ocean.

Assuming that the DNA in each dploid cell contains about

1.2xIO 11 atoms of carbon, the natural. carbon-14 ontent in DNA

may be estimated to be about 016 atom per cell with the dis-

integration rate per year about 2xlO_5 . If we ssume that the

generative cells, on the average, would suffer 30 years of this

kind of tansmutation effect, the probability per generation

p6r person may be estimated at about 6xlO
,() 1) (12) (13)Leipunsky, Pauling and Totter, et al have estimated

the possible biological hazard to man de to the transmutation

effect of carbon-14 from nucleF--r weapons testing. Since the

ratio of mutation over transmutation of carbon-14 in DNA is

not exactly known with man, the xact estimation of the --�enetic

hazard due to ransmutation effect seems to be difficult,

However, if we assume the ratio of mutation over transmutation

to be unity, te transmutation effect may not be considered

negligible, although the addition of 148-Kg of arbon-14 corre-

sponding to 20 megaton TUT equivalent nuclear detonation estimated

In the above would mean only an addition of oughly about 02 to

the total carbon-14 reservoir.
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3f Gross ativity of Fission Products
IA'ma-

The nuclear fission 30&fIWau*0�0ium is know. to take place in

more than 40 different wayq producing over 80 different nuclides.

The fission yield curve against mass number is slightly displaced
towards higher mass number for uranium-238 than for uranium-235.

The primary nuclidep, containing neutrons in excess usually,
undergo a few beta decays sometimes accompanied by gamma rays

to become stable nuclidess

Therefore, in the fission products, about 100 different

radioactive nuclides with greatly different half-lives are mixed.
Altbough the decay rate for such a complex mixture may be obtained

as the sum of the exponential decay rates for each radioactive
nuclides, the composite decay rate is known, according to Way and

gnor(14)Wi to follow approximately the following simple law.

I = A tL (3)0
where t is the time after nuclear fission* AO a constant and the
theoretical value of a is 1,2.

According to Hunter and Ballou(15) the value of for the

fission roducts of uraniv 233 may change somewhat with the time
after fission as shown in the following.

Aw w 2.8 l03.t_0"'9(3. t 4- 30 min) (4)

A(t - *? x 1ON-1-11(30 min_<t < day)

A(t) 1.56 x 14t-1.25(l day-!,�.t < 4 days) (6)

A(,) = 2.4 x 103t-"03(4 days :! t < 100 days) 7)

Aw - 2.16 106t -l"(100 days�S t < 3 -r) (8)
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where At) is the umber of disintegrations per minute (dpm)

of the fission products per le fissions at t0 and t is the time

in minutes after instant of fission. The atual total activity

at t=O is computed to be 4,4xle dpm. Judging from this figure,

2.6xlO 27 fissions may be estimated to correspond to about

5.2xl0l-5 uries at t0.

However,, for the approximate estimation,, the rate of emission

of gamma ray photons I, and that of beta particles I per second

per fission may be expressed by the following equations.

(9)

3.2t-1.2 (lo)

where t is the time in seconds after fission and the above ex-

pressions may be approximately valid from about 10 seconds after

fission with the average limit of error less than a fator of

about two or three in most cases.

If we express the time t after fission in unit of minutes

and I and 13 in unit of dpm, we'may have the following expressions

per 104 fissions.

17 7 103t-1.2 (11)

I0 _ 14 x 13t-1*2 (12)

The comparison with the values estimated by Way and Wigner and

the curves given by Hunter and Ballau(15) for 104 fissions of U235

is shown in ig.5.

The average energy of beta rays is about A Nev and that of gamma

0.7Mev. The rate of emission energy in unit of Mev per second

per fission for bta and gamma rays may be giv�n on a rough

approximation by the following expressions,
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E 1.3t-1*2 (13)
A

By i.it-1.2 (14)

For 1,000 Kg of fission products corresponding to 2.6x1027

fissions or 20 meGatons TNT euivalent nuclear detonation, the

total gwama and beta activities ma,)r be expressed by the followin;7�

equ,-itions.

For gnzma activity,

27 -1,2
(dirs) - .2x1O t (1.5)1I

I (curies) = .1X10 17 t-1,2 0-6)
1

For beta activity,

I (dps = ,,.14XIO 27 t-1.2 (17)
P 1.2

10 (curies) = 2.2xl0lt- (18)

where t is tta time in seconds fter fissi,:,n, �ind the bove

ewiation may be i.,proximntely valid from bout 10 secnnd,� after

ission.

FOr ffWlMa !activity,

I (do-.0 = 1 x 10 24 t-1.2
7 UO

I7 (curies) = 6 x 10 12t-1.2 (20)

For beta activity,

I (dpui) = 26 x 10 24 t-1.2 (21)

I (curies) = 2 x 10 12 t-1.2 (22)
P

,,where t i- te t-Au i hurs :ifter fission.
If the time t after fission in unit of

I 1. X 10 11 t-1.2 (2---')

I 2.C. x 10 11 t-102 G)4)



From te above equations, the total activity of the ission

products due -to the fission of about 000 Kg of uxanium-2,�;6

maT be estimated obb about 2*6xlO 10 curies at one',veok 45 

109 uries at one month and l,2xlO9 curies t three'months after

the nuclear fiasion,. If we assume..that the ttal activity estimated

ia the above were distributed unifor3ay over the earth's surfacie

-of about 5101`4 a2s the specific activity per unit area may be

estimated to be about .*1xlO__5c at one week, about 8#6xlO-,6G/M-,

at one month and about 2,3x1O_6C at thrown months.

4. External Gaama Dose

The gnmnia ray activity of fission products at t hours after

fission is given by the expression(20) to be 6xlO 12 t-1*2 for

20 megaton equibalent nuclear detonation. If we assumethe fission

products were uniformly distributed over the earth's surface of

about 5xlO"4 m2 , the specific amma activity per unit area may

be estimated uo be about 0012 t192 a # If we assuim:e the Samnia

activity of fission products were uniformly deposited over a plane

surface in the area large enough as compared with the mean free

path of gaiama ray photons with the specific gamma activity of one

curie per square meter, the dose rate received at a hnight of about

one meter above the surface may be estimated to be about 83 rad

per hour. Therefore the dose rate for the global uniform deposition

of fission products at t hours after 20 megaton equivalent fission

may be given b O.lt-1*2 rad Der hour. Using this relation, the

total dose received from the time t I to t2 after detonation may

be estimated by the following equation.

to ta O I dt -red
(25)

4CIC

to -CO-4 (26)



The infinity dose from the time t after fission may be

estimated approximately by putting t2 0'0 in the above equation.

D = 0.5t,-0,2 (27)

If we assume in general the specific surface activity at te

time t after fission to be expressed by

I = A tC( (28)
0

where A and a are constants, the total dose received for an

exposure from time t 1to t2 may be given by
t,- __4A

-kAot A (2�)

where k is the dose rate for the deposition of unit specific

surface activity. If e assume k is also a constants the

rquation 29) ay be expressed s

tz(t, __L) 01 (30)

The infinity dose from -the time t to the time t 2 which is very

large compared to t 1 so that (t 02 )0-' (a�l) is sall compared

to uity may be given by

k&
(31)C,

In this case, if the specific surface activity It at -,!ie

time t I after detonation is known, A in equation 31)

may be given by

AO = It t Q (32)
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Substittiting AO of equation 32) into equation 30), we may obtain,

(33)

Therefore the infinity dose from the time t to infity may be

given by

D
(34)

where k is the do3e rate from unit specific surface activity

and It 1) the specific surface activity at the time t, after

auclear detonation.
In case of the dose due to gp-mma rays from the uniform

deposition of fission products with a-1.2, the ose rte k at a

height of about one meter may be estimated to be about 83 rad per
hour corresponding to the specific activity of 1 CM2. Therefore,

substituting these values into equation 33), we may obtain,
D�t tz 'I

I = 2- :1 4 1, - ( 1 ) ,, �- (35)

wher_I is the specific gamma activity a/m2) at the time t

after fission and t. and t 2 are expressed in uit of hours after
nuclear detonation. The infinity dose D of the equation 3.5) may
be expressed by the following equati6n n this case.

D a 42 (Itti) rad (36)

where D is the infinity dose from the time t hours after fission
and I the specific gamma activity per unit area expressed in unit

of at the time t,*

Using the above rlations and assuming the gamma activity to
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be roughly about one half of the beta ctivity,, the infinity g a

dose may be estimated roughly abouto�180 mrad at week* 131 mad

at month and 105 mrad at 3 months for the uniform deposition of

20 megatons equivalent fission products over the earth's surface,,

while the 30 year dose roughly about at 140 rad at week, 90 mrad at

1 onth and 64 mrad at 3 ngls after the nuclear detonation*
According to RReLappp the principal contributors to

dosage within the first year are 35d Vb9- , 65d Zr95, 0d ulO3

and 3d Ce 141 with 1 yr u 106 and 285d Ce 144 predominating

thereafter. Ten years after the detonation the gmma activity

,aill be dominated by 28yr sl37* Therefore, in order to obtain more

accurate estimates of the Serma dosage for.t I longer than gbout

a year, the estimation should be done based upon more accurate

results of the radiochemical analysis of the fallout,, but an order

of mgnitude estimation may be possible with the alrove method

especially for a relatively small value of t 1

5. Rate of Fallout

The rate of deposition per unit area per day (R) may be

approximated by

,ja) -kt 0.69
R - k A e k T (37)

where the total activity I(t) at t days after fission is assumed

to be uniformly sprAad over the area A, and k in the fraction

deposited on the ground per day, Ta the half elimination time in

dtys from the atmosphere and q the fraction of total activity

inJected into the atmosphere.

The value of ka�kt may be estimated to be *5zlO-* at one eok,

9e2xlO4 at one month and 8, aLt three months for the strato-

ph&-ric fallout with the haU elimination time of about to yea"t

and IP95xlO'2 at one weeks 1*15xII-2 at one montht and, 28xlO'w3

at three months for the tpospheric fall4pu wh the half

elimination time of about one *ntho Assuming the enression 24)

for 1(t) in euation (7), the rate of deposition f beta activity
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of gross fission products per unit area per day may-be estimated

to be as fllows*

Assuming - 12 and A a x1O 14 m2 for stratospheric fallout,

At I week,

R 2,4 x le C/m2 day (38)

or

R = 54 x le dpm/m2 day (39)

At month,

R A- x 10-9 12 - day (40)

or

R - 8.9 x 103 dpm/m2 - day

At 3 months,

R - x 0-9 c/m2 dny (42)

or

R - 22 103 dpm/M 2 - day (43)

Assuming q a A and A w 2.5x1014 2 the total area of Northern

HeMisphere for tropospheric fallout,

At week,

BP a 17 c:m - day (44)

or R - 1.1 x 106 dpx/m'�- day (4.5)

At month,

R 5.2 0-'8 a^2 - day (46)

or

Ho 12 x 105 dpm/m2 - day (47)

At 3 months,

Hp - .2 x 10�-') O/m2 - day (.48)

or

RO 71 x 103 dpm/m 2 _ day (49)
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Assuming 1011o for the counting efficiency of beta ray and about

10 mm of rain fall, we ray obtain the following order of mgnitude

estimates of the beta activity of the gross fission products

corresponding to about 20 megaton equivalent fission of about
11000 Kg of U238. xut 1.2x,05 CPM/2 - daj or roughly about 14
cpm/l at one week, about 1*3XIO4 en

�3 '/M2 � day or rouFhly about
0 epm/1 at one month, ad about 3XIO epn-/m P day or roughly

about 102 pm/l at tree months after fission.

In case of the 20 kiloton equivalent slow neutron fission of
about Kg of U23.5 or a239, if we assume that all the activity

were uniformly distributed over the Northern Hemisphere wth te

area of about 2*5xl0l4m2 with the half elimination time of about

one month, thi rate of deposition of beta activity per unit aroa

per day may be etimated to be about 14.4x103 dpm/m - day at week,

about 4Gx1O P dpm^2 _ day at zonth and 25 dpm/m 2 _ day at 

months.

However tlie actual aounts of precipitation my depend to a

large extent on the type of nuclear detonation and the various

meteorological conditions and the amount of rainfall he

composition of various radioactive nuclides seems to be different

depending on the type of nuclear detonation and the condition at

the time of detonation. Besides, some process of sorting or

fractionation of nuclides seems to occur during transportation of

activity from the site of detonation to the distpnt site of

sampling. Oftentimes we have observed different decay r of

the gross activity of the smples collected in the suburb and

in the urban industrial area, possibly because of the different

chemical composition of the rainwater.

Of the various fission products produced at the time of nuclear

detonation, the estimated yield of some of the radioactive nuclides

which may b!� considered important from the health physics point

of vew are given i Table .
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(Table )
If we assume l*Exl06 curies of r5O and 3#5 x 106 uries

of OS137 corresponding to 20 megaton TNT equivalent fast neutron

fission of about 1000 Kg of 238 were uniformly distributed over
the oarth's surface of about 5x1O" km2, te secific activity of
Sr9O and Gs137 per unit area may be estimated at about 3 6 me/km2
or ',,.6 m;Lc/M 2 of Sr9o and 70 me/km2 or 70 m4C/M2 of CsM.

6. Up 239 and U237

Besidea the fission products, several different radioactive
nuclides may be produced by the capture of neutrons zLt he time
of nlear detonations) Of these uclMes, neptunium-239 and

uranium-237 which may be produced at the time of the fast neutron
fissi-)n of uranium-238 may contribute considerably to the gross

beta activity during the period up to about one and a half month
ifrter the nuclear detonation*

The neptunium-239 may be produced by the following reaction,

LP 11 I 4 19- 231 13- Z? 0(
TO P P� (50)

21 2,3 d 4 2.4A,04)"

Although uranium-239 may be produced first by the intense neutron
bombardment of uranium-238, it may be expected to decay out

almost completely before reaching Jpan,
AssiL-ing that one atom of.Np239 may produced per fssion$ the

total activity of Mp239 corresponding to the fast neutron fission
of 1,000 Kg of uranium-238 may be estimated at about 2*4xloll

curies, Sinceneptunium-239 decays, exponentially while the gross
activity of fission products may decrease acording to t112 laws

the ratio of the beta activity of Np239 to that of fission products
may be given by

y(t) - k eht l*2 (51)
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Table I Fission yield per too fissions

Half-life u 235 u 258 Po 239

thermal f4 MeV fast thert"al fast

38sr Eq -�;o. 5 d 4.7q 4.5 2 IQ I.q

qo
cl� 2 y 5:77 5.2

38 4 5 2.3 2.2

8.o6d 3. 4. 3 5. 2 3.8

Cs 13IF -27[y, 28y 6.15 F>"T 6.2 5.-z4 6.6
N5 30Y

� i4
56 Le Z82 d 6-o 3.3 4.q 5.2q

I.q3w 1.07 f. 26 2.3 3.0



where is a constant and t in unit of days*

Differentiating the above equation with respect to t,

we may obtain

d-y- KtO.2 e4't 1.2 - t) (52)
dt

where t is the time in days af ter fission, = 693./day and
2o33

a 2axio, Since dy- 0 at maximum yt), the time to give
2.6x101' dt

a maxiaium In. the above ratio of the beta activity m,-1y be given by

t - -j-L-'- (53)

From the above equation, the activity of Np 239 relative

to that of te fission poducts may be estimated to reach a

maximum at about days after detonations amounting to as much

as about WA of the total beta activity. The total activity

of PU239 corresponding to 2.4xI0 11 curies of ?p239 raay be estimated

at about 6*4x-le curies. f.we assume this amoinit of P239 were

uniformly distributed over the earth's surfoce of about 5X10 14 m2

the specific activity of Pa 239 per unit urea may be estimated to

be about 128'jApc/m2 or 128 p/1=2.

The uranium-237 may be formed according to the following

reaction.

92 Tj239 + 0ni -), 20 n" + 92 U23? (54)

Judging from the relative percentage of the activity 237

detected i the Bikini ash, it may be estimated that roughly

about one atom of U237 might be formed per ten fission Of uanium-238.

Based upon this assumption 1 the total activity Of uranium-237
per fast eutron fission of 1,0o'
at about 1.7xlolo 0 K-9 ranium-238 may be estimated

curies. Substituting 0,693
6*7
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into equation 52), the activity of U237 relative to tat nf the
fission products mky be estimated to reach a maximum at about
11*6 days after detonations amounting to as much as about 50%
of the total activity.

If we assume Np239 and U237 would contribute appreciably
to the gross beta activity* the total b6ta activity as a function
of the time t in days after detonation may be expressed by the follow-
ing equation*

11 12 _Q.6�3 t
A 2#6 x 10 t + 24 x 1 a 2.33

10 UAW t
17 10 e 6*7 (5-5)

The total beta ativity represented by the above equation is
shown in Fig*6,, As can be seen in the figure, the total beta ac-
tivity may,be approximated in this case by the following
e4uation. during the period from a few days to about 30 days after
the nuclear detonation.

A A *6
0

where AO is a constant and t the time after detonation,
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III Discussion and Summary

la this paper some of the preliminary findings on the

radioactive fallout due to nuclear testings during the period

from Liarch 1),1;4 to the first half of 1955 are introduced. In order

to check whether such a high radioactive fallout as observed

durin,:,, the period following a series of nuclear testings in Bkini

in 154, an order of magnitude estimation was made assuming the

nuclear detonation to be of fission-fusion-fission typee Although

in the above estimation a uniform distribution of tropospheric

fallout over the entire surface of the northern hemisphere is

assumed, the tropospheric fallout may occur in a belt-like pttern

around te world starting from the site of nuclear detonation.

Therefore, a strong radioactive fallout higbar by one order of
maF 11

.7itude or more thl,.�In 'he abavc estimates may be expected in some

cases depending on the various meteorological conditions. In the

case of stratospheric fallout, a difference in the radioactive

fallout by a factor of about three may be expec ted depending on the

position of jet stream abovb Japan. Usually a higher rate of

radioactive fallout is observed at the entral part of Japan ahen

the jet stream is above the southern part of Japan. The fallout

rate is etimated to be higher on the average by a factor of a1yout

three in the belt-like reLion around the earth between about

N*300 and 500 in the northern hemisphere. In Japan, at the Japan

Sea side of the Japan mainland where more rainfall is uually.

observed the annual fallout rate is estimated to be to to three

times hi-Sher than at the Pacific side.

Judging from these and other various meteorological factors,

it would not be surprisiag to expect a radioactive fallout 10 

100 times stronger than the estimates based upon the above order

of magnitude estimation. The degree of radioactive fallout may

also be cousid,?rably different locally depending upon the local
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meteorological conditions and the amount of rinfall* In some

extreme cases we have observed during the initial period of

prellminary observation a large difference of radioactivity in the

rainwater collected at two different side of the building* When

a strong wind is blowing from one direction the initial highly

radioactive rainfall is collected fully on one side of the building

facing te wind,, while not even a drop on the other sides
Following the unusally highly radioactive rainfall in the middle

of Ury 1954 in Osaka - �roi dstrict we have caught a frog in the

rice field in the suthern su burb of Osaka and examined for the

radioactive contamination of the internal organs* In Fig-7, the

results of the examination are shovm in unit of cpm/g which is

the gross beta activity detected excluding the potassium activity. JCFJ.q)
Since a onsiderable number of people on the rainwater in tte-

isolated small island and in the mountain district, in order to

see what level of grossactivity would be permissible for dinking

water the author tried to estimate the total activity of major

nuclides which mqy be considered most important from the health

physics point of view and the fraction of those activities of

individual nuclides to the gross beta activity of fission products

assuming the fission yield of the fast neutron fission of U 238

as given in Table le

The results of these estimations are given in Table 2 and 3.

The total activities in these tables were computed for the 20

megaton equivalent fission of y238. In Table 4 the maximum

permissible daily intakes of major nuclides are estimated based

upon the occupational maximum pernissi ble concentration of drinking

water given in ICRP 1958)(18) assuming the amount of water taken

per day to be about 22 litres on the average.

(-rmt-L. 2-)
(TJ4..3)
(T4-& +)
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T,, 1, 1 2 -ot;:,l -t--�vity cor e--;r)on(lin- to 20 me�raton

equivilent fission of U 238

.Nuclide Activity lw Im lyr

Sr 3.3 x 10 8c 3 10 8 C 2.2 x 10 8C 9.6 x 17C 2.2 x 10 6C

(1.0) (0-9) (0.66) (0.29) (6.6xlo-3)

90 6 6 6 6 6
Sr 1.8 x 10 C 1.8 x 10 1.8 x 10 1.8 x 10 1.76 10 

(1.0) 1.0) 1.0) (0.99) (0.976)

I131 2.3 10 90 1.3 x 10 9c 1.8 x 10 8c 1.1 x 10 6c 6 x 1-5c

(1.0) (0-55) (7.7 x o-2) (4.5xlO -4) (2.5xlO-14)

CS137 3.5 x ln6c 3.5 x 10 6C 3.5 x 10 6C 3.5 x 10 6c (3.41 x 10 60)

(1.0) ( - 1.00 ( - 1.0) (o.99) (0-976)

e144 9.8 107C 9.8 x 107c 9.1 x 10?C ?.8 1070 4 x 17C

(1.0) 3-. O (0-93) 8) (0.41)



Table 3 Fraction to ��ross beta activity of fission roductions

mixture

Nuclide 3 d 1 w 1 m 3 M lyr

F.P.p 6.9 x 10 10C 2.6 x 10 10 C, 4.5 x 10 9C 1.2 x 109c 2.2 x 10 8C

Sr 89 4.8 x 10-3 1.2 x 10-2 4.9 x 10-2 8 x 10-2 1.0 X 10-2

Sr9O 2.6 x 10-5 6.9 x 1-5 4 x 10-4 1-5 x 10-3 *8 10-3

I131 3.3 X 10-2 5 x 10-2 *4 x 10-2 9.2 x 10-4 2.7 X 10-13

CS137 5.1 x 10-5 1.35 10-4 7.8 x 10-4 2.9 x 13 *1.55 10-2

Ce144 1.4 x 10-3 3.8 10- 3 2 x 10- 2 94 6.5 x 10-2 *1.8 x 10-1



Table 4 ICRP 1958)

Effective Critical Maximum M.P.0 Daily
Nuclide Permissible w

Half-life Organ Burden pe AW Intake

Brag 5094 d bone 4 10 2o2 x 10-

Sr9o 6.4 x 103 d bone 2 .10-6 W x 10-3

I131 7*6 d thyroid 017 2 x 10-5 40 x 10-2

C8137 70 d whole body 30 2 x 10-4 4.4 x ZO-1

G*I, 10-4, 2&2 x 10-1
C0144

243 d bone .5 8 x 10-2 1,76 x 02

G.I. 10�3
Np239 2,,2--

,2,33 d bone 30 30 6.6 x 104



ks can be seen in these tables, the most important nualid*

from the health physics point of view in te radioactive
contamination at about one week after the nuclear detonation
may be assumed to be the radioactive iodine 131 which may be

estimated o exist in a few percent of the gross beta activity of
fission products during the period from a few days to about one
month after the nuclear fission of 238

During the initial period following the nuclear detonation
the relative percentage of such induced activities as SP239 or

tT237 may be higher than that of the radioactive iodineg but because
of the lower aximum permissible concentration of the radioactive

iod.ine which concentrate in tyroid 1131 may still be considered

the most critical nualidee At about three months Sr9O and Ce"
may be considered critical* With the.lapse of timetthe gross

activity of the fission products mixture may decrease greatly
and at one year the contribution of 1131 to the gross aetivit7

may be considered negligible, but the relative mportance of sch
long lived fission product as 9o and s-137 mV gradually

increase. Assuming 1131 to be the only critical nuelide at about

one week, the gross beta activity of fission products mixture
corresponding to the occupational maximum permissible concentration
of 1131 may be estimated to be about 400 ppe/ce and even if we
assume the contribution of such induced activities as Np239 and

U23'7 with relatively short half lives to be about 60% of the
total activity it may be estimated at about 19000 Nicleaq

During the initial period following the nuclear detonation$

the relative importance of the individual nuclides o#bsr than
1131 may be lower than 11319 but the combined effects of a.

other nuclides may not be negligible, Takd-ng such actors into
considerations it may be safer to assume about one hundredth of
the above value or 4 - 0 ILpelec as the ermissible concentration
of gross activity of the mixture of beta and games emitters
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we must pay attention to such alpha emitters as Pa239 which may
be included usually in a very small percentage* Although the
permissibleconcentration for such a mixture of various radioactive
nuclides should be dcided after the radiochemical analysis It

is oftentimes impossible to identity relative percentage of al
the nuclides as rapid and as acurate as required to caution the
people about the consumption of contaminated-water and foodo

In such asesq because of the various uknown factors included
In the estimation, the author feels that the prmissible level
for the general people should not be higher than 11L)koloc as measured
with the gross activity during the period from a few days to about
one week following the nuclear detonation when we�usually observe

strongly radioactive rainfall in Osaka Japan, After the strongly
radioactive rai nfallj lithe radioactive concentration in the air is

usually observed to decrease considerably,
However, assuming the intake of the radioactivity by inhalation

to e about one tenth of that by.ingestion and the daily intake
of water to be about 22 litres$ the level of gross activity of

given in the above may correspond to about' 2000 �Lj& of

daily intake of grossactivity by ingestion. In case of repeated
nuclear testings with relatively short intervals the relative
percentage of such critical nuclide as 131 may be increased.

Taking such possibilities into consideration, it would be better
.to set as the first warning level during the initial period the
r,28ximjrj permissible daily intake of grossactivity by ingestion

through water and food for general people at about 1,000 +c/day
or lower depending on the relative contribution of critical nuclides.

If the nuclear testings should be ontinued indefinitely for the
future, the rlative contribution of such long lived and'eritical
nuclides as S0, C8137 and pu2319 from the slow stratospheric

fallout may be expected to increase gradually. Therefore it seems
to be extremely important to continue the analysis of such long



lived uclides i the rainwater for the future especially from

the health physics point of view.

The above level of total intake of gross activity_1,000 V+c

per day may be considered to correspond to roughly about 100 cpm/l

for the people using the rainwater as the only source of drinking

water, assuming the major route.of intake of activity to be only

the drinking water of 22 litres per day and the efficiency of

counting the activity to be about 10%.

However, in case the extremely highly radioactive rain should

fall all over the entire country, there may be the possibility

that the above level might be exceeded everywhere simultaneously.

Preparing for such an emergency situation it would be advisable

to set several different stages of warlAng levels of radioactive

contamination for the people and to try to have the general public

understand the meaning and significance of those levels during the

normal time prior to the arrival of such an emergency.

From what is discussed in the above, even at this day it may

be said definitely for the general public that the rainwater

should not'be used as the only source of drinking water continuously

without filtering, and that it is advisable to try to avoid the

initial highly radioactive part of rainfall in collecting the

rainwater for drinking and cooking purposes, if possible.

The radioactive contamination on the surface of the vegetables

by direct exposure to radioactive rain was observed to be decon-

taminated by about 90% or more by washing toroughly with 0.1 - IN

dilute ydrochloric acid or with the acetic acid or citric acid

and the surface active agents such as soapless soap and the
chelating agents such as EDTA-Na, DTPA-Na or nitrilo-triacetate-

Na. With a mixed filter of bone charcoal and clay 90 - 99 of

the fission products activity was oserved to be eliminated from the

contaminated ater.
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On the Method of Estimating the Probable Time of Nuclear Detonation

from the Measurements of Gross-activity

Since it has een observed in Spring'of 1954 that-& considerable

amount of fission products xture fell with the rain following a
large scale nuclear detonation conducted in Bikini area in the
South Paeifio by 14,he United States Atomic Energy omission, it has
become important especially from the health physics standpoint, to
estimate the effective average age o the fission poducts ixture
after the nuclear detonation# If the energy transferred to the
atmospheric air at the time of nuclear detonation is large enough
(order of megaton at the distance of about 0OOkm),the'probable
time and test site of nuclear detonation may be estimated with
considerable auracy, as shown in igel and in Table 11, from the
records of the pressure wave caused by the detonation in the

(1)(2)mierobarographs at different meteorological stations Even
in tis case, in order to estimate the possible eorelation betweez
the artificial radioactivity observed in the rain and the probable
detonation, it is oftentimes desirable to estimate the effective
ago of the fission products mixture in the re-in from the decay
measurement of the radioactivity

(Fig.1)
(Table 1)

Especially if the energy transferred to the atmospheric air
by the detonation is small and the test site is too remote, the
identification of the pressure wave caused by the.,detonation
with sufficient accuracy would be rather difficult udging from
the sensitivity of the past method of detections Even in such
cases, it was occasionally observed that a considerable amount
of radioactivity fell with the rain at remote places depending
on the meteorological conditions. Therefore, it was considered
rather imp ortant to estimate the probable date of nuclear
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Table 1. Observed results of pressure waves

(After-Japan eteorological Agency, Tokyo)

No. Year Probable Time kM- Pe od Dura- siteplitude (ri
mb) min)- tion Test(min)

h M

1 1954 II 28 22 07 0.3 5 30 Bikini toll

2 III 26 21 22 o.2 4 30

3 IV 25 21 28 0.2 4 30

4 V 4 21 29 o.2 4 30

5 1955 XI 22 8 08 0.1 7 10 Near Kongo�

6 1956 V 20 21 35 0.2 3-4 40 Eniwetok

7 V 27 21 13 o.2 2 40 R

8 VI 25 21 24 0.2 2 50

9 VII 2 21 16 0.1 1 30

10 VII 8 21 13 0.3 2 40

11 VII 10 21 10 0.6 5 40

12 VII 20 20 59 0.5 3 55

-.13 VII 21 21 24 0.1 1 20

14 VIII 30 10 45 0.04 2 45 SW Siberia

15 X 17 12 45 o.2 1 30

16 1957 IV 3 13 - 0.02 ? 10

17 IV 10 11 59 o.2 2 20

18 IV 16 11 01 0.1 2 30

19 IX 24 3.4 26 0.1 1-4 30 North polar
region

20 1 6 14 29 o.3 3 30
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Am- Dura-
No. Year Probable Time plitude Pod tion Test site

(,b Wn) (min)

h m
21 1958 11 23 0.3 1 40 North polar

region
�2 11 27 13 26 0.5 1-2 35
23 II 27 15 59 0.2 1 20
24 III 14 13 30 0.1 ? 10
25 III 14 14 07 0.1 ? 10
26 III 21 14 25 0.2 1 30
27 V 12 21 35 0.1 1-3 30 Eniwetok
28 V 26 5 08 0.1 I 20 t.
29 VI 10 20 46 0.1 1 20 Bikini Atoll
30 VI 14 20 47 0.1 1 40 Eniwetok

31 VI 14 21 35 0.2 1-3 35
32 VI 27 20 51 0.2 2 20
33 VI 27 21 36 0.4 21 15
34 VI 28 22 29 0.1� 2-5 40
35 VII 2 20 51 0.1 1 15 Bikini Atoll
36 VII 5 21 59 0.1 1 20 Eniwetok

37 VII 12 6 41 0.5 2-4 40
38 VII 26 23 34 0.2 1-3 40
39 VIII 12 15 11 0.1 4 35 North polar

region

40 IX 30 )-3 16 0.2 2 20

41 IX 30 15 19 0.2 3 25
42 X 12 13 14 0.1 3 35

4� 1 15 13 18 0.2 3 40
44 X 19 15 13 0.3 3 30

45 X 20 11 49 0.1 1 15

46 X 22 13 43 0.2 2 35
4? X 24 13 24 0.1 3 30

4� x 25 13 05 0.1 1 15



detonation from the measurement of the artificial radioactivity

of the rain, inorder to assess the relative hazards of the

gross�activity of the rain from the health physics point of view,

In this paper, various methods of estimation ofthe probable

time of nuclear detonation from the gross activity of the rain

are introduced ad discussed based upon the past even years

experiences of the observation of the artificial radioactivity

of the rain by the author and his associates in Osaka#

(I) Method of Dating a nuclear detonation from the measurement

of the decay of gross-activity in the rain or duste

According to Way and Wigner(3) the composite radioactive

decay resulting from nuclear fission may be expressed

by the following type of power function of the time . after the

nuclear fisson.

I - Ao Ca

where I is the activity at time t. days after the nuclear fission,

Ao a theoretical constant corresponding to the activity at unit

time after fission, a another constant whose theoretical value

has been given to be 12 for the Aixture of fission products.

Substituting the relation t -t0 into equation (1), we may

obtain

I A t t0ra (2)

where t is the 11.ime of i�ea:3urement of gross activity, t the0
time or date of the nuclear fission� According to our past

experiences smewhat different values of a were obtained even

with the same sample depending on the degree of absorption of

radiation by a layer between the source and the counter or by the

counter window itself. Although the value of a was observed to

vary from 0.8 to 19 depending on various factors suchas the

method of detection, possible sorting or fractionatio clides

at the tme of sampling or during natural transportation from the

detonation site to the place of sampling or the type of nuclear
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detonation% meteorological onditions and others, the above relation

was observed to hold approximately with our method.of detection for
the period fom a few days to about 30 - �O days after nuclear
detonation with aonstant value of a even in ase when such
nuelides as 37 N239 are included besides the ordinary fission
products in the radioactive dust4,

From about 50 - 60 days to about 200 - 300 days after the
nuclear detonation the above relation may still be assumed to hold
approximately, but with somewhat different constant value of a
which is oftentimes observed to be smaller than the initial value
of a in case the initial value of is larger than 12.
This may probably due to the decaying out of such nuclides with
relatively short half-lives as uranium-237t:,neptinium-239 and
other tran uranium elements or some other induced radioactivity
of relatively short half-lives wich might hve been produced
at the time of nuclear detonation but may not be considered so
called ordinary fission productso When an appreciable amount
of U237 or NP 239 was detected in the rain besides the ordinary
fission products,, the apparent value of during the initial
period of a few days to about 0 days was usually observed to be
larger tan 12,

In view of these fndings various methods of dating the
nuclear detonations described in the below have been derived,
assuming, a priori, that the Way-Wigner relation holds for the
composite radioactivity resulting-from nuclear detonations or
even from what is usually called H-bomb tests.
The value of a ay be expected to very depending on te type f
nuclear detonation and other factors as mentioned bove*
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Method (I)

Assuming the Way-Wigner relation as expressed by the equation

(1) or 2), we may obtain the following relations

Ii Jo (ti t0 (3)

I2 A0 (t2 t0 (4)

I3 k ( 3 t0 (5)

where II, I2 and I3 are the activeties, measured at the times

t10 t2 and t 3. and to is the time of ucleardetonation.

If we could obtain t and t corresponding to the
11 t2 3 1

following relation by either the direct measurement or by the

extrapolation or interpolation of the decay curve of the

gross-activity,, I I

2 R (6)
3

the following relation holds�
I 2 I 

2 1 (7)

where R can be any constant abitrarijXy chosen,

Substituting the relations (5) into 7), we may obtain

)2 (t
(t 2 -t0 1- 0)(t 3 - t0)

Solving the above equation with respect to to, we obtain the

probable time of detonation t as a function of t., ., and t,*0
t t 2

3 2 (9)
to t + t - 2t

1 3 2

When t0 is estimated, the corresponding value of a may be

easily obtained from the.relations 3 - 5). However,

considering the relation 6), a may be expressed by the ollowing
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equation as a function of tl* t2l t3 and .

t - ta = n R n '3 2 (10)
( ti-z:- -tj

With this method, somewhat different values of t anda may0
be obtained from a different set of triplet t's corresponding
to the relation 6).
Therefore, it seems to be safer to estimate the mean values of to
and Qc by treating statistically different values of to and or
obtained fom the different sets of t's extrapolated 3A*;PA

or interpolated corresponding to the relation 6) fom a series
of measurements of gross-aetivity for a proper time interval.

.In case the most probable estimate of to is first obtained
from the above method, or if to is known previously the following
analytical method may be used to estimate the most probable values
of a and A..

Assuming to is known, for the sets of measurements (IV i
(I 2' t2)t-----, (IiI (In' d, since we may obtain
from the Way-Wigaer relation the following relation,

in I - AO a n t to

the experimental error may be expressed by

[in Ii in AO a n Aj' 2 (12)

where M ti to and i 1,2,---- no
Slace S may be considered to involve the errors in estimating

a nd AO the following condition may be satisfied for inimum
error in a and AO*

S (13)
?C( = 0 0

61olving the above equations with respect to and AO, we
may obtain,
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Z(.1n ldx(ln nVin ii)(In t)

nZ(1n )2 In ii 2 (14)

)2
A0 - exp Y (In I)j(ln i -Z(2n LCin

n (in 2 2
i

t 00

In case the most probable estimate of a is first known,

since vie may obtain from the Way-Wigner relation the following

expression

11 a " A0 a ti- to)

the experimental error my be expressed by

It

1 Y A0 ti - to 2

where Y. - J corresponding to t and i - 1 2 �� n.

For minimum error in to and AO, the following condition maybe

satisfied.

99 -- V D� 'a�o ? A0

Solving the above equations with respect to t 0 and A1

we may obtain,
t Y, I (t1 )2 Yj il ti
0 Z Yi Z�i a zyi ti (19)

t 2 (t-d
AO Yj t (20)



- I 
where - nd I is the activity at time tit

Method (II)

This mthod may be considered a modified method of Method (I).

Asstunong the Way-Wigner relation, we may obtain the following

relation.

I AO (t - t)-a

I AI A t + At t0 ra (22)

Dividing the equation 22) by the equation (21), we may eliminate

the constant A and obtain

t + At t0 (23)

11, t - t0

Subtracting unity from both sides of the above equation,

at (24)

t - t0

If we obtain the value of t corresponding to a constant

value of 41 or a constant ratio of the activity b extrapolation

or interpolation from a series of measurements, the left side of

the above equation will be a constant K, i 4B.

-- I- _;_

I AI 1 K z5

where

R (26)
I

is a constant arbitrarily chosen as in the relation 6 in the

Method . Substituting the constant of equation 25) into

equation 2, and rearranging, we may obtain
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At K (t - t (27)0

Since the equation 27) involves only two unknown constants
t and , if we obtain two or more sets of corresponding values0 1
of t and t, we may easily estimate the value of t 0 and or a
as described in Method (I).

Yamazaki and Kanqko(4.) used a graphical method in estimating the

value of to and K or a. Assuming t 0 and are constants, in

equation 27), the relation between. t and t will be linear,
therefore by plotting At's against t estimated from a smothed

out decay curve corresponding to the condition 26), a straigth
line may be obtained. By extrapolating this straight line to a

point corresponding to At = we may obtain the value of to and

from the slope of the line the value of K may be estimated.
When the value of is estimated, the corresponding value of
a say be obtained from the relations 25) and 26) since the
ratio of the activity R is an arbitrarily chosen known constant.
Therefore, a may be given by

a = ln R/In (1 + K) (28)

However, with this graphical method the error in the estimation
of t will be la-rSe because a slight difference in the slope of
the straight line drawn by sight will give a onsiderably different

value of t 0 at the time of extrapolation and the author found it

oftentimes rather difficult to estimate t . and a more objectively
without ay previous knowledge about the probable time of nuclear

detonation. Therefore, the author has been tying to estimate to
and more objectively witib the following analytical method and
used the graphical method as a.subsidiary method to check if any

serious mistakes were made in the calculation by comparing the
graphical plot o At vs t and te straight line estimated by the
analytical method.
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Assuming the relation as expressed by the equation 27)

holds for a series of estimated values t 1 t ), (at 211 t2 )t

-- , (at It ti)l ------ I (atn' tn) corresponding to the condition
(26), the error in the estimation may be expressed by

2

S 411t Ot t 0)) (29)

where

(30)

and

R constant ......
4Ii

For mnimum error in t 0 and K, the following condition may be

satisfied.

S 0 0
-to 3 K. (32)

Solving the above equations as in the Method (1). we may obtaing
lati )2 (4t:i)(tj)7 t

(33)lat i�'ti - ny(4t d(t i)

(Z I)2 j'(ti)2

Since K R a my be expressed as

yatiLt - z(a (ti)In + - -1
( 2: ti )2 _ nr (ti)2

%where R It is a constant corresponding to which

4ti shoul.d b; estimated from the experimental decay curve.

Method (III)

With the foregoing methods, we have to etimate the time corre-



sponding to a reduction of gross-activit7 by a certain constant

ratio as indicated by the condition 6 or 26). Since it is

rather difficult to obtain the corresponding time by the dect

measurement. with the ordinary equipment, we may oftentimes have

to estimate the time by extrapolation or interpolation from the

smoothed out decay urve* However, since the time interval

between the measurements can be arbitrarily chosen and the

corresponding rate of decrease of radioactivity may be obtained

from the direct measurement, the author tried to develop a method

with which the values of t0 and a may be estimated from the rate

of decrease of gross-activity corresponding to a certain constant

ratio of time interval between the measurements of activity.

Assuming the Way-Wigner relation, �,ve have the following

relations for a set of triplet observed values (I, 0, (11, + t),
(I k' t + k&t.)

I &O (t t rd (36)
0

I I - AI = A (t + At t0ra (37)

Ik T - &k A (t + Ut - t 0)- (38)

There I II and Ik are the activities orresponding to the time

of measurements t, t At, and t + Mt, and t 0 the time or date

of nuclear detonation,

Dividing the equation 7) by the equation 36) and subtracting

unity from both sides of the equation, we ma y obtain

at (39)

t t a

Similarly, dividing the equation 38) by the equatio (6)

and subtracting unity from both sides of the equation, we may

obtain
C Mt

t (40)
I:k
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Dividing the equation,(40) by the equation 39), we ave

T-k)
(41)

Since.- and and k can be obtained from the direct measurements
11 Ik

and k is an arbitrarily chosen constant prior to measurements,

a may be estimated from the equation 41). Mien a is estimated,
the corresponding value of t0 can be estimated either from
equation 39) or from equation 0), since all other variables

except to in these euations are known.

However, it is not always very easy to estimate the value
of a from the equation 41). Therefore, the author attempted
to obtair the approximate estims ion of a from the chart as

shown in Fg- or Fig* 6 which was, construct'ed according to the
following equationcorresponding to the equation 41),

J.-
(42)k

X a 1
Where I "and I 

Ik.
The value of k can be any constant theoretically, but for

the convenience of estimation the chart in Fig.2 ias- compauted

for k - 2 atd that in 7ig. for k 3 Therefore if we failed
to measure t activity at the time orresponding to k - 2 or

k we may have to estimate first the corresponding activities
from the decay curve in order to use the above charts, otherwise

we fmay hAve to estimate a directly from Ue equation 41).
The numerical values, based on which the charts in Plg,2 or 
were constructed, are given in Tables 2 and 3 As an be seen

(Fig.2)

(Pis.3)
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Tabie

1. 113 I.4 4 5 1.6 /.'7 /.8 1.9 2.0
0
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(Table 2)

(Table 3)

in the harts and the tables, the larger the values of and Y,

the better estimation of a we may get. When the value of a is

estimated, the corresponding value of t 0may be obtained from the

equation 39) or (40) to be as follows;

to t -

(43)

or to t - kit

(44)

where t is the time of the first measurement of the activity I,

and I and are the ativities after the time interval
1 k

At and kAt from te time t of the first measurement respectively.

However, in order to facilitate the rough order of agnitude

estimation of t to, the time from the nuclear detonation to

the time of the first measurement of the activity in the triplet

set of measurements used for the etimation,, another chart as

shown in Fig.4 was constructed bsed upon the following equation

corresponding to the equation 39)9

(45)
a 1 

where X and --J�I 0t-to

When we read off for the corresponding values of X and a,

the time of the nuclear detonation prior to the first measurement

may easily be estimated from the following simple relation.

t to
z (46)



The 'numerical values, based on which the chart in Fig,4 was

contructed, are given in Table 4 The above charts and tables

were computed for the r IL es of X from 1,05 to 20 and from1W9
0.5 to 20 which are expetected to cover practically most of

the cases accordin g to our past experience.

(Fig. 4)

(Table 4)

With the above method using the charts or tables, we may

estimate the values of t and a. However, the different triplet

set of measurements may sometimes give a considerably different

values of t 0 and a especially when the statistical fluctution

of counting te activity is not sufficiently small.

In such ases it may be safer to try to obtain the most probable

estimates of t 0 and a from different triplet sets of measurements

extracted from a series of measurements for a sufficient length

of time.

However, in case the most probable estimate of a is obtained

first, we may estimate t graphically by plotting I- J. against
o

t and obtaining the value of t corresponding to I74( , by
i I

extrapolating the straight line according to the equation.

A0 x (tj to) (47)

In tis case, tne same analytical 'method aS de-tived by the

equations 16 - 20) in the Method (I) may be applicable in

estimating the alues of A and t0 from a series of n measurements

U i, ti), (i - 1,2f n)
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I
Table 4 Z = X I
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Method IV

This method way be called-a differential method. Ditferentiating
the following relation between I and t,

I A 0(t t)-"(t) (48)

with resTect to t, we may obtain in general the expression.

JI I daft)._ _L_ _ in(t to) --M(t) +---(49)
1 dt dt t - t0

If we assume VW a is a constant for a certain time interval

aa before, we may obtain

+ -�' I CL
dt t-to (50)

As clear rom Us aove equations if we put

1 dt

the following linear relation may be obtained between and t,

Y (t t (52)0
Therefore, by lotting the estimated against t extrapolating

the -�traight l1ne to a point-corresponding to n 0, we may estimate
t.0- graphically and as a reciprocal of the slope of the line the

value of a may also be estimatedo

C, -L!a ( 53)
Y

5)Terasaki used this graphical method in estime Ing too
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However,'as pointed out before, a more objective estimation may

be obtained by the following analytical method.

Assuming a and t 0. are constants in the equation 52), for a

series of estimated values Yiq ti), - 12, n), the

error my be.expressed by
Ir [i

(t t (54)

For minimum error in the estimation of the constants t 0and ,

0
to CR (55)

Solving the above equations, t 0 and a may be estimated to be as

follows.
Ey E( ti td-, -�:Yiti" i

to Y Yt (56)
i i - YYitt

Q: t 2 - -(t 2

i i -, (57)
F Yi � ti - nYYiti

where

Yi
I dt t-ti (.58)

If the time interval between the two successive measurements is

small and the deviation from the Way-Wigner relation or the

fluctuation of the activity is smallw the value of Y corresponding

to the time t may be approximately estimated from the two successive

measurements (I i t ) and (I i+1 t+l) as follows:

(ti+l t
Y + I (59)i i+l

corresponding to the time t given by
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ti +ti+1
a 2 (60)

.do�ever, according to the author's experience, a better result
seem be obtained if l/ j dI is properly estimateddt
from a properly smoothed out decay curve.

In the foregoing mthods a has been assumed to be constant.

Howevert an attemp was made by a study group on the effects of A
and bomb in the Xeteorologioal Research Institut' )to try to

estimate to assuming a is a function of t, In this method It)
is assuming to change with time in the same w as the composite

BallA7? Sugiu:raf8)
activity given by Huj�ter and a pointed out that
this method seems to be rather difficult unless the composition
of the radioactive nuelides is exactly the same as given by Hunter
and Ballou. Since the composition of the various nuclides in the

sample may not be considered always the same especially in the case

of detection of activity at a remote place, there seems to be a
danger that a more erroneous result might be obtained with this
method than with the method assuming the Way-Wigner relation with
constant a for a reasonable period of time. Although it was noticed

by the author that the value of a changesoccasionally after a
certain period of time, if a should change drastically beyond the
limit of experimental error, it would be noticed during the analysis
with the assumption of constant at Therefore, for practical
purposes, the method assuming- the Way-Wigner relation with constant

* seems to be quite satisfactory, in order to-obtain the order of
magnitude estimation of to and a, unless the type of the nuclear
detonation drastically changes in the future.

Method V
This method may be called an intF&2fil method. Assuming the

-%&I-
Way-Wigner relation with constant a, we may have the following

expression.
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I a AO (o + 't )-OL (61)

where %0is the time from the nuclear detonation to the time of

the first measurement of the activity, and t te time from the

first measurezent.

Int�egrating the equation 610 with respect to t for the

integral limit from t - to t - t the total activity A)I tj

as measured during the time interval tlmay be expressed by the fo.U6W-

Aoming equation to

TA ) I dt jt'Ao (,. + t-Q dt (62)
0 0

Perform-ing the integration, we may obtain

TA ) l' I U + t I
t 1 I 0 1 o-oj (63)

where 0 is the activity at t = 0 or at the first measurement

which was conducted at the time L 0after the nuclear detonation

and may be expressed by,

1 A 0 (64)

and I is the activity at the time t = t 1after the first

measurement or at the time (t.0 + ti) after the nuclear detonation

and may be expressed by,

I A 0, + t r (65)
0 0 1 

Similarlyt the total activity (TA)t as measured during

the time interval t since the beg;inning 2of the first measurement2 
may be expressed by the following equation.

' tz �z
TA ) 2. I dt a A0 0 + t )' dt (66)

o 0

Performing the ntegration, we may obtain,
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( TA ) 2 � 2' -o * t2 - oA-ol r,,?)

where I is the activity at the first measurement0

Ao (68)

o 0

and I 2 the activity at the time t 2 from the first measurement

I 2 - -&. ('-o + t2)-' (69)

Dividing the equation 67) by the equation 63),
TA )

t2 12 (X.0+ t I2U0
(70)

TA t I (o+ t) IOLO1
Solving the above equation with respect to we may obtain,

(TA) t 11 (TA)t �'I
t2 I l 2 2

= (TA) (I (TA) (Io I (71)
t2 0 ti 2

Substituting the above value of into equation 63) or 67),
0

and solving for a, we may obtain,

(IO-1I) I(TA)t2-t2I21 (Io-I2) I TA-)t-tI11 1]

(TA) (IO-I (TA) (Io-:r
t2 1 t 1 2

where (TA) t! and (TA) t2 are the total activities for the time

intervals from t - to t - tj and t - 2 respectiverly, and

Io, I, and 12 are the activities measured at't - , t - t I

and t - t 2 respectively, and t- is the beginning of the first

measurement which is started at the time-rc 0 after te nuclear de�o-

nation.

Rrom the series of measurements which are started at the

different times and for the different time intervals, we may

obtain somewhat different values of t and a. Therefore, in this
0

case also, it would be better to estimate the most probable values

of t0 and a as a meE�n value '�y treating statistically somewhat

differen-� values estimated from different series of measurements*
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However, since this method involves the total activities for the

period of tj nd t2, the fluctuation of activity may be more or

less cancel-led out during the continuous measurement. In this

respect, this integral method, if properly applied, seems to be

better as cojkared with other methods which depend on interpolation

or extrapolation.

Method VI

Chatterjee reported the following method as a method of

dating a nuclear explosion.

According to Way and Wigner the composite beta-decay resulting

from nuclear fission can be represented, using the notations used

in this paper, as

I (73)

where I is the activity at time days after explosion and a is a

constant. The theoretical value of has been given to be 12,

while the experimental value varies from 0.8 to 19. Holter and

Glasscock have found that for nuclear fission bomb, the same

relation holds with a - 13. The Way-Wigner relation can be used

to verify wethei the radioactivity of the dusts is due to the

decay of fission products.

It is assumed, a priori, that the Way- Wigner law holds for

the composite beta-activity resulting from the termonuclear

fusion bomb the value of a will have to be found,
The experiment consists in measurement of the activity

-I of a given sample at a time after explosion. The dusts areI i
collected on a particular day and the radioactivity on the same

day (t = ) is I0
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On subsequent days (t - t' 21 t3l --- ti' � �tn) the
corresponding measures of radioactivity are

U 1% 2 15 � �Xjs
Suppose that the explosion has taUen place u 0 days before the

first measurement of activity. Then,

Uo o + 0 Ul a 1,0 + ts 2 0 + t21 0 + ts

%-n - '-,o + tn * (74)

From the results of the decay seasurezants we have a set of datat

(102 0), (I is t), (I29 td -- (,is t01 _ (1nt tn)t (.75)

for a observations, From equation 73) we find

- -I-
I OL kLi w k 00 + ti (76)

L

where k is a constant. If we assume the value of from

Way-Wigaer, the I Vs t plot will be a straight line the

extrapolation of which will give the value of-c 0

However a and L 0 can be found separately if the loc U

law holds. The e=erimental error an Ire expressed as

IL 2
in -:IL + in -::L )

IL (717TO 0
Sinvolves the errors in estimating and -t-00 For minimum error

-G s- -ad Me
in a and-cot a 0, from whic� w obtain,

�X Afr__
0 2 Te

0( 0( TO It TO (78)-ri z
Ta

and

'0� T" 09)

To, 'CO

where C. -C0+ tie

For any assumed value of u, the abovq equations wl
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give te mean value of a,
a.(L ) a

0

z (80)

Por.correct value of a and , of equation 77) will be
minimum. Prom equation 76) an idea about the probable date of
explosion or nuclear detonation can be estimated. Then for

different values of around the probable value, the mean0
value of a and the corresponding value of can be calculated*

Prom the S' Vs plot, the actual value of can be
(I-0 0- 0

obtained for minimum value of S, The resolution of the

S(L vs i-o plot will also indicate the errors involed in
finding a ad *

Although Chatterjee assumed-the value of a - 13 in

estimating.the approximate value of Lo graphically according
to he equation 76), the above analytical method may be

applic�,�ble to fnding the most probable value of L 0 when the

a7)�!roximate values of and a are estimated by other methods0
described previously in this paper.

Chatterjee estimated, from the analysis of the radioactivity
of the samples collected at Calcutta in Idia.in the second half
of May, 1954, that an uannounced uclear detonation appeared

to have been conducted around May l2s
Although the analysis was made independently with somewhat

(4)(10)different method by the Japanese scientists, a Similar

result was obtained from the analysis of the radioactivity
of the samples collected in Japan in the second half of ay, 1954,
that n uannouced nuclear detonation seems to have-been
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conductedduring the period from May 10 to May 13, 1954.
It should be noted that the same result was also obtained from the
analysis of the radioactivity of the samples collected from the
Japanese boats which were containated while passing outside the
Warin" Area in the South Pacific during the period from ay 13,
1954S4)

(11) Discussion and Summary

In this paper various methods of estimating the probable
time of'nuclear detonation are introduced. However, since all of
the methods described in this paper have been derived based upon
the assumption that the Way-Wigner relation ff" Co holds with
constant a, one method may be considered a modification of another.

(Fig-5)
(Fig.6)

Some of the results of the analysis with the different
methods are given in Figs. - However, these are'the examples
of the analysis with hich a considerably good approximation seemed
to have been obtain. Usually, the error of a few days seems to be
unavoidable in estimating the probable time of nuclear detonation
from the analysis of the g-rossactivity with these method assuming
the Way-Wi&ner relation with constant a. Fig-5 is an example of
the analysis of te radioactivity which could be ascribed to
March test l)511. Fie,.6 shows the results of the analysis
with the Methc(j (II) of the samples collocte d in Osaka from the
middle to the second half of Iay, 1954. As can be seen in the
figure, the radioactivity collected from May 14 rain and that
from ay 17 rain appeared to be due to different nuclear
detonation at different date.
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Although the result of this particular analysis of May 17
sample indicates that the radioactivity in the sample might be due

to a nuclear detonation around May 12, the pobable time of

detonation estimated with the Method (1) and Method M was
observed to fall in the range between May to May 13-
The radioactive decay corresponding to Fig.6 is plotted in full

logarithmic scale in Fg-79 assuming the estimated date as the
probable time of detonation, Fig.8 is an example of the analysis

jof May 14 sample with the Method (IV). In the figure the cross
sign indicates the point obtained by te approximation according

to the equations 59) and 0) based upon the directly measured
values, while the circle indicates the point estimated from a

smoothed out curve.

(Fig-7)
(Fig.8)

As can be seen in this example, if the iterval between

the two successive points of measurements is not small enough,

the estimated points according to the equations 59) and 60)
may be satterd around considerably. Even the points estimated
from the smoothed our decay curve are usually scattered about a
little more than tis with method, because of the difficulty of
estimating the tangent at a point on the curve accurately.

For the purpose of comparison the results of the analysis
with the Method IV by Chatterjee(Don the samples collected

at Calcutta in the second half of May in 1954 are shown in Fig.9.

As can be seen in the figure, his results seem to agree well with
the result of our analysis on May 17 rin in Osaka which is shown

in FiS.6 although the value of a seems to be somewhat different.
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(Fig.9)

(Fig. lo)

(Fig.11)

Pig.10 shows the result of the analysis with the'Method (III)

on the samples collected from March 1 rain in 1960. With the

method of analysis uing the charts shown in Figs.2 and 3 if we

try to estimate t. 0 and a using only one triplet points of actual

measurements with small values of X, Y and At, the error in the

estimation ws observed to be so large that the value of a ranged

from 06 to 19 and the error of the order of - days in te

estimation of the probable date of detonation was not seldcnn.

Therefore, we have tried to estimate a number of values of L 0 and

a by shifting the original point with the value of At about - 0

days. By treating these somewhat different valves of L 0 and 

statistically, we have obtained the most probable value of

a 14 and the corresponding value of Lo = 20 days prior to March
A.

Assum ing these values ere correct, an example of I vs -LI

plot based upon the actually measured values Is g;iven in Fig.10,

and the corresponding I Vs 6i plot in full logarithmic ticale

is shown in Fig.11. The' points in Fig.10 may be observcd to be

well approximated by a stright line the extrapolation of which

can be seen to fall around Feb.13 or in the range from Feb.12 - 5.

Since the only anounced nuclear explosion test during this period

is the French test condu3ted-in Sahera desert on Feb.13, 1960, the

corelation between the estimated probable time of detonation and

the FrencL test in Sahara seems to be clear, Although the Method(III)

was developed in the hope of estimating the robable dte of nclear

detonation based upon the actually measured values rapidly and

more objectively without depending upon extrapolation or

interpolation from the arbitrarily smoothed out curves, the probable

time of nuclear detonation estimated with this particular example
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e
based upon only one set of triplAt measurements with small values
of X,.Y and At was observed to lie in such a wide range as from
Feb.5 o about Feb.25-

As shown in this example, the error in the estimation of Lo
with the various methods described in this paper will in general
be expected to be considerably large if we try to estimate the
Drobable time of nuclear detonation from a limited small number
of measurements ot extrapolated or interpolated points unless
those those points are the ones carefully selected from the very
properly smoothed out decay curve. Therefore, usually, it seems
to be necessary to try to estimate the most probable values from
a number of measurements or extrapolated or interpolated points
for a sufficient and adequate time interval, during which the value
of a of the Way-Wigner relation may be considered approximately
constant, in order to obtain a better result of estimation.

Although the value of a, as observed at a remote place
such as Japan, was observed to change during the period of about
one to two months after the nuclear detonation, if the methods
described in this paper were properly applied, it may be possible
to test whether the assumption of Way-Wigner relation with constant
a would hold for a long period of observation*
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On the Artificial Radioactivity in the ra3,n of Osaka during the

Period from April 1954 to the end of Auguqt 1961.

The results of the routine measurementz+.of the radioactive

fallout as observed in Osaka, Japan during tae period from 1954

to the end of August 1961 are introduced in this paper.

(I) Method of easurement

The rainwater was collected by the polyethylene -essels

with the effective surface area for collection of rainwater about

lsquare meter. The smaller vessel was used for the daily routine

measurements of the grossactivity of the radioactive fallout

and the larger.one was kep'- for one year for the estimation of

the an-nual precipitation ot strontium-90 and cesium-137.

The gross beta activity of each rainfall was measured with

the residue obtained after complete evaporation of an aliquot

of the rainwater by the commercial beta ray counter with a thin
2mica window of thickness about 19 mg/cm manufactured by be

Kogyo .K..

In order to avoid the possible complications due to the rela-

tively hort lived naturally occurring disintegration products of

Rn or Tn, the - ossactivity at the time of sampling was estimated

by the back'extrapolation based upon the decay rate from sereral

hours to a few days after sampling.

The dry deposition was also measured by exposing a greased

paper with the surface area about 0.1 square meter to'the air for

a certain period of time. The collected radioactive dust was

wrapped up in the paper and completely ahed in the electric

furnace. After weighing te ash, the gross beta activity was

measured more than 24 hours after sampling. When the amount of
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ash is large, a correction for the self-absorption due to sample

thickness was attempted.

The radioactivity in unit of curies was estimated froa� the
90 90 which wascomparison with the sbstandard source of Sr + Y

previously calibrated by RaE. For the accurate measurements of

radioactivity 4n-counter which was specially manufactured for our

laboratory by Kobe Kogyo, K.K. was used. From the comparative

measurements of the artificial radioactivity in the dust collected

from the rainwater sample with the 4x-counter and with the usual

beta ray counter, the efficiency of counting the beta rays'of the

sample by the beta ray counter at -the usual geometry-used for

routine measurements was estimated to be about 75%, while the T90

ef f iciency - t.. "M h i IE;- of counting high energy beta rays f rom

was over 10316.

When more accurate estimation of activity is necessary, a low

background ounter constructed in our laboratory was used. The

beta ray counter wassurrbuAdbd by22,cosmic ray counters which

were constructed at the cosm�c ray laboratory of the department of

physics of Osaka City University and krdl�r provided to the author

by courtesy of Prof. Wa-'Case aq� Dr. Miyake. The anticoincidence

circuit used for the low background counting was constructed

by Dr. Kawai of our laboratory, The whole set was surrounded by

a heavy shielding of iron sheets whichwere kindly provided to the

author from the ujinagata Shipbuilding Co. in Osaka by the kind

arrangement of Prof. Okuda of the department of pysics.

The analysis of strontium-90 and cesium-137 was attempted

with the assistance of Mrs. uriyama, Mr. Tanaka, Dr. Iwasaki

and Mrs. urukubo and with the kind help by Prof. Hara-of
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DoshishaL University, Prof. Yamatera of Osaka City University

and Prof. Nishi of Kyoto University.
-The procedures of the analysis of annual sample may be intrcr-

duced in the following.

1) Take an Aliquot of the rainwater sample 'L'rom the large

rainwater collecting vessel. Add about 50-mg each of Sr and Os

carrier, and concentrate by boiling.

2) Evaporate the concentrated solution to complete drynesst, Then

the residue is ashed at about GOOOC in the electric furnace for

one two days.
3) Dissolve the residue with - hydrochloric acid and filter.
4) To the filtrate, add ms, Mum hydroxide solution slowly gtil

a faint turbidity is observed* Add a neutral solution of ferric

chloride t6-the extent theCt the yellowish colour could be recognized.
Then add a little glacial acetic aid, and a concentrated solution

of mmonium acetate. Boil te solution for some minutes to

precipitate phosphate and filter hot.
The precipitate is redissolved in the minimum quantity of

dilute hydrochloric acid and repeat the precipitation to recover
strontium'in. the filtrate.
5) To the combined ftrates add Ammonium chloride solution
and -mo-nijim hydroxide solution ad boil. l, Fe, Cr and rate

eath group may precipitate) ass tydrogen sulphide, boil until

the precipitation i complete-, and filter* (4n, Wn, Go precipitate).
6) Concentrate the filtrate, Make.the solution acid with acetic
acid and drive out H28 by heating, Make the filtrate neutral to

basic with ammonium hydroxide and add a solution of mmonium.

carbonate (1 - 20g) in excess and 1ml of 95% ethanolo After
stirring he solution strongly, digest with heating and allow to

stand still more than 30 min. and filter* The precipitate is washed
with the solution of ammonium carbonate to which alcohol is added,
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The precipitate is dried at - and weighed. (Ca, r) To

the filtrate and ash, add about.0.5 gram of W+ carrier and
taL

repeat the precip'tion to recover stronium. These precipitate
are combined and reserved for the analysis strontium.
7) The filtrate is evaporated to dryness and the residue'ii�

neated at about 500 OC for one to two-days in the electric furnace

to drive out ammonium.
8) Dissolve the residue with water and dilute hydrochloric acid.

Concentrate the solution as much as possible, and add a freshly

prepared solution of sodium cobaltinitrite Na 3CO(NO A in excess.

Shake vigorously for some minutes or stir mechanically for 30 min.
and allow to stand over night. Centrifuge and filter. Wash the
precipitate with 10% acetic acid and then with 95% alcohol. The

0precipitate is dried at 10 - 110 C and weighed. Cs)
9) The reagent of sodium oobaltinitrite may be prepared as followsi

Dissolve 28.6g of cobalto4s nitrate crystals and 50ml of glacial
acetic acid in enough wat or to make 500ml of solution. Dissolve

180g of sodium nitrite in 500ml:Of water. Keep these two solutions
separate until the day before analysis, then mix equal volumes,
shake or stir well, allow to stand over nght in a glass-stoppered
bottle, and filter just before using.

10) The precipitate in step (8) is mixed with a little sodium
nitrite and heated until the mass fusez and effervesces no more.
The residue is taken up in warm water aneL filter off te black
cobalt oxide residue after washing with water thoroughly. To the

combined solution of the filtrate and the wash, add.hydrochloric
acid and boil to decompose the nitrite and evaporate to ryness
to eliminate nitrous aid ompletely.

11) Dissolve the residue in war m water and make acid with glacial
ig�cetic acid and ten add about 5ml of HBil 4 reagent. Cool the
mixture with ie and centrifuge. Wash the precipitate with glacial
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acetic acid, keeping the solution ice-cool. The precipitate of

cesi bis-Ath e is dried and weighed. (Cs) The radioactivity of

cesium-137 in this fraction is estimated from the photopeak

(0.66Mev, 92%) corresponding to the daughter nuclide al37m

(2.6 min.)'with the garnma-ray spectrometer. However, if we estimate

the activity of eesium-137 with the beta-ray low background counter,

we must pay special attention to the possible contamination of

potassium-40 when the activity of cesium-137 in the sample is low.

The HBil4 reagent is prepared according to the method described

by EvansOW by dissoliving lg of Bil4 in 50ml of 55 percent HI.

The presence of some free iodine would not interfere seriously

with the precipitation.

12) If greater decontamination from other fission product such

as rubidium is desired, we may follow the following procedureso

Dissolve the above precipitate in 6 drops of cone. H01 by

heating to boiling. Add rubidium carrier (10 mg/ml). Cool with

ice and add HBU 4 reagent. Allow to stand for several minutes and

centrifuge. Wash the precipitate with glacial acetic acid, filter
oytto wei hega SIC

4N�pV SE, and wash successively with l portions of absolute

ethanol and ether. Dry at 110OG for 10 min. and weigh as Cs 3Bi 2,9.

DissolVe this precipitate again in about 2ml of RNO3* Boil to

remove 2 , add 1ml of cone. ENO 3 and l of H 2O.-and cool the

solution. To the cool solution add 10al.of ethanol (the solution

should remain clear), 0.5ml of 0,5M chloroplatinic acid H PtCl_
2 b

and 7al more-of alcohol. The regulating pecipitate of cesium

chloroplatinate is washed with alcohol, filtered onto a filter

paper disk of Whatman No-50 paper, washed with ether, dried at

1100C, and weighed as Cs 2PtC1 6'

13) To the precipitate of strontium and calcium obtained in step 6)

add distilled ater and 90016 nitric acid slowly. Keeping the

concentration of nitric acid at 7, shake or stir well for 30 min.
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centrifuge at 2,000rpm for 10'min, and discard the supernatant.
kt this concentration strontium precipitates, but most of the calcium
may remain in the solution. Repeat this procedure again a half

the original'volumeS2)

14) The precipitate is transferred to 100ml beaker with H20.
Evaporate to ryness to expell nitric acid and issolve in 50ml

of distilled water.
15) To te solution, add about 10 drops of Y or F4-r++ carrier

(10mg/ml) and heat to the incipient boiling point and-make the
solution basic with C02 free ammonium hydroxide to precipitate the

hydroxides of rare earth.element. Repeat the precipl;tio to
r6cover strontium in the filtrate. Check the radioactivity of

the precipitate obtained in this step.
16) Make the combined filtrates eutral with 6N nitric acid and
add 2nl of GM ammonium acetate and lml of 6M acetic acid. Add 5
drops of Ba++ carrier (50mg/ml) Heating the solution, add ml.

of 15N sodium chromate drop by drop stirring well. Continue
heating the solution nearly to boiling for several minutes, allow
ijto cool and filter off the precipitate of barium chromate.
The contamination of'Bal4O and Ra may be eliminated.
17) ake the iltrate neutral to basic with ammonium h=oXJde

and add 5ml of ammonium carbonate and 95% ethanol.. fter stirring
well,, digest wth heating until the precipitation of strontium
carbonate-is complete.
18) The precipitate of strontium arbonate is dried at 100 11000

for 20 minutes and weighed. (r) The sample is stored for about
20 days and when r9o. and 190 reached an equillibrium state the
beta activity of the sample is measured.(Sr8g +(Sr9 + r9O)j

Then the sample is dissol'7ed in 2ml of 6N EG1 and used for i9o



separation by ion exchange method.

19) After conditioning the Dowex 50 resin of about 100 - 200 mesh

the ion exchange resin in H-form is filled in the glass tube of'

diameter about 25cm u to a height of about 12cm. Pass 200m of

distilled water through the olumn, and then convert the resin into

ammonium faTm by passing 400ml of ammonium citrate at pH = 60

and wash with 400ml of distilled water at the speed of flow about

11per hour.

20) The sample in which Sr and 90 90 reached equillibrium is poured

into the column slowly. 9 is milked from Sr9o on the olum by

passing 50ml of citric acid at pH - 20 and 350ml of citric acid

at pH - 38. To the combined washes about 10mg of Y-carrier is

added and the solution is heated ad 0mi of saturated oxalic acid

Is added. The solution is digested 'with heating at low for 0

minutes and then allowed to cool and filtered, washing with 1016

H 0 solution. The precipitate of ytt3�ium oxalate is iF;nited "d
2 2 4

and the beta activity of this sample is measured immediately.

From the decay rate of Y90 with half'life of about 64 hours, the

existence of Y90 is confirmed nd the initial activity at the time

of separation from Sr9o is estimated by back extrapolation. This
90 goactivity of Y may be considered to correspond t that of Sr

21) The yield in the radiochemical analysis may be estimated in

the following way. Divide the original sample into two equal

portions. To one portion (A) add a kown activity

of "a' tie of the radioactive huclide"to 'Ve detected, while the other

portion (B) may be analys6d without any addi tion of the radioactivity.

The analysis of these two portions sould be carried out almost

simultaneously in parallel step by step using the sa3ae reagents.

Suppose the activity of the nuclide d6tected after the final

analysis is "' lic in the portion (A) and "b" L in the portion (B).
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Then the final yield f this aalysis may be estimated to be

- b x 100%. In the above analysis, the yield of S9O may be
a

estimated to be about 60 70%, while that of CS137 about
r? O W/

However, later the above�was simplified and af-Cler the step(3)

in the above the strontium was sperated from the 5516 nitric acid

solution according to the method described in the step 13) and

the steps described thereafter was followed for the detection of
go

Sr . The spernatant solution after the separation of strontium

nitrate from the 75/ nitric acid was. used for te analysis of

cesium. After scavenging with Pe. and Ba darrier, cesium was

precipitated as cesium bismuth iodide with aBiI4 instead of

HUI 4 reagent. The NaBiI 4 reagent was prepared by dissolving

9 grams of powered bismuth trioxide in 300ml of a saturated

solution of sodium iodide-in concentrated acetic acid according

to the ethod described by HaraS3) After heating for sometime,

the soltior is rapidly filtered through a glass filter equipped

with a foot and the filtrate is stored in a glass-stoppered

bottle in a cold dark plaoe-and used as the NaBil4 reagent.
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(II) Results of Measurements(10)

In Table some of the nuclear detonation tests conduced

by different countries up to the ehd of August 1961.-are listed.

In 1958 it was rather difficult to identify smaller tests because

too many large tests of megaton size have been.cond-dated by the,

United States as well as by the Soviet Union. Terefore only the

major ones that have been d te ted by the shock wave records in the

microbarographs of the meteorological stations in Japan are

listed in the table for that year.

In Table 2(a), the number of tests u to the end of 1958
reported as aounced by the United State s are listed and in

Table 2(b)''the estimated fissio yeld in-kilotons assuming the

past thermnuclear tests to have consisted on the average of 5001o
fission and 50% fusion is shown�l)

(Table 1)

(Table 2)

After the cessation of nuclear tests was announced by the

three major powers possessing nuclear weapons, the United tates,

the United Kingdom and the Soviet Union at the end of October 1958,

the only tests conducted since then up to the end of August 1961

were the French ones in Sahara: three in 1960 and one in 1961.

Therefore, during the past eight years period from 1954 to 61

the only year in which no nuclear tests were conducted was 1959.

According to the New 7 .ork Tmes(5) somewhat different estimates

are given. A total of 165 tests have been onducted by the United

States, of which 122 tests were conducted in the South West U.S.$

3? in Eniwetok - Bikini area in the South Pacific, one off the west

coast of the United States', two in Johnson Island in the Pacific

and three in the South Atlantic. The total number of British tests

in reported to have been 21, of wich tests were conducted in
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Table ca)
TORP Date Qgmntr-v Test ite

1945 yrr,16 U.S.A Alamagordo, New
Mexico

• VTII 5 Hiroshima, Japan
• VIII 8 Nagasaki, Japan

1946 VI:30 Bikini Atoll
vri-25 K

1948 rv-- V X Eniwetok Atoll
1949 VIII: U.S.S.R Siberia
1951 I.-2?r,28 U.S.A Nevada

II: 1 2 6 or
Ivi Eniwetok

3 U.S.S.R Siberia
1:22
X:22,28,30 U.S.A Nevada

xi: 519,
29

1952 IV: 1,15,22
V: .1, '7,25

VI: 1, 5
X: 3 U.K Xon-te Bello Is.

XI: 1 U.S.A Eniwetok
XI: ?

19;3 III:17,24,31 Nevada
Ut 6,11,16,

25
V 819,29

VI: 
VIII:12 U.S.S.R Siberia
VIII:23

11:23
1:15 U.K Woomera ange,

Australia
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TcLble I 
x2ax DSte CountrT Test

1954 111t 1 U.S,,A Bikini Atoll

W III:27 Eniwetok

W IV.::-6 I�
IV,26

V. 5
V:12

IX:10,26,31 U.S�S.R Siberia

1155 II:18,22 U.S:A Nevada

III: i 7 12,
22,23:29

IV: 6 95

V: 5,15
V:16 UIK irobte, Bello is.

V:17 1U.S.A Pacific Ocean

VIII: 4-IX:24 U.S.S.R Siberia

XI:

XI:22

1956 III:21

TV:

IV: U.K Monte Bello In.

V: 5 U.SA Bikini Atoll

V: 7 U.K Monte Bello Is.

x V:21 U.S.A Eniwetok

V:28

VI: 13

V1:26

VII 3 911,
21,22

x VIII-24 U.S.SIR Siberia

VI11:30

11 2
IX:10
IX:27 U.1 MaralingaAustralIQ

I I 11 a 5

Xlil?



Tabi e i c)

Year Date Country Test site

1957 I:29 U.S.S.R Siberia
11 III: 

IV: 3
IV: 6

IV:10,12
IV:16

V:15- U.K Christmas Is.

V:28 U.S.A Nevada

VI: U.K Christmas Is.

n VI: 2 U.S.A Nevada

n VI: 
VI:18

VI:19 U.K Christmas Is.

VI:24 U.S.A Nevada
VII: 5. it 11

VII:15 it
VII:lq It

VII:24.

VII:25

VIII: 7

VIII:18

n VIII:22 U.S.S.R Siberia

VIII:23 U.S.A Nevada

VIII:30

IX 2

IX 8

IX 9 U.SS.R Siberia

IX-14 U.K Maralinga

IX:16 U.S.A Nevada

IX:24 U.S.S.R North Pole

X: 6 11

XII:28 Siberia
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Ta ble 1 (d)
'fear Date Country Test site

1958 MR3,27(2) U.S.SR North polar
region

III:14(2),21
V:12,26 U.SA Eniwetok

VI:10 Bikini Atoll
VI:14(2),27(2),

28 Eniwetok
VII:,�2 Bikini Atoll
VII: 5,12,26 Eniwetok

VIII:12 U.S.S.R Worth polar
region

IX:30(2)
X:12,15,19,20,

22,24,25

1960 II:13 Franob Sahara
IV: I

XII:28
1961 IV:25

1945 VII - 1961 VIII Total 255.

(U.S.A 165, . 21, U.S.S.R 65, France 4)
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TaNe 2(a) The Number of Nuclear Tests.

U.S.A. 129)

July 16, 1945 First atomic bomb test, "Trinity,"

Alamogordo, N.M.

August 6 , 1945 - Hiroshima bomb

August 9, 1945 - Nagasaki bomb

Summer of 1946 - "Crossroads" tests 2 Bikini Atoll

Spring of 1948 - "Sandstone" tests 3 Eniwetok Proving Ground

Winter of 1951 - "Ranger" tests (5), Nevada Test Site

Spring of 1951 - 11%reenhousell tests 4 Eniwetok

Fall of 1951 - Buster-Janglell tests 7 Nevada

Spring of 1952 - "Tumbler-Snapper" tests () Nevada

Fall of 1952 - "Ivy" tests 2 Eiwetok

Spring of 1953 "Upshot-Knothole" tests (11), Nevada

Spring of 1954 "Castle" tests 6 Eniwetok

Spring of 1955 "Teapot" tests 14), Nevada

Spring of 1955 "Wigwam" test (1), Pacific Ocean

SDring -Summer of 1956 - Redwing" tests 4 Eniwetok

Spring-Summer of 1957 - "Plumb-bob" tests 24), Nevada

SDring- Summer of 1958 - Herdtack" series, first phase 16), Eniwetok

Fall of 1958 - "Hardtack" series, second phase 19), Nevada

U.K. (21)

October 3 1952 - First British explosion, Monte Bello Islands

October, 1953 Two explosions, Woomera

May-June, 1956 Two explosions, Monte Bello Islands

September-October, 1956 - Four explosions, Marelinga

May-June, 1957 - Three explosions, Christmas Island

September-October, 1957 - Three-e:kpl6sions, Marelinga

November , 1957 One explosion, Christmas Island

April 28, 1958 - One explosion, Christmas Island

August-September, 1958 - Four explosions
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U.S.S.R. 53)

September 23, 1949 - First Soviet nuclear explosion

October, 1951 - Two known tests

August, 1953 - Series of tests, two known explosions, one thermonuclear

October 26, 1954 - "Part of a series"

August 4 1955 - One explosion

September 24, 1955 - "Part of a series"

November, 1955 - "Part of a series," two explosions, one

"in megaton range"

March-April, 19 56 - "Part of a series," two, explosions

August-September, 1956 - Part of a s6ries,?four explosions

November 17, 1956 - One explosion

January 19, 1957 - "Part of a series"

March-April, 1957 - "Part of a series," six explosions

August-October, 1957 - "Part of a series," five explosions

December 28, 1957 - One explosion

February-March, 1958 - Nine explosions

September-November, 1958 - Sixteen explosions

Total: 203 up to the end of 1958.
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Table 2(b)

Fission Yield in Kilotons Assuming The Past Thermonuclear

Test to have Consisted on The Average of

50% Fission and 50% Fusion

Air Bursts Ground-Surface Water-Surface Total

1945-1951 190 550 20 760

1952-1954 11000 15,000 22-,000 38,000

1955-1956 5,600 1,500 6,000 13,100

l')5?-1958 31,000 41400 4,600 1401,000

Total 37,790 21,450 32,620 91,860



Christmas Island in the Pacific, 3 in Montebello Island and in
Woomera-Maralinga district in Australia. The total number of tests
conducted by the Soviet Union up to the e3A f August 1961 is

reported to have been 65 in Siberia and in Novaya Zemlya in the
Arctic Ocean. The total fission -yields from tests 1945 to the end

of 1958 are estimated in unit of megatons TNT equivalent nuclear
fission to be about 32.3 egatons L35%)water surface explosions,
about 7-.8 megatons(42%)air explosions and 21.,5 megatons(23%)
ground urface explosions. Of the total of about 92 megatons,
about 70% is estimated to be due to the nuclear tests conducted
by the United States and the United Kingdom and about 3Y by
the Soviet Union.

The radioactivity precipitated with the rain in Osaka,
Japan was measured 668 times during the period April 1954 to the
end of August 1961. In Table 3 monthly and annual amounts of
rainfall and the number of times of the rainfalls observed at
the Osaka City University are shown. As can be seen in the table,
the annual amount of rainfall ranged from about 1,000 to about
1,60OC; mm_with the monthly average of about 80 to 110 mm. The
average amount per one rainfall as estimated to be about 12 to
17 mm in Osaka district.

(Table 3)
However the frequency of small amount of rainfall is much

larger than the larger ones and during the riod of about seven
and a half years observation the percentage of rainfalls with less
than 10 mm ws about 60% while that with over 60 mm was only about
3%. The number of rainy days per year was about one fourth to
somewhat less than one third of a -year.

The results of the daily measurements of the concentaration
of radioactivity er one litre of rainwater in units of pm/l
and c/l and the precipitation of radioactivity per one square meter
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Tab le 

1954 1955 1956 1957 -1958 1959 1960 1961

90 U�taif�. N P-i-fJl,. NO. No. R.;.f4i,,_, No. IOi,4vl ow
32.2 5 22.9 4 45.5 8 27.7 5 93.2 5 40.0 3 51.7 5

2 75.7 6 20.0 6 43.4 4 33.6 4 124.45 11 11.2 3 44.1 6

3 118.1 12 207.0 16 41.6 3 99.4 9 122.0 14 49-55 10 67.6 5

4 41.0 3 109.4 8 112.9 9 107.2 8 138.8 9 144.3 11 165-93 9 65.1 3
OD
1 5 135.6 11 117.7 8 253.3 20 67.4 9 122.3 10 208.7 10 172.3 7 120.3 7

6 288.6 15 96.9 9 119.4 10 315.4 10 78.1 7 59.2 8 148.7 8 24890 7

7 107.8 9 78.8 6 144.68 9 380.2 14 61.9 6 246.85 10 114.4 7 50.4 7

8 12.3 2 83.4 4 108.1 6 92.2 6 52.2 4 210.05 7 143.8 6 6.0 5

9 134.6 12 58.0 5 289.1 13 243.7 12 123.5 9 84.5 9 95.8 8

10 29.6 7 175.4 12 145.6 9 23.4 4 16-3.5 9 114. 66.1 6

11 32.8 5 80.8 6 52.2 6 60.2 5 57.1 6 161*45 6 64.0 7

12 33.3 5 28.2 6 11.6 4 23.0 5 31.3 7 61.9 3 26.2 5

815.6 1054.3 1486.78 1443.2 989.4. 1630.2 )(97.96 653.2
Kb Of

69 89 L12 86 85 104 79 45

90.7 8800 124089 120.3 135.8� 91050 81.?

0-1- p- 11.8 II. 35 13.25 16, 6 15*7 13.9 14.2



in units of pm/:m2 and c/m2 are shown in Figl and Fig.2.

Fig.l(a) and Fig.2(a) 1954).

(Fig.l(a))

U4�g.Xa))

The radioactivity of rainwater was measured 69 times in 1954.

A higher concentration than 100 cpm/1 6 x 10-10 curie/1)

was observed 7 times (during the period from May to early June),

once in October and once in November, or times in total which

corresponded to 11% of the total nmber of measurements of

that year. Higher concentration than 000 pm/l 6 x 10-9 curie/1)

was observed only once in the middle of May. A higher precipitation

per unit arear per rainfall than 100 cpm/m2 (6 x 10-10 curie/m2)

was observed 38 times which corresponded to 55-21o. 111gher

precipitation than 1,000 pm/m 2 (6 x 10-9 curie/m2) was observed

twice. Higher precipitation than 10,000 pm/:m2 (6 x 10-8 curie/m2)

was observed once in May following a series of American tests in

the Pacific. The total amount of precipitation per Lnit area

was about 229 x 1077 c/m 2 during the period from April to the

end of December and the average concentration of rainwater was

estimated to be about 281 x 10-4 pc/1 in 1954.

The annual precipitation of strontium-90 was estimated to be

1.29 mpc/m 2. while that of cesium-137 to be 262 mLc/m2� with the

ratio of cesium-137 to strontium-90 about 17. The average

concentration of strontium-90 was estimated to be about 16 I.Lj4c/l,

while that of cesium-137 about 27 �Lp/l in 1954. The ratio of

the activity of strontium-90 to the annual total of the grossactivity
-3of each rainfall was estimated to be about 5 1 . hile

that of cesium-137 about 96 x 10-3. The above value of Sr 90

precipitation may be estimated to .be roughly about "he total ofA
the values estimated from the decay rate of the radioactivity of

each rain in 1954, assuming the fast neutron fission of U238 .

One of the reasons for this may be. assumed to be due to the existence

of the inert gas such as krypton or xenon among the parent nuclides

of Sr9o or s137 as shown in Fi6--3 and the percentage of these
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nuclides at remote places might be higher than that in the local

fallout because of he possible higher rate of diffusion of those

inert gas parents, although this degree of relative rate of diffusion

may be dependent on the mode of detonation during the initial period.

Fig.l(b) and Fig.2(b) (1955).
(Fig.l(b))

(Fig.2(b))

The radioactivity of rainwater was measured 89 times in 19.55.
10A higher concentration than 100 opm/1 6 x 10- curie/1) was

observed once in each month of January, February and April and

? times during the period November to I)ecember, or 10 times in

total which corresponded to 11.2016. Higher concentration than

1,000 om/1 6 x 1079 curie/1) was observed only once towards the
ta. 2

end of November. A higher precipi�ion per rainfall than 00 OM/M

(6 x 10-10 curie/m2) was observed 34 times, WhIC-h Corresponded

to 395/6- Higher precipitation than 1,000 opm/m 60 x 10-9 curie/m2)

,gas observed 3 times.
The total amount of precipitation per unit area was about

1.64 x 10-? C/m2 and the average concentration of rainwater was
estimated to be about 55 X'1074 P-0/1 n 1955.

The annual precipitation of strontium-90 was estimated to be
2 21.69 mpe/m while that cesium-137 288 mLc/m with the ratio of

cesium-137 to strontium-90 about 1. The average concentration
of strontium-90 was estimated to be about 1.6 �Lpc/l while that

of cesium-137 about 27 L�tc/l in 1955. The ratio of the ativity
of strontium-90.to the annual total of the gkossactivity of-each
rainfall was estimated to be about 1.0 x 10-2, while that of
cesium-137 about 1.8 x 10-2.
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Fis.l(c) and Fig.2(c) (.1956)
(Fig.l(c))

(Fig.2(c))
The radioactivity of rainwater was measured 112 times in

101956. A higher concentration than 100 cpm/1 ( 10- curie/1)
was observed once in Jnuary and in August, twice in each month
of October, November and December, three times in Uune and in July,
4 times in March, 6 times in May, 9 times in September, or 4 times
in total which corresponded to 30.4%. As compared with the previous

two years, the frequency of higher radioactive rainfalls has

increased. Higher concentration than 1,000 epm/1 6 x 10-9 curie/1)
was observed once in March and in June, T�hich corresponded to 1.8%.
A higher precipitation per unit area per rainfall than 100 opm/m2

(6 x 1-10 curie/m2) was observed 77 times, wich corresponded
to 68.?',Io'. Higher precipitation than 000 cmIM2 6 x 10-9 rie/m2)

-was observed 23 times, which corresponded to 20.5%.
The annual total amount of precipitation per unit area was

4.94 x 10-7 c/m2 and the average concentration of rainwater was

estimated to be about 34 x 10-4 "/i in 1956.
The annual precipitation of strontium-90 was 227 mIIc/M2

while tat of Gesium-137 was 384 mic/m2 with the ratio of
cesium-137 to strontium-90 about 17. The average concentration
strontium-90 was estimated to be about 1.5 LILell while that of

Cesium-137 about 26 ipc/l in 1956. The ratio of the activity
of strontium-90 to the annual total of the grossactivity of each
rainfall was estimated to be about 47 10-3, while that of

cesium-137 about . x 10-3.
Fig.l(d) and Pig.2(d) 1957)

(Fig.l(d))
(Iie.2(d))

The radioactivity of rainwater was measured 86 times in
195?. A higher concentration than 100 epm/l 6 x 10-10 curie/1)
W-as observed once in each month of February, July, August and
November, twice in each month of Januaxy, ]larch, May and
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June, three times in September and in December, times in April,

or 23 times in total which corresponded to about 26.8%. Higher

concentration than 1,000 cpm/l 6 x 10-9 urie/1) was observed

only once in Apr 'il. The general tendency of increase of frequency

of higher radioactive rainfalls was more or less 'similar to that

in 1956 and the frequency of rainfalls with the concentration

higher than 100 epm/1 in this year was observed to be roughly

about 25 times higher than that in 1954 or 1955.

A higher precipitation per unit area per rainfall than

100 om/m 2 (6 x 10-10 curie/m2) was observed 2 times which

corresponded to about 82.6%. Higher precipitation than 1,000 pm./m2
2) was observed 15 tim6i

(6 x 10-9 curie/m s which corresponded to

about 17.6%. Higher precipitation than 10,000 opm/m 2 (6 x 10-8

curie/m 2) was observed once in April during the period of ussi-an

tests.

The annual total amount of precipitation per unit area as

3.67 x 1077 c/m2 and the average concentration of rainwater was

estimated to be about 25 x 10-4 pc/l in 1957.

The annual precipitation of stro'tium-90 was 253 mic/m 2

while that of cesium-137 was 496 mpc^2 with the ratio of

cesium-137 to strontium-90 about 20. The average concentration

of strontium-90 was estimated to be about.l.? p�Lc/l, while that

of cesium-137 about 34 �Lgc/l in 1957.

The ratio of the activity of strontium-90 to the annual

total of the grossactivity of each rainfall xas estimated to be

about 69 x 10-3, while that of cesium-137 about 14 x 10-2.

From the analysis of the soils about to 15 cm laye

surface which were sampleid at the two different parts of he

ground of Osaka City University n January 1957, about 3 mile/m 2
2 goand 425 mLc/m of Sr Were detected with the extraction by

Ammonium aceta 2)
te. 11 we assume this amount corresponds to

about 70% of the ttFL116) the total deposition may be estimated
2 2to be roughly about 43 mw/m and 6 m)kc/m . Therefore the

plausible amount of umulative deT>osition of Sr9O in early



1957 ma,7,be estimated to be roughly in the range of about

4.3 to 6 me/km2 in Osaka district.

Fig.l(e) and Fig.2(e) 1958)
(Fig.l(e))
(Fig.2(e))

The radioactivity of rainwater was measured 84 times in 1958.
A higher concentration than 100 epm/1 6 x 10-10 curie/1) was

observed 55 times out of 84 times of measurements, which
corresponded to about 65.4%. In more than one half of the rainfalls,
higher radioactive concentration than 100 epm/1 was measured. Higher
concentration than'1,000 opm/1 was observed 10 times which

corresponded to about 11.9%. In other words, higher concentrations

were observed most frequently as compared with the previous years.
This may be most probably due to the repeated large scale tests

conducted by the United States and the Soviet Union prior to the

cessation of tests at the end of October 1958. A higher precipi-
tation per unit area per rainfall than 100 pm/m2 6 x 10-locurie/m2)

was observed 68 times which corresponded to about 81%. Higher
2 /m2)precipitation than 1,000 apm/m (6 x 10-9curie was observed

33 times hich was about 39.3% and higher precipitation than

10,000 cpm/m2 6 x 10-8eurie/M2) was observed 9 times which was

about 10.7/6 of the total number of measurements in 1958.
The annual total amount of precipitation per unit area was

3.01 x 1- Cm2 and the average concentration of nwater was

estimated to be about 32 x 10-3 p/l in 1958, which was the

highest and about one order of magnitude higher as compared with
the previous years. However, this may be ascribed to a relatively
higher percentage of sort lived fission products included in
rather fresh samples.
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The annual precipitation of strontium-90 was 308 mpe/m2

while that of cesium-137 was 623 mPc/m 2 with the ratio of

cesium-137 to strontium-90 about 20. The average concentration
of strontium-90 was estimated to be about 31 4&c/l while that
of cesium-13? about 63 4pe/l in 1958.

The ratio of the activity of strontium-90 to the annual total
of the grossactivity of each rainfall was estimated to be about
1.1 x 10 -3 while that of esium-137 about 21 10-3.

From early spring (Feb.) to smer July 1958 the radiochemical
analysis of rainwater was conducted especially to estimate the

ratio of cesium-13? to strontium-90 and it was observed to vary

from 17 to 25 with the average value of about 23 during this
period.

Fig.l(f) and Pig.2(f) 1959)
(Fig.l(f))
Rig.Xf))

The radioactivity of rainwater was measured 104 times in 1959.
A higher concentratio tan 100 apm/l 6 x 1-10 curie/1) was

observed times in January, 10 times.in February and in March,,

9 times in April, 6 times in May, 7 times in June, times in July,

twice in August, once in September, or 58 times in total hich

corresponded to about 55-716- Higher oncentration than 1,000 epm/1
( x 10-9 curie/1) was observed twice. Although no nuclear
explosion tests have been conducted in this year, a high degree

of radioactive contamination of rainwater almost comparable to
the previous year was observed to continue until August. Usually
a higher degree of strapospheric fallout may be expected at the

central part of Japan during the period from winter to spring

when the jet stream is at the southern part of Japan and a lower

degree of fallout in smmer when the jet stream is at the northern
part of Japan. However, the unusally high degree of fallout
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in the first half of 1959 may be ascribed to the troposperic

fallout due to the intense nuclear testings in the fall of 1958

coupled with the higher degree of stratospheric fallout usually

observed in Spring*

A decreasing tendency of the radioactive contaimination of

rainwater due to the fission products of relative short half lives

which may be aribed to the tropospheric fallout began to show up

distinctly after August. Judging from these findings it appears
more plausible to assume that the half deposition time of tropo-
spheric fallout would be of the order of about a month or so and
not very much shorter than one month. A higher precipitation per
unit area per rainfall than 100 cpm/m2 ( x 10-10 curie/M 2) was
observed 92 times wch corresponded to about 7-5%. Higher
precipitation than 1,000'apm/m2 ( x 10-9 curie/m2) was observed
46 times hich corresponded to about 44.3%. Higher precipitation
than 10,000 pm/m2 6 x 10-8 curie/m2) was observed once in 1959.
The annual total amount of precipitation Der it area was 1064 x
16-6 c/m2 and the average radioactive concentration of rainwater
was estimated to be about .56 x 1074 A/1 in 1959.

The annual precipitation of strontium-90 was 334 mLc/M2

while that of esium-137 was 63 Ae/2 with the ratio of eesium-137
to strontium-90 about 23, The average concentration of strontium-90
was estimated to be about 20 pIke/1 while that of eesium-137 about
4.7 plic/l in 1959. The ratio of the activity of strontium-90 to
the annual total of -I-he grossactivity of each rainfall was estimated
to be about 31 10-3 'while that of cesium-137 about 71 x 10-3.

According to K.Ko ("T)
daira, et al, the exchangeable 9o in the

agricultural soil of the Pacific side of the Japan mainland which
was sampled in June 1959 was 10 mc/km2 on the average with the
highest value of 13 me/km 2 and the lowest value of 7 mo/km2 with
the exception of one site where 26 me/km2 was detected, while that
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of the Japan Sea side of the Japan mainland was 33 me/km 2 on the

average with the highest value of 36 me/km2 and the lowest value

of 30 me/Im2- Judging from these findings the total fallout at
the Japan Sea side may be assumed to be roughly about three times
higher than that at the Pacific side.

Fig.l(g) and Fig-2(g) 1960)

The radioactivity of rainwater was measured 79 times in 1960.
A higher concentration than 100 epm/1 6 x 10-10 curie/1) was
observed 6 times in arch, once in May and in September, or times

in total which corresponded to about 10.1%. Higher concentration
than 1,000 pm/l 6 x 10-9 curie/1) was observed twice in early
March following the French test in Sahara in the middle of February.

Although three French tests have been conducted in Sahara in this
year, the radioactive contamination of rainwater due to the fission
products of relatively short half lives was observed to bemuch

lower except early March as compared with the previous years.

A higher precipitation per unit area per rainfall than 100 epm/m2
-10 2) was observed 31 times which corresponded to

(6 x 10 curie/m

about 39.3%. Higher precipitation than 1,000 pm/m2 6 x 10-9
curie/m 2) was observed 4 times and higher precipitation than

2 6 x 10-8 curie/m2)
10,000 Om/M only once early March following
the Frencli test in Sahara in the middle of February. The annual
totaAV--�-irecipitation per unit area was 19-x 10-7 m2 and the

avera�;e radioactive concentration of rainwater was estimated to be

about 13 x 10-4 Lc/l in 1960.
2The annual precipitation of 9trontium-90 was 208 mlic/m while

that of cesium-137 was 430 m"/m2 with the ratio of cesium-137

to strontium-90 about 21. The average concentration of strontium-90

was estimated to be about 19 ILILc/l while that of cesium-137 about
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3.9 ;igc/l in 1960. The ratio of the activity of strontium-90
to the annual total ofthe grossactivity of each rainfall was esti-
mated to be about 1.1 12 while that of cesium-137 about

10-22,3 
Fig.l(h) and Fig.2(h) 1961)

(Fig. i

(Fig.2(h))
The radioactivity of rainwater was measured 45 times during

the period from Juary to the end o August 1961. The rainwater
during this period was collected at Kinki Uiversity at Fuse Gity,

Osaka refecture instead of at the Osaka City University, at the

central part of the City.
The radioactivity was measured during this period mostly

with the low background counter manufactured by the Kobe Kogyo .K.

whose background count was less than epm, iut to enable the
comparison of the data of this year with those of -'-.'le previous

years the scale of opm in the figure was constructed so that 100 opm,
correspond to 6 x 10710 curie.

The half deposition time of longer lived fission products may
be estimated to be about 400 - 00 days or roughly about 2 years
from the comparison of the gkossactivity of fallout during the
period from Jan. to April'1960 and that during the same period in

1961 with the possible correction for relatively quickly decaying
components due to French tests and taking into consideration of
the decay rate of the longer lived components of the grossactivity
detected in the rain*

As can be seen in the figure, a higher concentration than
100 opm/1 6 x 10710 eurie/1) was observed only once in the middle
of February nd none thereafter until the end of August. Although
one test was conducted by Fance in the Sahara desert towards the
end of April, a marked decreasing tendency of the radioactive
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contamination of rainwater due to relatively fresh products was

distinctly observed.

A higher precipitation per unit area per rainfall that em/m2

(6 x 10-10 curie/m2) was observed 10 times during the period of

observation in 1961 which corresponded to about 22.2%. Higher
precipitation than 1,000 em/m2 (6 x 10-9 eurie/m2) was observed

only once in June. The total precipitation per unit area up to

the end of August 1961 was 237 x 1-8 O/m2 and the average

radioactive concentration of rainwater was estimated to be a1yout

3.65 x 10-5 pe/l during the period of observation.

The precipitation of strontium-90 and cesium-137 during the

period from January to the end of August 1961 has not been measured.

However, assuming the over all effective decay rate of the

grossactivity to be about 50916 from the comparison of the decay rates

of grossactivit.ies detected in 1960 and those detected during the

period from January to the end of August 1961, the-ratio of the

activity of strontium-90 and cesium-137 to the total'groasactivity

during the period of observation in 1961 may be estimated to be

about double higher than the ratio in 196O- From thisiassumptiori.,

the ratio of the activity of strontium-90 to the otal grossactivity

up to the d of August 1961 may be estimated to be about 22 x 10-2

while that of cesium-137 about-4.6 x 10-2. Using these values,

the precipitation of strontium-90 during the period from January

up to the end of August 1961 may be estimated to be about 052 mic/m2

with the average concentration of about 0.8 title /1 while that of

cesium-137 about 1.1 mic/m2 with the average concentration of about

1.7 i*0/1-
The cumulative deposition of strontium-90 and cesium-137

estimated _om the above data is shown in Fig.4, where the deposition

of strontium-90 and cesium-137 is assumed to be 0.5 me/km 2 in

March 1954. As can be seen in the figure, the cumulative deposition
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of Sr"o-and C 137 at the end of August 1961 may be estimated

roughly at about 1.3 me/km2 and 33-64 me/km2 respectively in
Osaka district, as for ao judged from the results of our
measurements. However Judg'ng from the data reported from
different institutes(-g) 07.) in Tokyo districts, a difference by
a factor of nearly two may sometimes be likely to result even in
the same district and in the same month, possibly due to the
difference in the sampling place and method and o the differen ce
in chemical nature of the industrial fumes and dusts included in
the rain. Therefore the above results should also be interpreted
as the one that would give merely an order of magitude estimation
for� Osaka district. Especially the value for Cs137 and te ratio
CS137/Sr9o appear to be considerably lower than those reported
for Tokyo districts One of the possible causes for obtaining
lower values for CsI37 may.be considered to 'be the possibility'
that a considerable amount of CB137 may be adsorbed by the
particulate dust deposited in the rainwater collecting vessel
during the one yar period of exposure in the open and storage
and that a certain fraction of Cs137 might be lost at the time of
taking an aliquot of the rainwater from the upper part of the deep
vessel as a sample for analysis.

(Fig.4)
In order to estimate the difference between the sample taken

from the upper part of he vessel and that from the bottom part,
an analysis of the sample taken from the bottom part after mild
stirring was carried.out with the method of leaching the insoluble
residue.with 6N hydrochloric acid. The result of the analysis
indicated that the ativity of sl3? of the sample taken from
the bottom part was higher by about 10 - 30,16 as compared with the
results obtained with the sample from the upper part, while that
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of Sr9O isher only by a few percent or less than &bout 101% at
most. Therfore the difference in s137 may not be negligible"and
in order to estimate the upper limit of s137 the previously
obtained results with the sample taken from the upper part of the
vessel should-be increased by a factor of about 3o.

(Table 4)
If we assume the uper limit of Csl37 to be higher than the

previously obtained results by a factor of about 3001, the Annual
precipitation of CS137 may be estimated be about 2 in
1954 with the ratio C'l37/Sr9O about 22, 375 11CIM2 in 1955 with
the ratio Cs'3'7/Sr9o about 22, 50 M�Ic/m2in 1956 with ratio Csl37/Sr9o
about 22 65 mc/m2 in 1957 with the ratio Csl37/Sr90 about 26,
6.1 lLc/m2 in 1958 with the ratio Cs13?/Sr9O about 26, 9.9 m4c/IA2
in 1959 with the ratio Csl37/Sr9O about 30, 56 mtc/m2 in 1960
with the ratio s137/Sr9O about 27, 143 mc/m2 in 1961 with the
ratio Csl37/sr9O about 27, and the total precipitation from April

2P;54 to the end of August 1961 about 43.1 m4c/m with the over all
I-A,7 90

ratio Cs /Sr about 26, and the cumulative deposition at the
c 2end of August 1961 may be estimated to be about 43.6 mam assuming

171 -
the deposition of C137 prior to March 1954 to be about 0.5 mlic/m2.
These estimated values for Cs137 are also shown in the figure with
the broken line as the possible upper limit for Osaka district.
The results of theseanalysis of Csl3? and Sr90 are smmarized in
Table 4 together with the possible upper limit of sl3? estimated
using a correction factor of about 30%.

Assuming the correction factor of about 30% used to estimate
the upper lit of Csl37 'the range of variation in the ratio of
cesium-13? to stronti#m-90 observed from early spring to smer
1958 may be estimated to be about 17 - 33 ith the average value
of about 23 - 30 during the period.

.(Table )
(Fig-5)
(Fig.6)
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Table 5: Tot-1 tlios5activitl pxeciPit;xt-eJ W'th ra"

1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 2960 1962

2.§ 10-') 9.2 a 0-9 1.6,) 10-8 2.9 -9 1.27 10-7 2.3 z 0-9 1.23 1-9
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- -6 -8 -10
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Monthly and annual totals of the grossactivity of rainfalls

are shown in Table and in Pigs-5 and 6 Monthly and annual

averages of the radioactive concentrations of rainwater are given

in Table 6 The average radioactive concentrations were estimated

by dividing the total precipitation of grOBsactivity per uit

area by the total amount of rainfalls per unit area.

(Table 6)

The frequency distribution of ifferent degrees of radioactive

contaminations in each year is shown in Table 7 with the radioactive

concentrations of rainwater and in Table with the precipitations

of grossactivity per unit area. The relation between the amount

of rainfall and the degree of radioactive contamination of

rainwater is shown in Table 9 As can be seen in the table clearly,

there is a general tendency that the percentage of higher radioactive

concentration of rainwater is higher with the smaller amount of

rainfall, and that the percentage of lower concentration is higher

with the larger amount of rainfall.

(Table 7)

(Table )

(Table 9)

From the above data, the grand total of the grossactivity

of each rainfall per u7ait area during the period from April 1954

to the end of AuE�ust 1961 may be estimated to be about 554 tc/m 2

or 554 c/km� Although there may be places.where higher or lower

activity might have been measured even in te same district at

different parts of Japan, multiplying the above value by the total

area of Japan about 3.6 x 105 km2, the total activity carried

over to Japan during the period of observation from April 1954 up

to the end of August 1961 may be estimated to be roughly about two

million curies or possibly three million curies because there are

places where higher rate of fallout than in Osaka has en reported.
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Table IT: Rain
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TOLbIC q (Q) The relstion between the radioactive ontamination and the

amount of rainfall during the eriod from April 1954 to

December 1958.
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cl(b); The relation between the radioactive contamination and the

amount of rainfall during the period from JarIU&Cy 1959 to

August 1961.
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Table (C):The relation Ietween the radioactive' condemnation and the

smourit of rRinfall durin�r the Deriod from Aril 195 to

AuQ-ust 11.
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The grand total of the activity of Sr9O during he period of

observation may be estimated to be about 16.8 me while

that of sl3'7 about 33*14 - 43.1 mo/km2 in Osaka district.
Multiplying the above value per unit area by the total area of
Japan, the total activity of S9O and 8137 carried over to Japan

t 6 x 103 curies of r9O'andmay be estimated to be roughly abou
1.2 x le - 16 x 104 curies of s,137. However, nce about

three times higher precipitation than the above value are estimated
at the Japan Sea Side of the Japan Mainland for 9O and OS137 9

if we assume about double the above value as the representative
figure for Japan, the total activity of 9o and 813? carried

over to Japan during the period from April 19,54 to the end of
August 1961 may be estimated roughly at about 12 x 104 uries of

Sr9O and 24 x 104 - 31 x 104 curies of 08137.
The adioactive fallout was also measured by exposing the

greased paper with the surface area of about 0.1 m2 during the period

from Feb. 16, 1955 to Dee. 31, 1957. After exposing the greased
paper for a certain period of time, the paper was wrapped up and

completely ashed in the electric furnace. The beta activity of
the ash was easured usually one to two days after sampling. The

results of measurements are shown in Fig-7 in nit of emm2 as
well as in unit of /0. When the exposure period is longer than
a few days, the efficiency of collecting the radioactive dust

appears zo drop considerably. In 1955, the radioactivity of the
dust collected. by te greased paper was measured 46 times and the
total number of days of exposure was 225 days with the average
exposure period of 489 days or roughly about days. The total

of the grossactivity detected from the exposed paper was about

5-11 10-8 curies/0 with the average grossactivity per one day
of exposure about 227 x 0710 curies/m2-day. The total of the
grossactivity detected from the rain collected during te period
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from Feb. 16 to Dec.31, 1955 was about 1.58 10-7 curies/M2.

(Fig-7)
Therefore, the total of the grossactivity detected by exposing

the greased paper to air may be estimated to be roughly about

32% of the total grossactivity detected from the rain with the

average exposure period of about days in 1955. In 1956, the
radioactivity of the dust collected by the greased paper was
measured 175 times and the total number of days of exposure was
352 with the average exposure period of about 201 days or roughly
about 2 days. The total of the grossactivity detected from the
exposed paper was about 346 x 10-7 curies/m2 with the average

-10 2grossactivity per one day of exposure about 982 x 10 curies/m
The total OX the grossactivity detected from the rain was

about 491 x 10-7,euries/m2 in 1956. Therefore, the total of the
grossactivity dtected by exposing the greased paper to the air
may be estimated &o be roughly about 1% of the total grossactivity
detected from the rain with the average exposure period of about
2 days in 1956.

In 1957, the radioactivity of the dust collected by exposing
the greased paper to the air was measured 155 times and the total
-number of days of exposure was 285 days with the average exposure
period of 1.84 days or roughly about 2 days. The total of the
grossactivity detected from the exposed paper was about 192 x 10-7

2 with the average grossactivity per one day of exp
curies/m -10 2 osure
about 673 x 10 curies/m _day. The total of the grossactivity
detected from the rain was about 367 x 10-7 curies/m2 in 1957.
Therefore, the total of the grossactivity detected by exposing
the greased paper to the air,may be estimated to be roughly about
5491b of the total grossactivity detected from the rain. However,
since the total number of days of exposure 285 days corresponds
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to about &Ol of a year, if we assume about 78% of-the total

grossactivity detected with the rain per year may correspond

to the total grossactivity for 285 days, the percentage of the

grossactivity detected by the exposed paper to that by the rain

may be estimated to be roughly about 0% with the'average exposure

period of about 2 days in 1957. Tis percentage is roughly about

-the same order of magnitude as that of the previous year.

The frequency distribution of the radioactive deposition as

detected from the exposed paper is shown in Tables 10 and 11.

As can be seen in these tables, the radioactive deposition was

clearly observed to have been ireasing during the period from

1555 to 1957.

(Table 10)

(Table 11)

From the above analysis, it may be estimated that the over

all efficiency of detection of radioactivity by exposing the

greased paper to the air with the average exposure period of

one to two days is roughly about Mlo as compared with the

grossactivity detected by the method of collecting the rainwater.

However, the efficiency of detection of grossactivity appears to

fall down to roughly about 30% with the average exposure period

of about five days as can be seen from the comparison of the data

obtained in 1955 with our method of detection.

The monthly totals of the grossactivity detected by the

exposure of -reasea paper to the air during the period from

Feb. 1955 to Dec. 1957 are summarized in Fig.8.

(Fig.8)

The infinite plane Camma ray exposure dose at a height of

about one meter during a 30-year period from the total radioactive

fallout as measured by the method of collecting the ainwater during
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the period from April 1954 to the end of August 1961 may be
estimated t be roughl,)r about 109 pirad with the method described

(II-)in the previous paper-as a total sum of the estimates based upon
the effective0 the grossactivity of each rain.'A

However, if we assume double the total adioactivity estimated

from our measurements would be the representative value for
Japan as discussed in the above, the infinite plane gamma ray
exposure dose during a 30-year period may be estimated to be

about 218 mrad. Since there may be a ifference by a factor of
nearly two in the measurements of radioactivity depending on the

location and te method of collection of rainwater, the 0 year

dose in Osaka district may be estimated to be roughly in a range
of about 109 - 218 mrad.
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(111) Discussion and Summary

In -the case of the American and British tests in the Pacific
or'the Soviet tests in the Arctic or Central Asia, the first

circuit of radioactivity was usually observed to arrive in Japan
a few days to about-a week after the nuclear detonation These
radioactivies observed in the first circuit may be ascribed
mostly to the'tropospheric fallout with the apparent initial

half decay period of the 'order of about a few days. The.effects
of the American tests in Nevada and of the Vrendh tests in Sahara

.were observed in Osaka about 10 20 days after he nuclear tests,

but the British tests in Australia in the Southern hemisphere
could hardly be distinguished from the radioactivity measurements
of the dust included in the rain in Japan.

This might probably be due to the fadt that the diffusion

of the radioactive dust across the stable air barrier between the
Southern and the Northern Hemisphere is slow and is not likely
to Taeach significant proportions in the time required for a major

fraction of the dust in the troposhere to be deposited. Therefore
the part of the radioactivity that spread in the troposphere at

the time of nuclear detonation may be considered to be confined
mostly to the hemisphere in which the nuclear tests were conducted,
although the part of the fine radioactive dust that was njected.
high up into the stratosphere may be considered to be distributed
all over the entire earth's surface.

The radioactivity of the rain was measured 668 times during
the period from April 1954 to the end of August 1961. The annual
total of the grossactivity detected per unit area by the method
of collecting rainwater-was 229 x 177 m2 in 1954, 164 x 17

C/M2 in 1955 494 x 1,7 CA 2 in 1956, 367 x 1077 C/m2 in 1957,

3.01 x 1 6 /M2 in 1958, 1064 16 /m2 in 1959, 190 107'?
2 -8 2C/M in 19601, and 237 x 10 c/m in 1961,,or roughly about

5.54 pc/m2 in total during the period from April 1954 to the end

of August 1961.
The anual average concentration of rainwater was estimated

to be 281 x 10 -4 pc/l in 1954, 155 x 1-4 &e/l in 1955 34 x
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10-4 pe/l in 19.56 2 x 14 Ite/l in 19.57, 3 2 .x 1073 pe/ in
1958, 656 x 1074 pe/l in 1959 173 x 10-4 Pe/l in 1960, and
3.65-�'-x 10-5 pc/1 up to the end of August 1961.

There was a general tendencythat the fequency of higher
concentration was higher with the smaller amount of rainfall,
while that of lower concentration higher with the larger amount
of rainfall.

From the comparison of the data in 1960 and tose in 1961 the
falf deposition time of the relatively longer lived components of
the gss activity was estimated to be about 400 - 800 days or
roughly about 2 years with the correction for the possible effects
due to French tests.

Multiplying the ttal grossactivity per unit area 554 jxc/z2
by the total area of Japan, the total radioactivity carried over
to Japan during the eriodof observation may be estimated to be
roughly about tw on euriese

The grossactivity of the dust collected on greased paper was
also measured 376 times during the period from Feb, 1955 to the
end of Dec. 1957. Comparing with the grossaotivity detected by
the method of collectiag rainwater, the efficiency of detection
of radioactivity by exposing the greased paper to the air was
estimated to be about 30% with the average period of a single
exposure about days in 1955, and about 70% with theaverage
period of exposure of about-2 days in 1956 and in 1957.

At the open place where there would be no hindrance in collecting-
the highly radioactive initial rainfall and at the closed place
surrounded by the trees or buildings, it *as not unusual to find
a difference by a factor of more than two the amount of collected
radioactivity. This difference was especially large when it was
windy. Depending upon the sampling location and method it was
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oftentimesexperienced to find a difference by a factor oil two

or three in the amount of detected radioactivity even in the same

district. Therefore, it is not surprising to find a difference

by a factor of nearly two or so in the amount of MO thly deposition of

Sr9o reported by the Japan Meteorological Agency and that by

Jzawa et al for Tokyo district, although the two sampling

places are only a few kilometers apart in the City of Tokyo.

The cumulative deposition of strontium-90 and cesium-137 at

the end of August 1961 was estimated to be about 13 mc/km 2 of

Sr`90 and 33-64 - 43-6 mc/jcm2 of Cs137 respectively, assuminp, the

deposition of strontium-90 and cesium-137 in March 1954 to be about

0.5 me/km 2in Osaka district. The total amount of So carried

over to Japan during about seven and a half years period of

observation may be estimated to be roughly about 6 x 103 - 12 x 14

curies, while that of Cs137 about l.-2 x 14 - 31 x 104 uries.

Although the ratio of cesium-137 to strontium-90 was estimated

to be about 1 - 22 pior to 1957, the over all 'ratio duringID
the period of observation was estimated to be roughly aout

2.6. From he analysis conducted during the period from spring

to summer in 1'�58 the ratio of cesium-137 to strontium-90 was

estimated to very from 17.to 33 with the average ratio of about

3.0 during this period,

According to the monthly measurements conducted by Izawa et

al during the period from August 1957 to June 1960 in Tokyo

district (Tokyo and Chiba), 'the ratio CS137/�-r9O was observed to,

vary from 17 to 82 with the aerage ratio-of�-about 28 during

this period. Even in Tokyo and in Chiba whic�i-is an adjacentr9ocity to To 137kyo, the ra io Cs. IS Was a�letimes observed to be

different by a factor of about two even In the same month and even

with the same method of analysis conducted by the same person.
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Judging from these observations, there appears io be a consider-

able seasonal as well as local variations in the ratio of

cesium-137 to strontium-90 in the fallout. Theref6re hl"Pa!7 ratio
A

of cesium-137 to strontium-90 in Japan may be assumed to be roughly

in the range of about two to three�on an average.,

The reason for such a wide vriation in the ratio of cesium-137

to strontium-90 is not exactly known. The yield f4cesium-137

and strontium-90 may be different depending on the type of nuclear

weapons. The fraction of strontium-90 and cesium-157 es caping

the local fallout and traiported to a remote place may be different

depending on the tpe and condition of nuclear detonation. The

longer physical half life of inert gas parent of cesium-137 as

compared with that of strontium-90 may cause the ratio-Os137,1Sr9O

tend to be-higher at the 'remote places-than in'thelocal fallout

under certain conditions, although what may be'considered chemically

inert gas may be in a highly active state with most of.the orbital

electrons stripped off at ti6 time of nuclear detonations.. There

may be various meteorological factors, which may cause some

fractionation or selection of certain nuclides during tran-poortation

of a mixture of radioactive substances from he site of detonation

to the site of sampling.

However, It is rather dfficult to explain the local variation

in the adjacent cities like Tokyo-and Chiba during the same period

of observation with the same-method of analysis. One of the possible

causes for such a variation might be due to-the difference in the

chemic&nLERNe; o the local industrial dust and fumes a Well as

of the naturally occurring dust or chemical components included,

in the rain which may be different locally as well as seasonally.

It may also depend on the method of sampling , what kind of vessel

we may use for collecting rainwater, or whether the particulate

dust included in the rainwater would be completely filtered pff
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prior to the chemical analysis or whether only an aliquot of

supernatant water will be used for analysis without completely

filtering or without complete stirring of the sedimented dust, or

whether the analysis would be made with the rainwater including

dust sampled from the bottom of the rainwater collecting vessel.

Depending upon the chemical ad physical nature of the vessel

walls and the dust naluded in the rain there may be a possibility

of fractional adsorption of-certain nuclides and dep ending upon

the chemical components of the rain this degree of fractionation

may be affected considerably. Especially when the rainwater is

sampled in the industrial area or near the chemical.reserch

institute, we must be careful about the nature of the dst and

fumes of various tpes, not to speak of the dusts and vapours of

the various radioactive substances occasionally used in the

laboratory or factory. Whether the hydrochloric acid gas or

nitric acid gas or other various types of inorganic gas or dusts

are coming out of the draft chimney of the nearby laboratory or

factory, or whether various types of organic gas or dusts are

being exhausted from the chimney during the period of collection

of rain water might cause the difference in degree of fractionation

depending on the methods of sampling prior to the chemical analysis.

Even in Osaka district, the decay rate of grossactivity of the rain

collected on the same day at the Osaka City University and at the

Osaka Prefectural Central Radiation Laboratory In the suburb of

Sakai City which is adjacent to Osaka was occasionally observed

to be considerably different after the French test in Feb. 1960

in spite of the fact that the method of measurement of radioactivity

was very much the same.

In the country districts sometimes a considerable amount of

pollen isincluded in the rainwater sample in spring besides

the famamous yellow eard from the continental China.
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In view of such difficulties in the standardization of the

location and method of collecting and sampling the rainwater our

data should also be regarded as the one that would give an order

of magnitude estimation of the radioactive fallout for Osaka district

and the difference in the total radioactive fallout by a factor

of less than about two detected in the past at different sites

may not be regarded as the essential difference for the different

districts or areas where the sampling sites are located.
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The Radioactive ontamination of Human Body by S9O and C8137 and

its Corelation with the Fallout Rate and Ground Deposition

(1) Concentration of Sr"

The radioactive contamination of human bone by 9o was

measured with about 60 samples of human bone during the period

from Jano 1957 to July 1959o The results of these analysis
have been reported to the United Nations Scientific Committee
on the ffects of Atomic Radiation through Prof. iyama of Tokyo

Vniversit.yo

(1) Method of Analysis
The sample of human bone was first ashed at about 90000

for about 4 hours in the electric furnace. The shad bone ws

then pulverized and put in the centrifuge tube, about gm of
the sample in each ube with the capacity of about 250 ml. The

amount of ashed bone used for the analysis was about 1 - 20 gm.
Br9o was separated as strontium nitrate after the addition of
Br-earrier from 75% itric acid s'lutionSl)(2)
about 14 - 20 days for the growth0of Y90 90 After waiting for, was separated fom

Sr9o according to the ion "change method described in the previous
paper12) An example of the dcay curve of the beta activity of

yttrium traction separated in is way in shown in Fig.l.

The activity of Sr9o was estimated from the beta activity
of 90 by etrapolating back to the time of separation from 9o.

The existence of Y7" was confirmed by the half-line of approximately

64 hours. The beta activity, was measured by the 2x-counter, 4x-
counter as well as by te low back ground beta ray countere
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An aliquot of each sample was reserved for the determination

of RICAUM13) The calcium Ls precipitated as calcium oxalate, wbich

is nsoluble in alkaline solution, by adding a soluble oxalate

to the solution of the calcium salts The precipitate is fltered$

and dissolved in dilute sulpburic cid* Free oxalic acid is formed,,

which is titrated with a standard solution of potassium permanganate.

The concentration of Sr9o is expressed in strontium unit (S.V.)

which corresponds to l&pc of Sr9O per . gam. oil calcium. T�eHumaa

bone of 70 kg standard man is assumed to contain about I kg of

calcium Ss)

(2) Results and Discussion

The results of measurements of Sr 90 are summarized in Table

I - Ill, together with the possible statistical error estimated

(Table )

(Table 11)

(Table III)

fro a series of measurements of activity. The average concentrations

of Sr 90 estimated for different age groups are shown in Table IV

and ig�2, An can be seen In the tables as a general tendency

the average concentration of 9o in the bones of the children

younger than 10 years is higher than that of the adults and the

average concentration for the age group of to 10 years is more

than three times higher tan that for the adults order than

30 years.

(Table XV)

(Fig.2)

This might probably be due to the fact that the children's

bone is now being actively made of the clcium with igher concen-

tration of SOO, while the adults* bone is already made of the

old calcium with lower concentration of 5r9O.
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8r9O Concentration of Human Bones (Pros Jan-1957 to the end of 1957)

no. sez Age "t Date Bone Ca/g ash Srw A ea Cause of Veath-Death

1014 P 22/3 1957 1 Mixture Of 0 39 1.46 + 0.11 myoloia Leukemiadifforent bones , -

2 2 7 19 2 Femur 0.36 0.34 t 0.08 Nephritle

3 1 P 1?/12 3 0.36 0.35 t 0.12 �,neumonia

4 02 U 23 112 3 O'.�B 1.01 4 0.11 lobar Pneumonia

50 5 U 24 1/5 5 0.40 0.73 t 0.17 Soponific Poisoning
U;.t of

60 6 N 0 5 different 1,onea 0,3? 0-04 + 0-10 Stillbirth reg.X-g.m.)

70 7 ji 82 5 Femur 0.40 0.71 + 0.12 Gastroenteritia

El08 P 41 5 0.35 0.35 t 0.13 Cancer of the breast

9a 3 U 35/12 5 long Bonesrtib, 0.36 0.85 t 0.23 Gastritis
Vertebral column

10 0 9 F 79 6 Femur 0.40 0.25 1 0.17 Nephrosklerosis

II 010 p 5 6 0.40 1.21 0.17 Asphyxia

12 011' P 7/12 6 Femur. Vertebral 0.37 0.81 0.08 Measles

13 012 F 30 6 1. m1umn 0.38 0.25 0.13 Heart Disease

24 0.13 Al 28 6 Femur 0.39 (.05 0.05 Hemiplegia

15 016 U 711/12 6 Rib, Vertebral 0.38 1.75 0.11 Asphyxia
column

16 Ol? F 19 5/12 6 Leib 0.37 0.35 0.10 Heart failure

17 018 X 59 6 6kull, Femur 0.38 0.23 0.07 sepsis

is 019 it e5/12 6 Rib, 6kull 0.38 0.2( 0.08 Meningitis

19 020 U 46 6 Hit,, Vertebral O.,% 0.07 1 0.05 Hpast failure
column

20 5 U 11112 7 Lixture of 0.38 0.65 t 0.13 bneeDheritis
different bones

21 6.6 id 70 7 Femur 0.�? 0.14 o 0.05 CAMOr of the Stomaek

22 OIL I rs,, V� .,, lixture of O. 37 0.02 2 0.08 -ion
6 different bones Abort.

23 012 U 9 K prag;n, ?,/, 0.37 0.35 1 0.09

VM , 1, 8

24 0115 U F v prog.vAvj.o a 9
9 VI'vX's.m. lsjo 0.38 0.41 1 0.09

OSOSMM- IsiNaksYSRS, OFIFetum in Osaka,.Freg.. Wegnancy, q.m. - gravi4al month



Sr9o Camestration of somms, moms (Iran J.Z-1958 to ".1958)

M&U&.U

go. sex ce/g ash Sr9O/K ea Cause of Death

a5 022 1 1/12 1958-- I-, Mixtur ofdifferent bones 0-37 1-9 I 0-17 Pneumonia
26 023 P 1/4 I 0.57 0.28 009 NeninKitio
27 024 M 0 I 0.38 0.02 0-.09 Stillbirth Um. .1 S.N.)

28 025 N 57 I Ions; B*AesRib, 0.36 0.25 0.10 chronic Alcowlim
Vertebral column

29 026 F 57 1 long Bones, 0.38 0.22 0.00 Caneer of the liver
30 Vertebral column
30 031 M 13 1/6 6 Tesur 0.36 0.51 0.09 Famm7*Icrhtb1m1s
5 02 F 41/3 6 0.37 0.3s 0.09 Acute 0"1*iC 1QkWi-
32 033 F 411/12 6 0.36 0.86 0.09 Aeute Zattritis
33 034 7 I 0 , Mixture of 0.36 0.13 0.09 Preeaturodifferent bones

34 055 P 1/4 6 0.37 0.83 0.20 Pyloms temmis
35 037 5 16 V12 6 78sur 0.37 0.27 0.0? Acute Pasumonis
36 038 M 41/6 6 0.57 0.57 0.09 Heart failure
37 059 7 22/3 6 Mixture of 0.57 O.?O 0.09 resoirstakle arelp"

different bones

3S 040 M 1i 1/3 6 0.3? 0.28 0.08 Peritonitis Care's-toes
39 041 K 0 6 0.38 0.07 0.08 Stillbirth (Prog. S.m.)

40 042 P 1/4 6 Ions RonssRib, 0.37 0.35 0.08 puemcnis
Vertebral column

41 oq� la 0 6 Mixture of 0.36 0.42 0.19 Premature
different bones

42 045 M 14 11/12 6 Fewer 0.37 0.08 0.11 Aspb,xia
43 047 a is 1/4 6 H:Lb, ftbis 0.3? 0.47 0.09 Heart failure
44 048 it a 0 61 Mixture of 0.5? 0.56 0.09 Stillbirth Ovag. X g.m.)

different bones
45 050 1 50/12 6 Femw 0.57 0.75 0.09 Rateritis
46 051 7 7/22 6 Mixture of 0.38 1.10 0.06 Pneumonia

different bones
4 00 m 21 5lia 6 Peour 0.37 0.3D :t 0.07 Qwdlso AetkAm
48 061 7 15 O/L2 6 0.36 1.47 10.08 Hear flure
49 044 7 25/12 7 = U" Of 0.36 0.25 0.11

.ron% bones

50 046 ki 13 1/3 7 Femur 0.36 0.75 0.09 Lankmia
51 059 N 62/3 7 0.37 1.29 O.De pnewmal"
52 052 IM 91F 0 12 Mixture of 0. " 0.22 0.07 prelmats"

different bones
53 053 7 22/3 12 long bones, tib 0.36 1.04 0.07 T-6tv", of the agall

54 054 a 3/4 12 Mixture of 0.37 0.17 10.07' 0 . . . La
different bows
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Sr9o Concentration of Human Bones (From Jan.1959 to Jnl-1959)

Table III-

Age at 90
No. Sex 1'.. D' th Date Bone Ca/g ash Sr /g ea Oause of Deathea

55 062 M 1 3/12 1959 1 Mixture of 0.37 0.91 + 0.08 Fracture of the
different bones skull

56 063 M 7/12 0.37 0.39 + 0.08 measles Pneumonia

57 064 F 22-4/12 7 0.37 1.17 + 0.09 Death by drawning

58 065 M 9 1112 7 0.37 0.53 + 0.07 Ekiri4�

59 066 M 1/12 7 0.37 0.59 + 0-0? Ikterus neonatorum.
gravis



Table IV

TotalAge Year Sr9o in Human Bone (S.U.) Average Ayerare

Fetue 19 57 0.02 0.04 0-35 0.41 0.205
Stillborn 1958 0.02 0.07 0.12 0.13 0.42, O..56 0.221 0.214 (10)

1M.
1959

957 0.65 0.81 0.730

IM. - y. 1958 0.17 0.28 0.35 0.82 0.83 1.10 1.70 0.751 0.699 (11)

19.59 0.39 0.59. 0.490

1957. 0.35 0.85 1.21 1.45 0.968

1Y - 5Ys. 1958 0.25 0.38 O-W 0.70 0.75 0.86 1.04 0.665 0 778 12)

1959 0.91 0.910

1957 0.20. 1.75 0.9?5

5ys - Oys'. 1958 0.93 1.29 1.110 0.940 (5)

1959 0.53 0.53

1957 0.34 0.35 0.345

10,Ts. 2s. 1958 0.08 0.27 0.28 0.30 0.47 0.51 0.75 1.47 0.516 0.482 (10)

1959

1957 0.05 0.25 0.73 1.01 0.510

2OYs - 078. 1958 0.642 (5)

1959 1.17 1.17

1957 0.07 0.14 0.23 0.25 0.35 0.71 0.291

30ys. - 1958 0.12 0.23 0.1?5 0.262 (8)

1959



Age CTroup
Fefus 5tillbor - M

I M. I C
I Yr 5 yrs

V: 5xs 10 Yrs
S. U. V IOYrs 2OYrs
1.0 vr: 2ON-is 3 0 Yr 5

w 30rs

0.5 -

0 R x v w
Age Gxoup

Fi3.2'. Comentcation 4 :3rqo -n Human
Bone i ;5tronti,.,, Unit (Sr," VIACI� - C06
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The highest concentration during the period. of observation

is found among the children to be about 1475 S.U,. Although the

yield of chemical analysis was estimated to be about 60 - 01/0,

taking into consideration the possible range of error in the

estimation of the yield in radiochemical analysis besides the

statistical error estimated fom a eries of measurements of

activity indicated in the table, this might be interpreted as to

correspond to roughly about 2 .U..

During the period of measurements, we have ocasionally

encountered a few cases with considerably higher concentration
goof Sr . The concentrations as high as 23 - *8 SO. were

detected in the fetus and the child, the bone samples of which

were obtained from the crematory* However since the past history

of such cases -was not clear, the cases with unusually high concen-

tration have not been reported.

In connection with this, it should also be noted that most

of the cases examined in our laboratory and isted in the tables

are pathological ones and the results may not be considered to

be representative values for the average normal people and the

average values shown in Fig.2, may be considered somewhat lower

than the representative values for the average norma 1 person.

The concentration of 3r9o in human bone may greatly depend on

the food habit of the individuals. According to the white paper

on the citizen's nutrition(4),published. by the Public Health

Division of Osaka City Government, the calcium source in the

average diet may be assumed to be as followss about 260 mg

from cereals and vegetables, about 20 mg fom milk and dairy.

products about 100 mg from fish and marine products or aput

380 mg in total on the average. In 1956, the radioactive
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contamination by Sr'90 *as bout 49 Uo in polished white rice
U.

about 9,4� vegetables, about 29 #U9 in milk and dairy

products, about 029 MI. In marine fish*5) In 1957 and 1958, the
radioactivecontaminations of white rice and vegetables were about
24.2 and 5.4 SO.. From these figures the average daily intake
of Sr" during the period of observation may be estimated at about

13A goat
In certain part of Oakas it has been encouraged for the

adulate and children to take brown-rice to maintain health because
it is rich.in vitamins and minerals such as calcium. owever te
radioactive contamination of brown rice by Sr9O was reported to
be uusually high during the period of observations reaching as
high as 1 - 250 *U. The 9o concentration in the food served
at the hospital may be much lower than that for the average
healthy ;mrsons because only the well polished white rice is
usually served for the patients besida3 various medicines with
possibly much less ontamination of S9o. TheretoTe. depending
on the food habit and Us dietary composition and whethar people
depend or not on the unfiltered rainwater as the otlT source
of drinking water in the isolated small island or in the mountain
districts or whether the person has been hospitalized for a long
time or nt,, the concentration of Sr9o in human bone may be
e"ected to be considerably dfferent Although the rate of
transfer of 9o from the soil deposition to the human bone may
also depend on the discrimination-factor which-is determined by
the ratio of stable strontium to calcium in oaoh member of the
food chain, judging from what is discussed in the above it my
not be too much to assume that the concentration of 9O in the
bone of average normal children under the dietary composition
an& food habit of great variety as seen at present in Japan might
reach 2 - SO, corresponding to the cumulative deposition of
Sr9O of about 10 me/kM2 and the fallout rate of about 3 e/km2
year(2)
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(3) Effect of calcium content in the diet on the deposition of

radioactive strontium in the bone.

In case of calcium deficiency, a greater percentage of
90administered Sr may be expected to deposit in the bone. In

order to examine about tis point, to three different groups of

young rats weighing about 55 gm hich were grown with the food of

low calcium (0-155�0, standard calcium (0.44%) and high calcium

(1.0351o) content respectively 028 �ic per one gram of body weight

of carrier free strontium-89 in the form of strontium chloride was

directly administered orally into the stomeeb of the rnts with the

special syringe. The radioactivity in different organs was examined

after autopsy at different time intervals. The deposition of

strontium-89 in the femur was observed to reach a maximum at 4 -

hours after administration of the radioactive strontium as shown

in Fi-.3. In the fighre each point represents the mean value of

(Fig.3)

three rats and the Dercertage is expressed with the percentage of

the activity detected unit mass of the organ against the administered

dose Der one gram f body wei6ht. As can be seen in the figure, at

two days about 7016 of the administered strontium was observed to

deposit in the bone with the group of low calcium content, about

4.Y16 with te group of standard calcium content and about 25%

with the group of high calcium'content�q)

Judging from these results, the deposition of radioactive

strontium in the bone with the roup fed with hgh calcium diet may

be roughly about one half to one third of that of the low calcium

group. Therefore if the calcium is supplemented with the radlo--�

active free calcium pills, the rate of deposition of Br9o in'human

b6ne may also be reduced considerably as po inted out by Prof. Linus,

fauling of California Institute of Technology
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'137(11) concentration of Ca

The ;radioactive contamiUbion of meat and human uncle by the
cesium-137 that has similar physiqal half-life as the strontium-90
was also measured -in 1957, The cesi= was SeParated'as cesium
bismuth iodide precipitate(il, from the alkeline'Metal fraction Wtb
carrier Cs after complete-ashing of the samp06 The radioactive

OLfree cesium carrier w kindly provl;od to the author from fo ishi
of Eyoto University* About 180 lipa of 08137 per one kg of beef
without fat was detected fz4m the beef 'bought at the City market
in Osaka i June 1957 after careful elimination of t at piLrt of
th* meat* In 1937 we have also rzamined uterus and ovary ised
from the patients of the uteime wma and the ovarian oystam at
the Department of Gyneaalogy of the Osaka City University Hospital
and detected about 100 W per I k-of stmele, From the analysis
of the standard diet the arage daily intake of C137 in url;an
district waA vatImated to be roughly about 50 $&so in 19,57412)

137The concentration of Cs In various food ouch as meat and
vegetables in 19.57 was estimated to '�e in the range of about 20 10(
cesium unit, while that n human body about 30 - 00 aeaivn uit,
One cesium unit corresponds t I o per grain of potassium.
AssuminZ the amount of potassium in human body to be abou 10 rm
per 70 kg standard mn$ the total activity of Cs'37 In, human bod7
may be estimated to ba about o - 14 a r corresponding to the
cumulative deposition or about 1 zo/ka and the fallout at of

2 (2) However,,about za/km - year. in 1958 the oncentratio of
OS137 in aAuaa body in cesium unit has been "parted to be about
two to three times higher on the average in Tokyo tan the above

Some of the unusually high cases th the-ooncentratio of
CS137 in cesium unit in some of the organs of te human body higher
ty about 1 - 100 times or ore te the above value in 1957 hare
been reported by amagata(5)(A olWo for the ample obtained in
the latter half of 1M# (A case wIth 186 14 cesium unit i.
prostate in Tokyo in Aug..:L958)(15)
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(M) Discussion and Summary.

90About 60 bons samples were lysed for Sr during the period
from Jn* 1957 to July 1959. The hghest average concentration
was found to be about *U6 for the age &oup of - 0 years old.
Nowevert since most of thest cases are more or less pathological
ones after long period of hospitalization the results may not be
considered to be the representative values for the avenu,�e-normal
person* The highest concentration among the cases whose past
history is known was 175 S.U. or roughly, about 2 &U,',

During the period of observation occasionally we 4,ive found
higher concentration than 2 SU,, LA the bone samples f a few cases
obtai-ned from the crematory, However, since t4e past history of these
cases is not known, it is not clear whether they depended on the
rainwater or on the brown ice with uch higher contamination than
the white rice.

Zu view of these findings t may not be to, much to assume that
the concentration of Sr9o in te bones of the avevage normal children
might reach 2 - vUo, orresponding to the cumulative r_round
deposition of about 10 ina. and the fallout rate of aout_ yea 2)no/kM2 W.

The concentration of Cal-37 fI1013e physical hIlf-life is verv
much similar to S9l) was in the rane of about 30 - 00 cesium
unit in 1957 to early 1958 eorrespondiuG t3 the cumulntiv�-'-, eposition
of about 14 me/kM2 (2)

and the fallout rate of about 4 year.
However, during the period from 1958 to early 159 the concen-

tration of a'37 in come of the organs of the-human body has been
reported to be aout two to tree times hir)ier on the average in
ToXyo thsa the above value in 1957-

The concentration of Sr9O and sl37 in human body may not only
depend cm t food such an meat and veget,�biej but also on the degree
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of contamina-vion of the drinking water and the air inhaled. In case

of those who depend on the rainwater without adequate filtering of

Sr9o azind Cs-37, te major rute of ontamination of the human ody

may be assumed to be the rain-water used for driaking nd da117 cooking.

Although it is assumed la the UN rporJB)Ithat the concentration

of Or:�O in human body depends only on the umulative deposition

-while that of C137 only on the fallout-rate, itseems to be more
plausible to assume that te concentration of both SrW and C137
in humaa body ght depend o the cumulative deposition and te
fallout rate. The food habit of the people may be different not
only locally and seasonally, but also with time. The ood habit
in the future may not remain the same as at present. The people
who depend on the rainwater arenow advised not o drink the rnwater

without adequate filtering. Therefore it may beextremely difficult
to ppediet the future level of S9" and Cs'3'7 in. human body, altliougX
the umulative deposition and fallout rate mrht-�be predicted for
the future.

V S9OTne foliage retention of by some of the plants nnd vgetables
may not be negligible(13) although the fraction of foliage absorption
of SZ90 may not be as large as that of Cs'". The root absorption
of CS137 by some of the plants and vegetables may not always be
considered negligible, although the fraction of oot absorption of
C6137 may not be 9B lnrge as that of Gdo end might depend groatly
on the type of te plants, the-nature of the soil rind ertilizers
and the degree of rnfall, irrigation, frming nd ploughing, eta..

Taking these possibilities into consideration, it may be assumed
that a total of roughly about 0. - I pe of Sr9.-P In htm-a bd may
correspond to-the fallout rate of about 1 me/km?,:�.- year ad roughly
about 0.1 - 02 mpe to the cumulative ground deposition of about

21 Mc/km
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It may not be too ureasonable to assume that a difference

by a factor of about ten in the degree of dependence of Sr9o level

in human body on the fallout rate might exist between those who
depend on well-polished white rice and the well-filtered tap water
and those who depend on brown rice with high concentration of 9o

and the rainwater without adequate filtering.
In case of the level of-Cs137 In human body, the local$ seosonal,

and individual variation may be much larger than in case of Sr9O
because the biological half life of OsI37js much shorter than that
of Sr9o n the bone. Therefore it my be rather difficult to estimate
more accurately, because a difference of CsI37 level in various
organs of the body by a factor as large as 1 - 100 may occasionally
be found in various reports in Japan(5)(/5)

However, since the degree of foliage absorption of sl3 by
vegetables is assumed to bd higher than that of Sr9o while the
degree of root absorption of s137 lower than that of Sr9o, it may
be asumed that the dpendence of the level of s137 in human body
on the fallout rate might be about the saxie as or about double
the upper limit of Sr9O and the dependence of the level of a13 in
human body on the cumulative ground deposition roughly about one half
to one tenth that of 9o.

Prom these assumptions, it may be assumed for C137 that a
total of about I - 2 mito of CsI37 in human body may correspond to
the fallout rate of roughly about me/M2 - year and about 'l.-

20.01 =w to the cumulative ground'doposition. of roughly about me/km.
Ucause many uncertainties appear to be involved in the degree

of root absorption of 0M by te plants or vegetables which might
greatly dep*nd on the nature of the soil, fertilizers and many other
natural �md artificial fctors,, it ay not be too much to assume a
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difference by a factor of about ten for the dependence of sl37
levelin human body on the umulative gound depoaltloq, although

the major route of contamination or plants of vegetables by Osl3?

might be through the foliage retention of s'37 WUch epend's oil -

the fallout rate.
00 137However, these corelations between the levels of S�' and Cs

in hum-an body and the cumulative ground deposition and the falloutu
rate should be revised in the future wen more accurate ualititnve
data about the route of intake of such nualide uder

conditions may become available. In order to estimate tfte average
body burden of Sr9O and s'37 in the population ore accurately,

more detailed informations not only about the discrimination factor

expressed by the ratio of stable strontium to calcium or the ratio
of stable esium to potaosium, but also about te faction of people

who depend on different food and different drinking water with
different concentrations of Sr9O and Osl37 may be necessary.

Assu;-Ung the effective energy of Sl�o In the bone to be about

r-EF(RBE)n-5-5 MeV with the non-uniformity ftor n-5(?) the annual

dose rate to the bone cor-responding to I strontium unit or I mc

i I kg of calcium in the total bone of, 7 g may be estimatecL to be
about 14,6 mrem per year, hile with the non-uniformity factor n=1

it ay be estimated -it a,;out 29 mad per year. In case of Cs
the non-unifor-��iik:y factcz., 1�i assumed to be a=l. Therefore, aisuning
the effective ene-;-&y of 0:313? for the whole body to be about

X:&F(RBB)n-O.59 Lle�', the amual dose rate corresponding to a continuous
body burden o' 1 m�tc in 70 k- of whole body or te average concen-

tration of rouChly about 71 cesiw�a unit in whole body may be
eatimated to be about 016 mem or ad per year.
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1h view of the various uertainties involved in the
radioecological behaviour of various nuelides, It may be desirable to

keep the specific activity of each element in the human environment
as well as in the himan bocy below the level at which the total mean

effective energy of the radiations emitted per unit time from the
radioactive isotopes in one gram of the orresponding stable iotope

would not exceed the rate of emission of the radiation energy

equivalent to 001 rem/week*
At equilibrium state the energy generated per unit mass may be

considered roughly about equivalent to the energy absorbed in it,

Since 0,01 rem corresponds to 625 10-5 Rev/gxam and one week

to 60. x105 seconds, the permissible specific activity (PSA of
the.isotope may be expressed by the-following.equation.

(6,25-x to 5')
E-P (5 A 3 = �6-oy-xle feff 3,7 X t�

where eff is the mean effectivienergy per isintegration of the

isotope in unit of Key and my be assumed to bMEF(RBR). Simplifying
the above equation we my obtain

[FSA) PPOA-81ement (2)

of f
At the disposal of.the various radioactive nuolkdes it may-be

desirable to dilute the radioactive nuelides. by the corresponding

stable isotopes,, down to the above level of permissible specific
activityo, In case of the radioactive ualides without any corresponding

suitable stable isotopeel it mq.be necessary to dilute the
raQ"act*ve nuclide with the stable Isotopes tat ave

radioeealogically and metabolically simil" behavior to the
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radioactive nuelide,

In case of Sr9o , EZF(RBE)wl*l3 Rev estimated for the

whole body may be taken as I off' Substituting this value into the
above equation we ma.T obtain,,

22 A - '
r Y�

In case of r81;1$ since the mean energy of beta ray per

disintegration may be assumed to be I eff-O,56 Mevj,

alPS A) C 5 X5 -. 5,C (4)

In case of Ca45 with -0.086 Rev,
eff

(FS A = 3 2,6 A�v - CO-"7% czL (5)

In case of 014 With 2eff"0"094 NOTO

PS A I 0 /jp - - C C (6)

Some of the rsults of these estimations of the permissible specific

activity (SA) are shown in Table V.

ITable V)

This war�, the.idea proposed by Vishiwaki in 1954 at the time of

Bikini Ac4dent.ULO Uowever, later the radioactive contamination of

Sr9o in out environment; was observed to increase seriously due to

the repeated-large scale nuclear testinga.
If the specific activity of one isotope in our nvironment or

in our body eKceeds the permissible specific activity as defined in
the above, the permissible specific activity of other iotopes that

have radioecologically or metabolically similar behavior should

be reduced correspondigly.
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Table ' ; Permissible Specific Activity

E eff Psh

(MeV) (�L4C/g)

H3 0.01 2,800

C14 0.054 520

p32 0.69 41

Ca 45 0.086 326

Sr 89 0.56 50
Sr 90 251.13

I131 0.44 65

CS137 0.59 48
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The concentration of B9o during the period from 19 to

1957 in Japan has been reported to be about 390 - 540 S.Ve in rice bran

and chaff,'153 - 170 SO. in brown wheat and about 53 SO* in wheat
flour�8) It seems to be apparent that the specific activity of Sr.90

in stable strontium corresponding to the above concentration in
S.U. may be higher by a factor of about 104 - 10 than the prmissible

specific ativity of strontium scussed in the above.

Even if we assume a concentration of 9o in the bons to be
about *U*, assuming the amount of stable strontium in one am
of bone alcium to be about 16�4 gram,, the specific activit of

Sr9O in stable strontium my be estimated to be about le pLc-Sr9O/g-Sr

which is about 400 times higher than the permissible specific activity
of 25-p" of Sr9O/g-Sr.

In such cases, the second permissible specific activity in our
body may be onsidered to be 25 &&e of SrqO per one gram of alcium

which may correspond to 2 S.U.. Howeverg if the concentration
of Sr '90 in calcium reaches this level, there would be no allowances
left for calcium. Therefore$ if the concentration of Sr.10 in
calcium approaches the second permissible pecific activity the
permissible specific ativity of calcium should be reduced
correspondingly# Nor instance 4 if the concentration of S9 in
calcium becomes 12*5 p)Lc of Sr 0/"aloium, the permissible specific
activity of radioactive calcium hould be reduced to one half. In
case of Ca45 with PSA-326 plia/g-Cat the permissible specitic activity
should be rduced down to 163 pp of a.4-5/g-Ca corresponding to the
increase of Sr9O to a level of 12*5 gpo of r9,D/g__Ca.

If the concentration of Sr9O in calcium exceeds the second
permissible level of 25 4pe of 8r9O/g-Ca in the bone, the third
permissible specific activity mV be taken to be 25 )L)Lc of go/g-bone.
Howevers in such cases, the prmissible specific activity of other

14radioactive nuclides such as a �2 that have metabolically
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similar behavior to other elements than calcium constituting the

bons should also be reduced correspondingly*
The second permessible specific activity of 25 Ap of 9o/s-aa

may correspond to about 02.5 pa of qO/S-Sr, assuming the
concentration of stable strontium in the calcium of bone to be about

IL07-4 gra S/s-Cai, which is about 1d4 times sher than te

permissible specific activity of Sr'90 in the stable trontium. The
r9o

third permissible seoifia activity of.2,5 )also of /I.P�-bone may

correspond to IP?5 pe of S9o/g-sr, assuming the fraction of alcium

in the bone to about 170 hich is abo�t le times higher

than the first permissible specific ativity of 25 piw of W per

one gram of stable trontium* 90
The third permissible specific ativity of 25 &)&e of Sr /g-bone

may correspond to the total burden of about 0175 pe in the bone,

which is roughly about 9 of the occupational-maximum permissible

total burden of 2 Lc in the bone given in 1ORK1958L A total of

0.175 lie in the bone may be estimated to correspond to the annual

do5e rate of about 26 rems/year to -the bone, assuming the non-uniforml-

ty factor of five for the bone,. This level may be considered too high

as the permissible level for the general public. The second permissible

specific activity of 25 +c of SrqO /g--Ca or 25 oUs may be stimated

to correspond to the annual does rate of about s3? rem/year to the

bonec

It is esirable to keep the level of radioactive contamination

in our environment 'below the level of te first permissible specific

activity* Rowevert because of the repeated uclear testings in the pasti,

the level of radioactive contamination of Sr 90 in our environment

hae already exceeded even the level of the second pemissible

specific ativity in some of the food such as the brown rice* Because

of the discrimination factor of Sr9o which may be determined by the

ratio of the stable strontium to calaium in the food chain$ the

concentration of 9O in calcium of human bone may be assumed to be
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roughly about one tenth the level of the second permissible

specific activity or less at present. However, with te ncrease

of he cumulative deposition of Sr9o the level of Sr9O in human

bone may have a tendency to increase gradually to reach the

equilibrium value with the environmental contamination level.

Under such circumstances, we feel it etremely important

to try to exert our utmost efforts not to have the concentration

of Sr 90 in human bone reach the level of second permissible specific

activity in order to keep as much allowances as'possible for other

radioactive nuclides than the bomb-produced.for the peaceful uses of

atomic energy in our'eountry.
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Theoretical Analysis of the Radioactive Contamination
due to W ad sl37

In view.of the.cQnsiderably different values on the fallout
rate-ai1d the cumulative deposition.of SqO 137

and Go "ported from
different parts QJapan, the author attempted toestimate the
ranges of the fallout rate and of the umulative deposition of
Br5o and Gs137 for different parts of Upan based upon the theoretical
consideration.

(1)(2)(1) Theoretical Consideration

About 10% of the deposited 9O has been reported to have coins
from.tropospheric fallout in areas far from test sites, hile about
30% may be taken as the representative value of te tropospheric
fallout for areas relatively close to test esSV Therefore, in
areas far from test sites, it may be assumed that a major part of the
radioactive fallout of the nuelides with relatively long half lives
might be ascribed to the stratospheric fallout, although these
percentages may be greatly different depending on the types of nuelear
detonations. In case of he air burst,.a greater part of the
radioactivity may be injected into the stratosphere. In case of the
�7ound surface explosion, a greater part of the radioactivity way be
adsorbed or included In a large amount of dust pticles with greatly
different sizes end fll to the grwmd ith the greatly different
rate aceordlnc,� '0-, the sizes of te dust particles. In tb.a eas te
fraction of loc-11.1. fallowt may be higher es co)a�,gared with the dtant
tropospheric fallout or atratospheria fallout. Since larger particles
may fall than te smaller ones, the fraction of the dust

falling to te round per unit time may be considered to be a function
of time after detonation at least during the initial period after the
ground surface explosion. Therefore, in the tropospheric fallout
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or especially in the local fallout at a relatively short time
following the surface explosion there may be the case where te
fraction deposited per unit time decreases with time because of the
greatly different particle sizes Pf the dust which occluded or
adsorbed the fission products And other induced activities. In this
'ease if we assume that the fraction of the radioactive dust deposited
per unit time decreases iersely proportional to the time t after
explosion, the following expression may hold.

dD
- I. 

dt D t CL)a

where Da is the amount of due-. in the atmosphere and P a constant
which may be different depending on the types and the conditions of
nuclear detonation. Integrating the above equation, we may obtain,

Da Dt-P
1

where D. is a constant corresponding to the amount of dust in the
atmosphere at unit time after etonation.

If we express the activity of the duat with I. corresponding
to D and if we assume that the gronsactivity of the ust maya 01
decrease according to the Way-Wigner law t , t .� total activity
remaining in the atmosphere may be epresse b the following power
function of the tme t after detonation.

, ( 0+r�)-I it- (3)

where.11 is the activity-in the atmosphere at unit time after,
detonation.

If we assume that the total amount of the radioactive dust
particles of widely different sizes injected into the stratospheric
reservoir.would also decrease according to the following power function
during the initial period,

De ft Di t-P
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the total amount of dust in tile Stratosphere D after davs of
t

continuous injectior- Oi7 an amount q per unit time may be given by

the followings squation. -C

Dt= Rlq dt (5)

or, when is smallr than unity

D = R1 -L (6)
t

where RI is the fraction of the dust retained at end of unit time.

If we DRY special attention to a certain specific radioactive

nuclide which decays exponentially with the disintegration constant

X, the rate of change of the activity I of the specific nuclide

corresponding to D in the stratosphere may be given by the following

differential equation.

dl s . . - J3- T xi (7)-dt t s 8

Solvin', the above equation, we may obtain

is = I 7p eX(t-l) (8)

where I is the activity at t-l.

The total activity of the specific radioactive nuclide in the

tratosphere I after days of continuous injection of the activity
t

q8 of the specific nuclide per unit time may be given by the

following equation. T

It . R1 q (,-t)-p eX(L-t-1) dt '(9)

J,
where R1 is the fractional retention at end of unit time.

From the definition of the incomplete gamroa function,
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7 'Z
e X (lo)

Using the above relation, the equation 9) may be expressed as

R, C, P)

However, sometime after the nuclear detonation we may assume
that the size of the radioactive dust containing a certain specific
nualide in the stratospheric reservoir would be more or less ui-
form. In such cases, in view of the absence of the knowledge On

the detailed mechanism of transport 6f-the fine aai6a6tive dst
from the stratosphere to the troposphere it may be assumed as a
wo'rking hypothesis that a constant fraction of the total aount
in the stratosphere would be transported down to the troposphere
per uit time. Under this assumption, if we assume that a major
part of such long-lived fission products as Sr9o and s137 produced

by high yield detonations comes from stratospheric falloutt the
change of the stratospheric content of these nuclides with time
may be expressed by the following differential equation.

J QS Mdt = -yL - 'Ft t) (12)

where n is te injection rate of Sr go or CS137 into the stratosphere
per unit area (me/km2 - year), Q�(t) the Sr9o or 9137 content of

the stratosphere expressed per unit area (me/km2), the disinte-
-).or C8137.(0.025/year), and

,,Tation constant of 9 � the
. 90 137 r( 2average fall-out rate of Sr or Cs per unit area (me/km - year).

For the alculation Fr(t) is assumed to be poportional to QS(t)
as a working hypothesis.

Fr(t - kQs(t) (3-3)

where the elimination constant k may be expressed with the half
elimination time T a by the following equation

k Q,695 (14)
To
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Under the above assumption, the general solution of equation

(12), taking te relation 13) into consideration, may be expressed

by

-(.X+k)t + k -(X+k)Fr(t) Fr '(0 e tj (15)+k

Using the above expression of fallout rate Fr(t), the rate of the

total cumulative deposition and the ground accumulation in the surface

layer of the soil may be expressed by the following differential

equations.

dF d(t)
dt Fr(t) XVd(t)

dF e(t)
dt "i(t) X+-e Fg(t)

where d(t)is the total cumulative deposition, Fg(t) the.ground

accumulation in the surface layer of the soil, the disintegration

constant of Sr 90 or CS137 , andl the elimination constant indicating

,the annual fraction eliminated from the surface layer of the 4�oil

due to various weathering effects, which may greatly depend on the

nature of the soil, amount of rainfall and other artificial factors

such as irrigation, farming and ploughing. Using the half elimination

time T due to weathering, the weathering constant may be 6xpressed

b)r

T9 (18)
The general solutions of equations 16) and 17) may be given

by the following equations.

-Xt Fr�o) -Xt -(X+k)t
Fd(W Fd(O e + k e - e ) +

k t X �-(X+k)t e-N (19)
-X-k -7-+k-
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WbAn. 14,

F (A+2)t + F e-(?,+k)t
9 9(0 a k-.e r(O)

+ n e

(X+ik)t
+ s- (20)

When k,
(X+k)t + (A+k)t

g(t) Pg(O) r(O)te-

+ I 11 + A+k)t I X+k)t
(X+k)?

Adii -we eould assume.pd(O) -01 Fg(o)=O and F(o)=O, the above

expressions of Fr(t) .F d(t) and g(t) may be written as follows:

P kn 1 e-(X+k)t (22)
r(t r5'2 I j

F k + e-O.+k)t _e-Xt (23)d(t) + A+IC
When 14,

F
g(t) IM TVkTCx-f-7 X+P (k-7) 8

+ e-(A+k)t .(24)

When 1=k,

F + Xk)t) -(.+k)t
g(t) h" I (25)k'
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The equations 22 - 2.5) may be pplicable approximately in the

analysis f the fallout effects during the period from Mareb 1954
to 'the and of 1958 in t areas where d(O) and (O i March
1954 could be considered negligible.

After the tests were slitopped towards the end of 1958, n-0 until
the resumption of tests which would significantly contribute to the

stratospheric reservoir of 9O or 08137. Therefore, substituting

n-0 into the equations (15)and 19 - 21) and asawaing t-0 at the
end of 1958, we may obtain t following expressions for the period

after the and of 1958.

"r(t) - IIX-(O) 0-(X+k)t (26)

-A
TJ(co�Tito)a

(27)
When ^t

(A-tf)t I
T-q o = T o e -f (,e (28)

When lokt

Ig(t) 0 g(o)e + ?I.(O)te- (21�)

The above equations Indicate that the fallout rate F(t)
decreases after the suspension of the testag but the total fallout
cumulative deposition d(t) and the fallout ground accumulation
PK(t) may be expected to increase for some time end then bin to
decrease after ging through a maximum point. The time, at which

the maximum point willherQached in -d(t)l may be obtained, by
solving the equation !YA"2 - Ot to bedt

t (,\-+,&) Tr(o) (30)
Z + �T�c
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Similarly,, the time Corresponding to the Po Lt in 11g(t)
may be obtalned,, by solving the equation 01 to be as

follows 

When 1�kj (A--t,& I

(A-4)(OL-C) F6 to) Tr e)j

When 1-k,

(,A-rk)'Fr (o)

If we assume that the nuclear testa should continue indefinitely.
with the constant value of a, the fallouts rate in equation (15)
may b, expeeted to reach the folloming equilariu vlued

(33)

Similaryo the total deposition d(t) Of e4uqt;'On (9) and the ground
aK'OU-'iiU1aN.OU 1n te sarfaoe layer FS(t) of euetion 20) may be
e�eotod to roach the following equilibrium values.

T-8 t
/\-t ) (,A t-&)

However, pine* the tests were suspended towards the end of
'19581, the average injection rate for the period 1954 to 958
may be estimated from the following relation.

T-d F-Y (f)
_6-A --) 1 (36)

where t zV be taken to b 5 7ears, assuming twO ear17 in 1954.
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(II) Results of Theoretical Analysis

hetsuzinF the cumulative deposition F d(t) of S90 to be about
10 - 15 mclkM2 and te fallout rate V �(t) of Sr9o to be about

3 - .5 MO - year at the end of 1958 and the half elimination

time To from the tratospheri rervoir to be abo-ut 2 years, the

average value. of te annual injection rate during the period from

early 15,54 to the end of 158 may be estimated frolu the equation (36)

to be approximat 1 40 - 63 me/kW - earo Assuming the uniform

distribution of or the entire surface of the eartht the spe-

eific concentration of Sr 90 per unit area may be estimated at about

3�.G me/ka2 crresponding to the fast neutron fission of U 238

equivalent to about 20 megatons of T4TS3) Comparing with this value,

the'above value of may be onsidered to correspond to the annual

injection rate of about 24 - 35 mftatons TNT equivalent fission

products, or about 120 - 175 megatons fission yield. If we assume

that the above value of 1i as estimated fom the data observed

in the Pacific coast of Japan would be about three timei higher

than the world average and tat oughly about one half of the

total fi9sion produGta entered the stratospheric reseroir o an

average, te total i'.9sion yield during the five year period from

early 1954 to te end of 1956 may be estimated to be roughly about

90 - 120 meEatons equivalnnt. c

FiZ.1 siiowa the rn�ge of fallout rte of Sr;G during te ,period

from April 154 to the end of 1958 at the Pcific side of the Japan

mainland a stimated fromi the equation (22), assuming in
.2 r(0)-C

equation (15) --arly 19,54 and z-4.3 and 63 me/km'-year, and the

half deposition time T a of about 2 eers, In the figure diffazent

estimates of the fallout rate of Sr93 for Osaka and Tokyo based

upon the observations at diMsrent nstitutes are also shovm In

this fig-are, Osaka 1 indicates the dara rporzed by the Japan
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Mateorolo5ical Agency ia Tokyo Tor sakaW Osaka 1 tose by the

author�5) and Tokyo I in a ombination of"the data given in the

urvey of Radioactivity I compiled by the Japan Science and Technelo-

gy Agency�,!) and those given br the Japan Meteorological Agency �4)

and Tok;yo 11 is the data given by Isavag et�a.1(7). As ean be seen

in the figure the range of fallout rate of 9o at te ftelfic

side of the Japan ainland may be estimated to be about 3 - 5 clkm 2

year at the end of 1938, bevor# if the above rates of injection
90should continue indefinitely, t fallout rate of Sr may be 2

expected to reach the equilibrium value of about 4*1 - 59 me/km

year as estimated rom the equation 33).

Fig,.2 shows the range of allout rate of Csl37 durimg the

period from April 1954 to the and of kagust 1958 at the Pacific

side of the Japan mainland as estimated from the euation 22),

ass 3mi ne n8.3 - 19 Me/= 2 year. In ti case, since the ratio

Os 137/Sr9o may be estimated to be about,1,93Z3) from the ission yield

cur" for U2-8 te lower limit at n or Cs"37 is assumed to be

1693 times higher than the lower limit nx4.3 for Sr�o. Te upper

limit of a for 02137 is assumed to be about 3 times that 0.r sr9o.

In this figure, Osaka I istbe data given the athar(5)

and Osaka 11 is the value estimated by ultiplying the value for

SrW by a factor of 28 which is the ratio Cs'37/Sr'90 estimated

for Tokyoj7) Tolqro I is the data given by the Japan eteorological
(4; �7)Agency in Tokyo and Tokyo 11 those given by tawal, at l

As can be seen in the figures the range of tho fallout rate of sl37

at the Pacific side of the Japan ma W and way be estimated to be

about 65 - 14.8 me/km - ear at the end of 1958.

However if the above injection rate should continue indefinitely,

the falloat rate of CS137 may, be expected to reach the equilibrium

Value of about 77 - 17*6 me/km 2 _ year*
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Fig-3 shows the range of the fallout rate Of 100 during the<-( R33)
period from April 1954 to the end of August 1958 at the Japan Sea
side-of the Japan mainland as estimated from the equation 22),
assuming'n-12,6 - 18#9 c/kff� year* The value of n was estimated
by assuming two to three times igher at the Japan Sea side than
the upper limit for the Pacific side. As can be seen in the figure,
the range of fallout rate of 00 at the Japan Sea side of the

/km2Japan mainland may be estimated to 'be about 1 - 15 mc - ear

at the end of 1958* However if the above injection rate should
continue idefinitely te fallout rate of 9o may be expected,

to reach the equilibrium value of about 3.2.6 - 18.9 me/km2 _ ear.

Fig.4 shows the ran4ke of the fallout rate of sl37 duxits the (Fig.4)
period from April 19.54 to the end of 19,% at the Japan Sea side of
the Japan mainland as cited fom the equation 22), assuming

/k=2n=24.9 - 50-7 me - ear. As can be seen in the figure, the range
of fallout rate of Cd-37 at the. Apan Sea side my be estimated
to be about 20 - 40 me/km2 - year. However, i the above injection
rate should continue indefinitely, the fallout rate of sl37 M'V

be expected to reach the quilibrium value of about 23*2 - 47.2

mo/km2 - year.
Fig,5 shows the range of the cumulative deposition of 00

during the period from April 1954 to the ehd of 1958 at the aoific
side o the Japan mainland as estimated from the equation 19)
assuming F 0.5 mo/.km2

r(0)-0 and d(O)- early 1954 and the same
injection rate n-4.3 - 63 me/km - year as assumed at the estimation
of the fallout rates As can be seen in the figure, the range of
cumulative position of 00 at the Pacific side of the Japan
mainland may be estimated to be about 11 - 16 wc/kn2 at the and

of 1958.
Zu the figure different estimates of the cumulative deposition
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90of Sr for Osaka nd Tokyo based upon the observations at different
institutes are also shovm. In this figure Osaka indicates a
combination of the data given for te umulative deposition in

Tokyo up to the end of 1957 in the Survey of Radioactivit "
compiled by the Japa'n Science and Technology Agency(6) PI,-, a t ILL 9

data given for Osaka by the gapan Meteorological Agency in Tokyo(4)

after the end of lc)57. In other words, since no data for Osaka

prior to the end of 1957 had been given by the Japan Meteorolo5jpal

Agency, te umulative deposition of Sr9O in Oaka was assumed p

be tho same as that in Tokyo aL the end of 1957, to which the
values given later for Osaka by the Japau Meteorological Agenqy(4)

was added. Osaka 2 is a combination of the data given for the
cumulative deposition in TolWo at the end of 1957 by the Japan
Meteorological AGency(4) plus those g1ven for Osaka after the end of
1957 by the Japan eteorological Agency in Tokyof4) Eowever, according
to the measurements by the Japan eteorological Agency(4) for

Osaka and Tokyo during the period from Ylan. 1958 to June 1960,

the data for Osaka is iowej� or, an average by a factor 7/13-75.
Therefore in Osaka 3 the cumulative deposition in Osaka at the end

of 1957 was assumed to be lower by this factor than that estimated
for Tokyo, to Nvbioh the &t�_. thereafter for Osaka by the

Japan Meteorological Agency(4 was added.
Osaka 4 is the data given by the author(5) Tokyo 1 is the

data given for Tokyo by the Japan Meteorological Agenoy�4) Tokyo

2 is a combination of the data given for the cumulative dposition
in Tokyo at the end of July 1957 by the Japan Meteorolo ical
Agency(4) plus the data given for Tokyo by zawa, et alM ince

Aug. 1957. However the overall ratio of the cumulative deposition
of S9O estimated for Tokro during the period from Aug.19 to
the end of July 1360 by the Japan Meteorological gency(45 to that
by Izawa, et 7 is about 10.94/16*24. Therefore, in Tokyo 4 the

cAniulative deposition of Sr9O at the ead of Jly 1957 in Tokyo esti-
mated by the Japan eteorological Agq7AQv(4) is reduced by the above
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faotort to which the data given by zawa, et al(7) for the period

thereafter was added- As can be seen in the figured if the above
iaje6tion rate shot; continue ndefinitely, the umulative

deposition of Sr ay be expeated to reach the equilibrium value
of about 162 - 37.r'4/km2 I as estimated from the equation 34).

Fig.6 a owe tha range of the cumulative depostion of s'3? during
the period from April 1954 to the end f 1958 at the Pacific side or(r3.6)
the Japan mainland as stimated fom the equation 19) ssuming
"r(O)-o and O)-O-5 me/1=2 early 1954 and the injection rate
n=8#3 - 18.9 mc/km2 - year. In this figure, different etimates on the
cumulative deposition of sl37 for Osaka and Tokyo are also shown.
Osaka is the data given by the athor(5) and Osaka 2-is the data
estimated by multiplying the data of SP90 given by the author b a

137/Sr9o estimated fox (7)
factor of 28 which i the ratio 0 -Tokyo*
Tokyo is the data given by the JapanUeteorologicol Agency in Tokyo,
Tokyo 2 is a combination of the data given for the cumulative
deposition of sl37 at the end of July 1957 in Tokyo by the Japan
Meteorological Ageney(4) Plu's the data given thereafter by Izawa,
et al 7) for Tokyo,

However, the overall ratio of the cumulative deposit-ion of sl37
during the period from. Aug. 1957 to the end of July 1960 in Tkyo
estimated by Izawal et al. to that by the Japan Meteorological
Agency is about 30,,87/43,.8. Therefore, In To-kyo 3 the cumulative
deposition of Cs137 at the end of July 1957 was reduced by the above
factor* to.which the data gve tereafter by zarral, et al was added.
As can be seen in the figure, the range of the cumulative deposition
of 8137 at the Pacific-side of the Japan mainland may be estimated to
be about 20 - 46 me/km2 -at the ed of 958. However, if the above 
injection rat* should continue Indefinitely,, the umulative deposition

8137of W be expected to.reach the equilibrium value of about
475 - 714 mkm?.
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Fig.7 shows the range of the cumulative deposition or 00

during the period from pril 1954 to tho end of 1958 at the Japan

Sea side of the Japan mainland as estimated from the equation 19)
2assuming Fr(o)-O and "d(O)-o-5 ac/lm early 154 ad the same

injection ra'e.n-12*G - 18.9 zc/kg2 - year as assumed at the
estimation of the fallout rate of Sr9o at the Japan Sea side. As can

be seen in the figures the range of the cumulative deposition of S�o

at the Japan Sea side may be estimated to be about 32 - 46 me/km2
at the end of 1958o However, if the above injection rate should

continue indefinitely,-the cumulative deposition of Sr9o may be
expected to reach the equilibrium value of about 45 - 714 m/�M24

FLS,8 shows the ranGe of the cumulative Position of Csl37

during the period from April 154 to the end of 1958 at the Japan Sea
side of the ;la anmainland as estimated from the equation 19) assuming
Pr(O) d(O)w-Ov5 me/km? early 1954 and the same injection rate
n-24.9 - 50*7 m;-km? - year as assumed at the estimation ol the
fallout rate of OS137 at the Japan Sea side* As can be seen In the

137figure, the range of the cumulative deposition of Os at the Japan
2Sea side maq be estimated to about 5 - 195 me/km

However, f the above iection rate should ontinue indefinitely,
the cumulative deposition of Gsl37 may be expected to reach the
equilibrium level of about 9� - lt920 mclk2-

FIS.9 shows the range of te Sr9o in the -Fijq)
ground accumulation of _ 

surface layer of the soil during; the period from April 1954 to the endr
of 1958 at the Pacific side 6f he Zap, mnland as estimated from
the equation 20) assuming "-,(,)-o and ,(()=0.5 me and the
half elimination time T due to weathering to be about 10 years and
n-4.3 - 6 me/km2 year. In the fgure, te ground aumulation
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of 9O in the surface layer of soil as estimated by the author
based upon the radiochemical. aalysis of the soil conducted early

1957 in Osaka(5) and the range of te ground accumulation of the
90exchangeable Sr in te agricultural oil estimated by odaira,,

et al(a) for the Paoificsido of the Japan mainland based upon te

radiochemical analysis of the soil sampled in June 1959 are also
shown, As can be seen in the fgure,, the ground accumulation of Sr9o

in the urface layer of the soil at the Pacific side of the Japan
mainland may be estimated to be aout 95 - 13,8 e/km2 at the end of

1958.
Howevert if the above injection rate should continue indefinitely,

the round accumulation of Sr'�O in the surface layer of soil may be
expected to reach the euilibriu vue of about 42.6 - 62.5 me/km2,

as estimated from the equation (35).
Pig.10 shows the range of the ground aadwmlatlon of sI37 in M3110)

the surface layer of te soil during the period from April 1954 to

the end of 58 tt the Pacific side of the Japan mainland as estimated

from the equation 20) assuming F,(,)wO and PC 5 me and the.
half elimination time IT due to weathering to be about 10 years and

2 n-503 16.9 Mc year. Xa the figurel, the ground accumulation
of C3137 in the surface'layer of soil as estima�ed by multip6lng
the range of B9o at the acific side in June 1�;59 by a factor of

2.8 is also VM.
As can be seen in the figure,, the ground acumulation of Co 137

in the surface layer of the soil at the Pacific side of the Japan

mainland may be stimated to be about 1 - 1 me at the end of

195a. However, if the above injection ate-should continue indefinitely,
the round accumulation of sI37 in the surface layer of soil may be

expected to reach the equilibrium value of about 82.4 - 17.5 e/IM2-
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Fig*21 shows the range oi: the ground accumulation of B9O in the
surface layer of the soil during te priod from April 1954 to the
end of 1958 at the Pacific side of the Japan mnland as estimated

from the equation 20) assuming (O)wO and g(O)WO-5 mo/kx� and
the halt limination time Tdue to weathring to be about 10 years
and nml2.6 - 18.9 mc/km� year. In the figure, the ground accumulation

of the exchangeable 9O in the surface layer of agricultural soil

estimated by odaira, ot a(8) for the-Japan Sea side of the Japar
mainland based upon the radiochemical analysis of the soil sampled

in une 1959 are also shown.
As an be meen in the figure, the ground accumulation of 00

in the surface layer of the soil at the Japan Sea side of the Japan

mainland may be estimated to be about 27 - 41 me/km 2 at the end of 1938,

However, if the above rate of injection should oontinuA indefinite-
ly, te ground acumulation of 00 in the surf ace'tayer may

be expected to reach the equilibrium value of about 12. - 17.5 =*/km
Fig.12 shows the range of tt ground accumulation of s137 in the

( pi 12
surfaes layer of the soil during the period from April 1954 to the
end of 1958 at the Japan Sea sMe of the apan mainland as estimated
from the equation 20) assuming (o)-O and gm-0.5 mc/km? and the

half elimination time Ts due to weathering to be about 10 years

and n-24*9 - 50*7 mo/km - ear, In te figure, the ground accumulation
of 8137 in the surface ler t�Ril as estimated by ultiplying

thab of 9O at the Japan Sea side in JLme 19_9 by a actor of 28 is

also SOTM.

As can be seen in the figure, the ground accumulatiou of CsI37

in the surface layer of the soil at t apan Sea side of the Japan

mainland may be estimated to be about 53 - 108 me/km2 &t the end

of 1954,
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However* if tho above injection rate should continue Indefinitely',

the ground accumulation of 03137 in the surface layer of thesoll

may be expected to reach the equilibrium value of about 247,4 -
500*3 o/,=2. (F .13)

14)
P1413 - It;, show the ranges of the fallout rates of Sr

GJ37 at the Pacific sidka and at the arn ',',ea side of the J

mainland after the end of 1958 as estimated fom the equation (2G)
assuning t-0 at the end of 1958 or at the beginning of 19

The simbols representing the difftre4t estimates 1#-V13s.l3
and 14 have the samo meanings as-those in FiSs.1 Fd 2, As can be
seen in these figures, &1 a genera tndency the fallout rates of SOO

and s'37 may be expected to decrease theoretically after the end
of 1958 hew the nuclear testings vere susVended by the three majo�
powers possessing the nuclear weapons* However, because of the

unusually igh fallout rate in early 1959, the ranges of the fallout
rates F(o) at the end of 1958 had to be taken sonewhat wider in
these theoretical analyses for the future than those in te prevlouo

analysts.

Fi417 - PO show the ranges of the cumulative deporition of
Zr9o 6nd Cs'37 at the Pacific side and at the Japan Sea side of t
Japan mainlaDdo After the end of 1958 as estimated from the uatio

(27) assuming t=O at the end of 1958 or at the beginnizis of 1959.
The symbols repreconting the different entimptea in Fig3.17 and
18 have the same neanin&s as those in ge.5 and 6.

Because of te repeated uclea tsting up to the fall of 1�8t
the stratospheric fallout may continue for the future* Assuming
the half elimination constant T from the stratospheric reservoir
to be abo-ut. two yars,, a maximum cumulative deposition may be observed

at about five to six yearn after the end of 1958, an can be seen
in these figurei6 At the Pacific side the range of the maxirmm

cumulative deposition of -r9" to bo expected in 1963 - 1964 may
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be aVout 13 - 30 MO/km? while that of CS137 about 30 72 me/1=2.
At the Japan Sea side the range of the maximum cumulative deposition
of 9o to be epected in 1963 - 1964 may be about 47 - 72 e/1=2
while that Of Cs 37 about 90 - 215 me/1=20

Figs.21 - 24 show the ranges of the ground ccumulation of
1.23)

Sr9o and Cs'37 -in the surface layer of the soil at the Pacific s (RI-24)
and the apan Sea side of the Japan mainland after the end of 1958-
as estimated fom thd equation 28) assuming t-0 at the end of 150 or
at the beginning of 1959 and the half weathering constant T to be
about ten ears.

As clear from the comparison of Firs.21 - 24 with Figsol - 209
if we assume a weathering factor of ,=10 yearsq the ground
accumulation in the surface layer of the soilmay be expected to reach
amaximum in two to three years after.the end of 19589 much earlier
than the total deposition without weathering effects. As can be seen
in these figurest at the Pacific side of the Japan mainland the range
of the maximum ground accumulation of Sr9o in the surface layer
of the soil to be expected in the middle of 1961 may be about
12 - 24 me/km2 while that of CsI37 About 24 - 7,mc * From the
preliminary analysis wth the 6N HC� extraction of the soil about
10 am from the surface sampled at tLa play ground of the Tokyo

0Institute of Technology, the 'ground deposition of, r.9 in the surface
layer o the soil was estimated to be about 17 me at the enc of
Auz-5ust 1961*

Since this value is in the ranpe of the ground accumulation
of Sr9o in the surface layer of the soil at the Pacific side of the
Japan mainland, the hel weathering time T of about 10 years assumed
in the above does not seez to be a igure too unreasonably misplaced,
as far as the above result in Tokyo is concerned.
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Howevdr, the weathering, effects may in general greatly depend

on the vrious local conditions, especially the nature of the soil# the

amount of the rainfall, and other various artificial factors such

as irrigation) farming, ploughing, ad-the types and the extent of

the grass or tees growing on the landt etc..

At t Japan Sea side the range of the maxi im2m Fround accumulation

of Sr 90 in the surface layer of the soil to be expected in the

middle of 1961 may be estimated at about 36 - 7 me while that
of OB137 - 2at.about 73 - 171 me/km
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(III) Dose Estim6tions due to Sr 90 and sl37

(1) External irradiation

The external dose,-rate from the uniform dposition of gamma

emitter on an infiniteplani may be assumed to be proportional to

the cumulative ground deposition 7 t) and the average energy

'IV of the gamma rays emItted from te deposit.

(37)E r T-T
where the proportionality constant k may be assumed to be approximately

k-0.1 mad o mram/year per one me/kM2 and per one MeV of gamma ray

energy. In ease of sl37,, since 92/6 of the disintegrations give

gamma rays of energy 0661 Nev and of these 11% are onverted, the

average gamma energy per disintegration may be stimated to be about

".54 eV. Substituting the above values into equation 37),

we may obtain

I 0. 0 5�-)(Fy ivl/y (38)

where F,(t) in the umulative ground deposition of gamma emitter

in unit of me However, if we assume a shielding factor of

about 55 for the living conditions of the average Japanese in the

rural area, the above equation may be written as

t> (39)
where 09e = Jex Ta-W wrem/YeA-r

Q-PY CA 0. - 1 (40)
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(2) Internal irradiation 90 W
If we assme that t Internal irradiation due to Sr and Go

would depend on both the fallout rate Pr(ty-and the emulative
deposition Ile- (t the annual dose rate due to iternal iradiation

may be expressed in general by the following equation,

4 Ck) (41)

where gil and 946 &re the proportionality onstants'� 9 0
In �so* of Or assuming about 0,.5 ape in the total bone of

about I kg per aa�mk year and about 0#1.5 upc per za/�=2 _ year

and the Annual dose rest* of about 1. zrex/�var orrespondin to

I S*V& or a total burden or about I W La te bone of about I kg,,

we may hav* the following values for he constants gil and 9i2
in equatio (1)

(42)

C2 t .2 ZS-

in case or osl37 assmin a ontinuous bodyburdon of about

I ape in the whol bdy of about 0 kg per as/km2 - ear and about
0*05 apa per e/)m2 and the annual dose rate of about 06 =-eu&ear
corresponding to a ontinuous total body burden of aut ape in

the wle body of about 70 k,, w my have the foLlowing alues

for the onstants g and g.2 In equation (41).

13 17 (45)
2 C C 
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Intwal Dose

In case of Cs137 we may have to take into consideration both the
external and the internal irradiation,, Ther6fore the integral dose
for the period of t, years may be given by the following general
equation.

D C,1 1,7) F r ( t-) dt e dt -t act 2 Fcci-)At- (46)

In case of 001, only the Internal Irradiation may be considered
important and the itegral dose may be given by the following
equiation.

t
Fro-) ott t t) ett- (47)

Assuming of equation 26) the intpgral may be given by

TY (48)where T c O At (o)

J\ (49)

Assuning d(t)"'t equation 27) without weathering effects for
Fr(t) and t) in the equatio'ne 46) and 7), the intewral of
11d(t) ay be gve by

C1 - (50)
T- dt T-r(o I 2_

where

smd

-e- t
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If we assume Fe(t) of equation 28) with weathering effects for
E,(t) and Fc(t) in the euations 46) and 47), the integral of
P (t)-may be given by

-Fg O Ta o) 1 I TTCO) (53)
where 0

C 1X (54)
and

-(AtR)t- - C i C.AT4 I tT

Usually the value of t in the above equations is ssumed to be
30 years for the mean generation time in the estimation of the
genetic effects due to Cs137, and 35 years for the average life
expectancy and 70 years for the average life span in the estimation
of the somatic effects due .to Sr9o. Therefore, for the convenience
of estimation, the values of the integral I I , is, and Idl" Id2 .a2
have been computed for tl-30, 35 and 70 ears and are given in Table .

Assuming the upper limits of 9o and Cs-37 at the Pacific'(TaWr
side of the Japan ainland as shown in Pigs-17 and 18 or in Figs*21
and 22 to be the repreaentave Va Llues for the Japanese population,
the average integral doses due to S9o and Cs'37 te children born
at the end of 1958 in Japan Cht additionally receive because of
the repeated nuclear teBtings in the past may be estimated easily
usinS the values in Table and are listed in Table 2.

TA L'
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Table 

t
Ir I dl Id2 I Ig2

(y rs

I1 30 2.69 21.1 53 10-54 28.3C)
N)
1

35 2.69 23.4 59.7 10.59 28.5

,?o 2.69 33'.2 88 10.6 28-53

1 1 1 1 1 1 I



Table 2 Integral dose without-weathering

effects (D) and with weathering

effects (G)

a ; Sr 90

ti D G

(Yearsx (mrem) (mrem)

30 1786 (35?) 1310 262)+

35 1979 (39�6) 1401 280)

?O 2803 561) 1?85 357)

f�'The number in parenthesis indicates irad

with non-uniformity ftor n=l.

b ; Cs'37 (whole body

tl\ D G�years)\ (mrem) (mrem)

30 38 (1'6) 25

35 41 (129) 27 (89)

70 57 (184) 35 116)

The number in parenthesis is the estimates
without a shieldin6 factor of 55'for-
external irradiation.
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If -we take into consideration the possible contribution of

other bone seekers of shorter half-lives such as eq, the �Otal

doses to the bone may be even hieher tan those estimated in Table o

However$ the average life-time dose to tiLe bone marrow for the

population would be somewhat less. Although te exact estimation

of the average dose to the bone arrow would be rather difficult

because of te various Uncertainties involved in this type of

estimation* uditag from the Sr9 dose to the bone estimated in

Table 2 the average total mean dose to the bone marrow for the

population living up to aZe of 70 may be estimated roughly at about

remse

In case of 03137 because of its shorter biological half life

or higher turnover rate as compared with S9o In te bone, the

difference in the concentration between adults and children would

not be as large s.Srgo * f we take into consideration the possible

effects due to other fission poducts the total doses to the whole

body would be even higher than the double of those estimated only

for S13'? in Table 2 dpending on the degree of cntributio of

other nuclides of shorter half-lives.

The 30 year dose from the.external irradiation due to the

cumulative deposition of grossaetivity has been estimated at about

109 - 218 mrad without takiAEN into onsideration arty sielding

effects. Besides this there would be some contributions from the

Internal irradiation due to other fission products;,

Therefore, taking these various factors into consideration,

the total 30 year dose to the gonad may be estimated rouShl- at

about *1 - 03 rems, or roughly about one tenth of the average

life-time bone marrow dose.



(IV) Discussion and Si, y

In this paper, based upon the theoretical considerations on

the radioactive fallout due to nuclear testings prior to the end

of August 1961, theoretical analyses on the fallout rate, the

cumulative fallout deposition and the ground accumulation in the

surface layer of the soil of Sr 90 and sl3?are attempted for the

Pacific side and for the Japan Sea side of the Japan ainland.

Based upon the theoretical analyses of the results up to the end

of 1958, the possible future level of Sr9o and Csl3? is predicted

assuming the half elimination time from the stratospheric reservoir

to be about 2 years. In the estimation of the ground accumulation

in the surface layer of the soil, the weathering effect with'the

half weathring-time of about 10 years is assumed.

'However, the result of the theoretical estimation with this

assumption does not seem to be contradictory to the perliminary

result of the radiochemical analysis of the surface layer of the

soil up to a depth of about 10 cm conducted at the Tokyo Institute

of Technology in 1961.

Because of a large amount of Sr9o and C137 injected into the

stratosphere by the repeated large scale nuclear testings up to the

end of-1958, the stratospheric fallout may continue for the-future,

Although the fallout rate may decrease with time, the total cumu-.

lative deposition may be expected to reach a maximum in about 6

years after the end of 1958 while the ground accumulation in the

surface layer of the soil with the assumption of half weathering

time of about 10 years in about 2 - 3 years. These results are

summarized in Table 3 Although the fallout rate may be somewhat (TaWe3)

'hip;her at the Japan Sea side than at the Pacific dide of the Japan

mainland, assuming te upper limit for the Pacific side as th*

representative value for the Japanese population because of the

lar� er percentage of population living along the Pacific side) the

possible integral doses to the bone due to Sr 90 and -to the whole

body due to Cs131? were estimated as shownin Table 2.
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Table 3 Maximum cumulative deposition without

weathering effect and maximum 15round accumulation

.in the surface layer of the soil with weathering

effect to be expected at t max years after the

end of 1958

--- ,_2�te
Pacific Side Japn Sea Side

D,aximum lower UDT)er lovier upper
deposition limit limit limit iiinit
a t t max

Fd(t)MaX 15 30 48 72
(me/km2)

t max
90 (year) 5.8 5..8 5.7 5.?

F�
g(t),max 24 38 57

(me/km2)

t
max 2.7 2*7 2.8 2.8

(year)

.Fd (t )2x 72
a 30 91 215(mc/km

tmax
CS137 (year) 5.8 5.7 5.8 5.7

FF (t
max 24 5? 73 171(me/km2)

tmax
(year) 2.7 2.8 2.7 2.8-'
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However, taking into consideration the possible contribution from

other fission products, the total life time bone marrow dose may be

estimated rouBhly at about I - rems while the 30 year done to the

gonad roughly at about 0.1 - 03 rems.

According Oo L-ewis(9) the probability for leukemia is estimated

at about 2 x 10 -6 per year per rem which may be valid within a factor

of about 3 hile UN report (2) assume the probability of about

I..5 x 10-6 per year per rem to continue after each element of radiation

exposure for the remaining life of the individual*

Using these probabilities for leukemia ad assuming the linear

relationship between the dose and the effect, the total number of

leukemia for a population of about 108 may be estimated to be about

5 - 7 10 3 corresponding to about rem of the total mean marrow dose.

However, if we take into consideration a -factor of uncertainty of about

3 in the Lewis' probable estimate on the incidence of leukemia, the

upper limit may be estimated at about 2 x 104. Although there may be

various uncertainties in these estimates, judging from these values, the

.total number of such fatal somatic damage as the leukemia may be assumed

to be roughly at about the order of magnitude of 0. - .0 x le
corresponding to the total mean marrow dose of about one rem per person*

Therefore, if we assume a total mean marrow dose of about rems,

the total number of cases may be estimated about three times higher

and roughly at nbout 1. - 3 10 for a toal population of about

I , as shown in Table 4 (a). . <- (-Ta-� -,Kau 
The genetic damage to the population may be. estimated with the

method as given by Crow(lo) in the Fallout Hearings at the UoSa Congress*

Assuming a doubling dose of about 40 rems instead of 50 rems

assumed by Crow and a normal iidence of tan ible genetic defects due
(21to spontaneous mutation to be about 2 - 4 the total number of gross

physical or mental defeats corresponding to a 30 year gonad dose of

about 0.1 rem for a stable total population of about 108 may be estimated

as follows.
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Table 4 Numprical estimation of the possible

damage for the population of about 10 8 in Japan

due to the past nuclear testings conducted durin;,

the period from early 1954 to the end of August

1961

(a) LeukemiaO
OD

lower estimate higher estimate

Leukemia 5,000 15,000

- 0?000 30?000



Z- 0
X X =- 2.5--.';->-� / o310 O .2 (56)

Assumift about 10% expression in the first eneration$ the first
generation effect may be estimated at about�25 - 00. ssuming the
frequency of'stillbirths and hildhood deaths at mutational equilibrium
to be about 8% as estimated from increased death rates in children of
consanguineous ma.rriages(15) the total number of stillbirths and
childhood deaths from 0.1 rem fro a generation may be etimated&

R .
0 I 'K = O 4 (57)
*0 /00 Z

Assuming about 69� expression in te first generation, the first
generation effeqt-may be estimated at about 600.

Russell(16) observed a 3 reduction in litter size of mice at 3
weeks of age when te sires had been exposed to 300 r, Using this result
and assuming that the total effect would be duubled when both parents
were exposed, the first generation ffect of the embryonic and neonatal
deaths may be estimated.

�Z(O'/) 3 K �Oe (58)
?00 O

Assuming this number of the.first generation ffect would correspond
to about 6 of the total effect, te total damage my be estimated roughly

04.at about 1*7 I
If the 30 year gonad dose is assumed to be 03 rem, the genetic

damage estimated in the above would be about three times higher than
the above estimates. The results of these nmerical estimations of the
possible genetic damage due to the radiation effects of fission
products for a population of about 108 are summarized in Table (b4-T1.%t(b)

Although these estimated numbers may b considered subject to a
large uncertainty, it should be remembered that those listed in the
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Table (b); �enetic damage due to Fission Products

Generat'on lst eneration Total to infinity

Type lower higher lower higher
of estimate estimate estimate estimate
effect

Gross physical 250 750 2,500 7,500
or

- 500 - 1,500 - 5,POO -15,000mental: defects
0

Stillbirths

and 600 - 1,800 101000 30,000
childhood

deaths

Embryonic

and 1,000 3, 000 17,000 50tooo
neonatal

deaths



table are only the tangible ane, and that there would be perhaps

a larger but nImown number of minor or Intangible defects as pointed

out by Dr. Cow(lo) at the Fallout Hearings in the United-States.

Besides the possible effects due to the radiation from fission

products, e must take into consideration the possible effects of

carbon-1-4 as hasbeen repeatedly emphasized by Prof. Id-nus Paulin

Leipunsky (12) and Totter,, et allu) have also made the estimation of the

possible hazards due to the bomb produced carbon-14.
(3)Assuming the probability of any given generative ell boving

had a carbon-14 transmutation in DNA to be about 6 x 1 for a

population of 25 x 19 wth a birth rate f 30 per 1000 the total

number of childr�a� with the transmutation effects in its genetic

nate3Aal may be estimated as follows.

30
0 X 000 )" (6AI (59)

Ltipunsky assumed in his estimates the ratio of mutations to

transmutations (/T) to be unity and an inclement of earbon-14 due to

10 megatons of fusion equal to 41 x 073 times the present carbon-14

equilibrium value. With this assumption Totter, et al estimated that

the total number of people with defective genes due to the carbon-14

increment ay be estimated to be as follows.

qq to =/4L* XO (60)

Totter, et al. pointed out that the amount of carbon-14 eatlwj;ed

'by Luipunsky would be higher by a factor of about four as compared
(14)with the estimated by Mibby, and that the ratio M/T might e much

smaller than unity partly because of the existence of inert

'non-genie' DITA in the ell in which 14 decay'Le less apt to cause

mutation and partly because: pf a larger possibility.of total

inactivation f the cell With the transmutation effects in ts genetic

material.,'- although there might. be some possibility that me anom-

tation my ause mre than one mutation.
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However$ if we assume the total of past nuclear testinp p. or

to the end of August 1961 to be roughly about 100 megaton fission

and 100 megaton fusion, the total-increzent of.carbon-14 may be
estimated oughly at about - 2 of th& present natural carbon-14

equilibrium vlue* Assuming an increment of about and an immediate
mixing of the "bon-14, the annual does rate due to bomb-produced

carbon-14 may be estimated roughly at about 0,015 mrem/year. With

this small IGre MOnt Of annual d0s te first generation effect may

be undetectable* However$ because of'its longer half ife of about

59600 years the small ffects may continue many thousands of years and

the total number of damage may not be ompletely negligible. The

total number of damage due to radiation corresponding .to an increase

of carbon-i4 by about bove the natural carbon-14 level was

estimated for a st la total population of about-10 as in the case

of the fission products and'is shown as a lwer estimate of the total

damage due to arbozi-i4 in Table (a). Besides the effects due to
- C T"& 4(c,))

radiation,, there would be.somi transmutation effects, if not vez7

much larger tan the corresponding radiation efects in case of

carbon-14 for the ma a= cells as po inted out by otterj et al,

However$ ines the act estimation is difficult withbut'knowinig the

ratio NV as discussed in Wm above, the transmutation effect was

assumed to be about equal to the radiation effect and the estimate

of the combined effects La hown in tho table a a higher estimate,

Therefore this higher estimate my be onsidered to correspond to the

radiation effects for a increment of earbon-14 of about 2 above the

natural cambon-14 level. In about- 5,600 years following the ddition

of the *arton-14 increment roughly about are half'Of the ttal number

Of damage due to Carbon-14 given in te table.m'ay be expected, to

Occuro athough the number per generation may be considered almost

negligible for a population-of about OP.

As am be seen from the numerical stimation of various possible

damages in the tables although the probability per person would
be vary -aid the absolute number. of Possible long term damage m�q

not a*Ys be considered negligible and it should! be pointed out

that a small additional dose to a large nulaber of people may,, in some
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Table 4 (c) ; 14 damage

'--�Per�iod Total in 5600 yrs Total to infinity'

Type lower higher lower higher
of estimate estimate estimate estimate
effect

Gross physical
or 12500 3,000 3,000 6,000

, 3,000 6,000 - 6000 12,000Mental defects

Stillbirths

and 6,000 12VOOO 12-000 -,24,000
childhood

deaths

Embryonic

. and 101000 -20$000 -201000 -40,OOD
neonatal

deaths



cases, ultimately bring about a greater number of total damage to

the population at large than a very large lethal dose to a very

small limited number of people. When a small number of people are

exposed to a lethal dose, they may die without bearing a child and in

this case no genetic damage may be transmitted to the rest of the

population. However, if a closed total population is exposed to

a continuous low dose of radiation in a wholesale manner, the

genetic burden of the whole population may be expected to increase
N

gradually in te natural background level�l?)(18.'

Besides the laukemia ,Ind"V-hqb genetic damage, we must also

consider the possible life-shortenin� effect due to radiation.

Although it is reported by Lorenz (22) that the radiation may

have a life-extending effect on mice at very low dosage region,

we may assume on the conservative side that the life-shortening

effect of radiation obtained at higher dosage could be extrapolated

to the low dbsage region, because of the various posible uncertain-

ties iherent in the ans.2.ysis of the results at very low dosage

region. Depending n whether we assume the dose to the whole body

is more responsible for the general life-shortening, there would

be some difference in.the estimates. However, in view of the lack

of more-accurate knowledge aout this point, we may assume that the

life-time-dose-res-pontible for the life-shottening effect would be

about the order of magnitude of one rem in total due to the repeated

nuclear testings prior to the end of August 1961, nd that there

would be no threshold of radiation dose in causing the general

shortening of li)fe span. With this assumption, assuming the life-

shortening constant or the chronic lethality coefficient -'Vo be

about - 3.5 x 174 as deduced from te data given by Bruies, and

Sacher� the average loss of life span per pers6m in number of
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days may be estimated to be roughly about 43 - 9 days for a

population with the averag6 normal life span of about 70 years.

The average loss of ltfe span, although it appears to be very

small per person, and well within the limit of statistical error,

may be considered to correspond to a total loss of life span

equivalent to about 12 - 25 x 10 6 man-years for a populatio of
8about 10 If we assume the dose responsible for life-shortening

to be about 3 rems, the resulting estimate would be about three

times higher than the above value and may be estimated at about

3.6 - 75 x 106 man-years. Assuming a total loss of life span of

about four million years which may correspond to about 14.6 days

or roughly about two weeks per person on the average, it may be

considered numerically to correspond to an average loss of life

span of about 40 years of 100,000 people �20)

There may probably be a large factor of uncertainty of about

ten or more in the above numerical estimation of the possible

hazards to man because of the various assumption introduced in

the course of estimation. Moreover, whether there would be

threshold or not for the long-term radiation effects considered

in this paper is still a matter of controversy even among the

specialists on the subjects, although the evidence seems to be

accumulating to indicate that there would probably be no threshold

in the genetic effect or that the threshold would be very low, if

it existed. Therefore the numbers introduced in the above should

be interpreted as such. Howeverl because of such a large factor

of various uncertaintes in this basic scientific data, on which

the above estimations are based, we feel it side* From these

standpoints, we must estimate the maximum possible dangers that

could be conceivable within the limit of large uncertainties and

try to exert ourselves to minimize the possible risks for the

population.
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Table 4 (d): Life shortening effects

Average per person Total loss for 108

1,200,000Lower Estimate 4.3 - 9 days

/-2,500,000 man-years

Higher-Estimate 12.9 - 2 days 3,600,000

-7,500,000 man-years



Otherwise, if we took a too optimistic assumption inspite of

a large factor of uncertainties and if it should prove in future

that the situation would be pessimistic, it would be too late to

do anything for'it many years after the'various. injuries had taken

place or had been detected or proven among the people. Therefore,

(Table 4U))

it seems to the author only right in dealing with any matter

concerning human life to take account of all possible dangers which

may be conceivable in the light of our present scientific knowledge.

In this respect, whether the above estimates would be ten times

higher or ten times less becauses of the various uncertainties

involved in the estimation is not very important. The lboint is

that the possible number of people who would seriously hurt in

the future can not be considered absolutely zero because of a

large factor of uncertainty about the long-term radiation effects.

From the stand point of public health or conscientious medical

science at peace time, in which every effort must be made to save

even a single life and to make life even one-day longer, even a

slight nunnecessary" increase of radioactivity alrove the naturally

occurring level, due to repeated nuclear testings is certainly

undersirable.

From the peaceful uses of radiation and atomic energy, such as

the medical diagnostics or treatments by radiation, the atomic power

plant, or the industrial uses of radiation, we may get more benefits

than the possible risks.

However, what benefit do we get'from the repeated nuclear

testings conducted.by major powers preparing for a genocide Of

hundreds of'millions of people? It is the problem of deep concerh

of those who are tyingto develop peaceful uses of atomic energy

for the peace, happiness and welfare of mankind, that the allowances

of the permissible level of radiation and radioactivity would be

gradually narrowed down with the gradual increase of the level of

radioactive contamination of our exivironment due to large scale

nuclear testings. �21)
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